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PBEFACE
Th:U # 08i$ forma a record of the investigation carried out by the 
author on the correlation of the thermodynamic properties of ordinary water 
substance*
The background to this problem was thoroughly explored and is discussed 
together with details of the latest international developments*
Attention is drawn to the fact that the derivation of so-called 'Thermo­
dynamic Temperatures' by the addition of the quantity, 273*15, to temperatures 
referred to the international Practical Temperature Scale leads to discrepancies 
in the values of the thermodynamic properties calculated from equations of state 
by means of the thermodynamic relations. These differences are shown to be 
significant when compared with the tolerances in the 1963 International Skeleton 
Tables*
Equations in the form of Ghebyshev polynomials arc presented which enable 
the thermodynamic properties of saturated water and steam to be calculated in 
a systematic manner* In the equation defining the pressure-temperature relationship 
allowance has been toad© for certain unpublished measurements of the National 
Bureau of Standards* Accurate tables of saturation properties for regular 
intervals of temperature are included*
A new equation for compressed water from 1 to 1000 bar and 0 to 150 0^ 
in which the dependent variable is enthalpy and the independent variables are 
pressure and entropy is described* As these are the most important properties 
in pump and turbine performance, an example of the calculation of the efficiency 
of a water turbine using the * thermodynamic method* described by Thom (99) is 
included*
Recomendatlons for future work are made and an outline of the advantages 
of an hrs-p formulation based on orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials is given.
The work is concluded with an evaluation of the theoretical ’eharaeterietia 
curves* for water*
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The early investigatora of 2000 years ago were among the first to 
appreciate the unlimited application» of steam powered invention#, They 
had np kuowledg© of actual property value# of water aubetauee.» hut they 
were familiar with some of it# practical aspect#  ^ The first recorded use 
of steam was hy Hero of Alexandria» about ISO H#0* » # o  described and 
11 Imtraced 78 invention#» Amougst the numbef were a syphon» a pump# a 
water clock and a steam engine»
After this early use of steam there was a complete lapse in both ■ 
interest and progress until the upsurge of science in the sixteenth century.
This next period saw the development of the steam engine, for varioua use® 
and in many varied forma# along with other types of steam operated apparatus# 
but it was not until the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the 
nineteenth centuries that engineer# realised that they were dealing with a 
nom*ideal ga# whose properties had to be determined experimentally, and not 
theoretically, From this realisation# there followed the study of steam 
properties has continued unabated since this period and has continued
to provide experimental value# of increasing accuracy for the various properties.
Tbe earliest knoxm researches into the phenomena of steamy undertaken 
with a philosophical purpose# were those of Eiegler In 1769* Between this 
date and l#4 when %eg*%ault (1) published the first of his memoirs# a large 
nistober of experiments were carried out by different workers who produced 
results of varying accuracy. However the first researcher to carry out 
accurate and consistent measurements was Eegnault. He designed and built 
apparatus with which he was able to measure property value# with an accuracy 
that was not surpassed for over fifty years. A# a result he was able to 
develop equation# and stem tables which accurately reflected hi# experimental
measurements* This was the pattern that was to emerge» as the investigation 
into the properties of water suhatanee gathered momentum measurements would 
be made» then tables at rounded intervals oi pressure or temperature would 
be compiled» and finally equations would be devised to represent the 
experimental or tabular values* This process has* of necessity» been con­
tinuous since more accurate measurements continue to be made.
The first equations were based on a combination of theoretical and 
graphical methods while modem formulations have either been based on theory 
and calculated by computer or been based solely on mathematical analysis of 
all available measurements*
In order to appreciate fully the latest progress In formulating equations 
to represent the thermodynamic properties of water substance, it is necessary 
to follow the various stages through which data representation has passed*
For ease of description, this historical summary will discuss firstly the 
saturation equations and secondly the formulations which have represented 
water substance ixi its varying forms#
1*2 Saturation.,,Linc .
A groat variety of equations have been suggested to represent the 
different saturation properties# The most important one is the vapour 
pressure equation in wliidi the pressure is normally represented as a 
function of temperature# This is due not only to the importance of the 
physical property Itself but also to its relation to other thermodynamic 
properties, such as the latent heat of vaporisation* Various other properties 
have been measured also, the best known and most important of which are liquid 
volume, latent heat and specific heat# A detailed description of vapour 
pressure equations will be given but equations for the other properties will 
only be mentioned in passing*
1.2,1
The very earliest vapour pressure formula was given by Dalton (2) in 1801
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who observed that the pressures increased in geometric progression while 
the temperature increased in arithmetic progression, that is
log p a 4- bT ##,**(1)'*
This relation was quickly disproved when better measurements became available*
A completely different form was suggested about this time by De Frony (3)
p w aA^ f bB^ Hk CG^  +
and was followed by the relationship invented by Young (4) where
p ^ a(l f bt)^
Equation (3) was used by many physicists over the next deCade. In 1828 
Professor Roche (5) suggested an equation.of the iovm
p . .....(4).
Equation (4) can be generalised by making the temperature series into a 
double power series as f ollows ;
» " ah  ^  ^  ^  ^ ....,(5).
Tîiis approach was tried by various people and culminated in .the rather 
elaborate equation of this form devised by Broch (6) in 1881.
In his attempt to find a suitable relationship. Blot (7) (1844) modified 
equation (2) to
log p «t a 4* b.B^  .+ cG^  ..«••,(0).
Eegnault (B) in 1847 formulated a-modified version, (7), of equation (6) 
based on his experimental results* which provided'the best representation to 
the data up to that time,
log p # a * bB^  ^f (7)
where x * t ~ d,
None of the equations* up to this date* had any particular theoretical 
significance* as most of them were based on the graphical approach. However
after this period many of the formulae were baaed on theoretical eonsiderationSj
the most conmon of Which was the GlausiuS'^ GXapeyron relation
t sm 01
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in 1849» Eankine (9) produced one of the first equations* (8)@ to be derived 
from this theory
log p « a - 'I - (B) *
and nine years later Kirchhoff (10) using the same background proposed
log p w a *"* b log ^  X
The last of the simple equations (10) was suggested by Antoine (11) in 
1888, and originated from the algebraic^  equations for the hyperbola and the 
parabola*
log p «f n **#*,(10)#
Tills type of equation did not' find nearly as much support when it was 
first presented by Antoine as it has obtained in the period from 1945 up 
to the present,
Thiesen (12) produced a much jaore ©otoplieafced equation in 1899 which 
he based on measurements which he had carried out himself. His equation 
can be simplified to
it 4- a) log p * b + ct + d(e - t)^ ,,,,,(11)«
Inl907 * Henning (1% carried out a survey of eleven equations which were 
in use at that time and compared them with Thiesen's equation. The following
year Bolbo-m & Henning (14) published accurate results and provided a
correction curve to be used in conjunction with equation (11). Professor 
Callendar (IS) published his steam tables in the 19È0*s and produced an 
equation* which was based very closely on the Clausius-Glapeyron relation,
log p *» a '■* •* C log T + d log I- e ^  . # »V, (12),
where s ^  »
As can be easily appreciated, it was necessary:^  to interpolate in it for p
as both p and T appear in a rather complicated maimer on the right hand side 
of the equation.
In the midst of these complicated forms there appeared in 1924* proposed 
by HengXein (16), a very simple equation
log p " a “ ....«<13)
T
to be followed in 1927 by one (14) by Batchinsfci (17) where temperature was the 
Ividependent variable
t + a « b(^/g - 10° - d/log("c/p)) .....(14)
Three years later Hofbauer (IS) produced a rather unusual equation
Tlog log p « a f log(T *“ b) log T - e log (g^) .,**#(15)
and in 1932* using natural logarithms, Eirdef (19) suggested
p ™ In p •« a(T - b In T) 4 c ,,,,#(16),
All the equations so far mentioned had originated in Europe, particularly
France, but the next two equations of note were both prepared in the U,9*A,
Tlie first, equation (17), was devised at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) by Smith, Keyes and Gerry (20) and was calculated by "least squares"|
log - I  ( â J t S y ^ - L S E l )  . . . . . (17)
where x » T T,
%  ■ ■
The second was devised, also in 1934, by Orbome & Meyers (21), who took a
simple equation and added correction terms until they obtained an adequate
fit to the data over the complete range* They obtained
2 1,23
log P «1 a I- I  + <10^* - I) + a 10^^ .....(18)
2where x T - k, y *» -* t.
The final equation (18) was generally accepted and, with the addition of a
more accurate equation (19) formulated by Gerry, and noted in reference (22), 
to cover the temperature range 0 to 100 ^ G, has been used internationally 
up until the last four years when many new empirical equations have been
devised using computers* Gerry obtained
g
log p «; a 4i b log T oT 4^ -g *#,**(19)*
Dorsey (23) in 1940 reviewed the work done over the previous 20 years 
and concluded that equation (18)* used over the temperature rang© ~ 5 to 
the critical temperature gave the best agreement to the experimental results# 
Thomson (24) in 1946 advocated the use of the Antoine equation to 
represent the vapour pressure of any substance and showed that over a small 
range it would lit the data with great accuracy*■ This approach to the problem 
was repeated by the American Petroleum Institute (25) who» in 1964, represented 
the vapour pressure of water in the range 0 to ISO by nine Antoine 
equations* each covering à small range of temperature#
In the period 1963 - 66 polynomial series of the form (20) have been
suggested by workers in Japan and Germany# via......................
iIn p % a# X #•#*#( 20)
i . t
where % (1 0) or (T or t*.
With the advent of computers this type of equation is likely to find 
permanent recognition due to the ease with which it may be programmed#
1,2*2 Other .saturation equations
Saturation properties other than vapour pressure have been measured 
and these include the total heat or enthalpy, latent heat, specific heat 
and liquid volume# The mast important ' of these is the last mentioned and 
will be dealt with first#
The first liquid volume equation of any note# (21)» was proposed by 
Tate & Fairbaim (26) in I860*
v^  » a • « # • * ( 21)
It was unusual in that it used pressure as the independent variable instead 
of temperature# The only other equation of any significance was devised by 
Smith 8 Keyes (27) in 1934 as part of a research project which was being 
undertaken at MIT# This equation, (22) # has been formulated to give the
critical volume exactly and has been achieved by n&ing (t^ *" t) a® the 
independent variable#
V 4- ax f bx 4» ex*
^  C% #>rwy*»nf ynw^ w  W|" #f W  ft #  (>
1 4^ dx 4* ex 
where X Ç# * t#
The other properties mentioned here have been represented by simple 
equations %fhich have usually been in the form of a polynomial series #•
There is, however, one research group who spent the years between 
1930 and 1940 providing measnremmts and equations for the saturation 
properties# This work was carried out at the National Bureau of Standards 
using as their basis the calorimctrie quantities a, 6^ and r which are 
described by Osborne (28), From these quantities, which are fully.described 
in Chapter 4, one can obtain all the saturation properties# This work has 
never been bettered md the equations and results obtained from it are,still 
used in a team tables to-day# Unfortunately it is partly made up of equations 
and partly of tables and so is rather unwieldy to use, Hence the provision 
of straightforward equations based on this data would define the saturation 
properties in a much more satisfactory manner#
1«3 . t e n m - g i.8ja»g
The representation of the properties of water substance has, much more 
so than the saturation properties, been attempted by both theoretical and 
empirical equations# In the theoretical approach, water substance in the 
vapour phase has been considered as an ideal gas and then modifications » 
based on theoretical considerations, have been made to the original relation- 
to accomt for the differences between theoretical and experimental results, 
Partington end Shilling (29) have followed these developments by listing' 56 
equations of state, ■ The. empirical equations, on the other hand, appear to 
have been developed by the experimenters, who would formulate a simple
pequatloA to reproduce their résulta apd then produce steam tables from it* 
These two attitudes will be discussed separately#
Before continuing with the discussion in this chapter it is necessary 
to understand what is meant by the expression "equation of state" * The 
definition has varied over the years and a slightly different form will be 
advanced here* The conventional definition may be expressed as fallows
The properties of a fluid of constant chemical composition are completely 
defined when any two of three variables are knmm* These variables are p-v*T 
and any equation representing the interdependence of these three variables 
for a fluid is therefore on equation of state. Thus the general form of 
such an equation is '
f (p, V, T) w 0*
Tlte■presently accepted definition agrees with the definition in general 
but not over the choice of variables * Here an equation of state or character™
istic equation is taken to refer to an equation of three variables, for which»
if any two are known then all the other thermodynamic properties may be ' 
calculated directly* Tliroughout the thesis the latter meaning will be used#
1,3* 1 #eore^ical, equ4ti.ons
The first theoretical equation was suggested by Boyle end Lussae (30) 
in 1662 for an ideal gas and is written
pv ^  RT #.#.#(23)*
This form was used for almost 200 years until Rankine (31) in 18^ 4 
suggested a modified form* (24) * which agreed more closely with the experi** 
mental results*
pv m Kp " ^  ####,(24)#
After this improvement had been appreciated» a large number of varied
forms were presented* The next important step forward was made by van der 
Weals (32) in 1873 who suggested equation (25) which has been used as a basis 
for more accurate equations by x^ riting the constants a and b as functions of
volume and temperature
(p (v ~ b) «» ST ..,.,(25),
V
Another well Imox-m and popular form xms devised by Dieteriel ,,(33) in 1898 
where an exponential term was introduced
p(v ™ b) # RT expC-*j|j) -
If the exponential in equation, (26) ie expanded as apox^ er series and only 
the first,term taken then equation (25) is obtained* Further improvements 
are represented by the equation (27) which Berthalot (34) put forward two 
years later ■
(p + -\) (V - b) - RT ..,..(27).
Tv'*
There were many other equations of a similar,nature suggested but none 
of them managed to predict the experimental properties with any greater accuracy# 
There was, however» one equation with which it was possible to obtain 
reasonable agreement with the experimental vaXueS’* This was the "virial 
equation" which could be written in txm Slightly different forms:
pv w A (1 + Ç + *   ) #.#*,(26)
and pv e» A (1 *- Bv + Cv^  4*...  ) ##*..(29)
where A» G, .*### are called the first, second, third, #.#, virial
coefficients and are functions of temperature. If only the first term Is 
used in equations (28) or (29) then the ideal gas equation (23) is obtained, 
However this foma of equation is usually used with the constants fitted as 
empirical functions of temperature*
In fact, ail the equations that have been mentioned in this section 
are usually rewritten with their coefficients as functions of tmi%)erature, 
pressure or volume in order to give a much .better approximation of the 
properties* A full description of this approach is discussed in Chapter 2 
where the most recent advances in this field are considered and described.
-10™
1,3*2 Empirical equations
The equations mentioned at the end of the previous chapter were both 
theoretical and empirical in comparison with the entirely empirical equations 
which will nox? be described* Some of the ideal equations already discussed 
have been considered for use in the calculation of steam tables e.g.
Gallendar (35)» but generally a simpler form of equation is chosen, 'Üie 
theoretical equations always use pressura» volume and temperature as the 
variables whereas xfith empirical equations almost any combination of 
variables are used,
The most common dependent variable» hoxmver, appears to be enthalpy,
Regnault was the first person to produce a simple relationship to define
enthalpys
h**a4*bt *,,,* (30) *
This equation (30) and the others which follovxr are applicable only 
for superheated steam, Marks and Davis (36) in compiling their steam 
tables modified equation (30) by adding an extra term to obtain
h w a 4" bt + ct^  ,«,#*(31),
Holmes and Hollitch (37) provided three equations of the form
h « S % a,, p (s - 8 )J ,****(32)
imO J«Q
5 i  
where s 2 b. p
® i«0 ^
which they used for predicting steam turbine power plant performance. These 
equations gave good agreement with the enthalpy values from Keenan and Keyes’ 
Steam Tables (38) but were not evaluated for the derivatives. The only other
work using enthalpy as the dependent variable xfas carried out about the some
time by Stelta and Silvestri (39) who produced equations for enthalpy, entropy 
and volume as functions of temperature and pressure* These equations were 
not in any way connected but were completely empirical, % e  method used
-11-
would appear to be baaed on finding a simple equation which provided an 
approximate fit to the data and then obtaining an accurate representation 
by the addition of correction tenaa*
The only other equations of any interest are two xfhich were conceived 
in 1936 at MIT* The first of these was also for steam and is written
V « B •, • • * (33)
P
where B « f (i).
The second is a compressed 'water equation,
V ** a + bx^ " dy^^ P 6 ,,.,.(34) 
where x “ t, y ** B “* t
and Ô is a function of p and t which is treated graphically. 
The only other approach to the problem of representing thermodynamic data by 
equations is to use an interpolation procedure along with the table values-.
This is a reasonable metliod/as long as a large amount of storage space is 
readily available on a computer » and for this reason it has not received 
much support.
-12-
OUTLINE OF regent INTERNATIONA D E m O M N T S  
2él Introduction
As the properties of water substanoe are of such great importance to 
/ industry due to their use in boilers, puiiaps and other machines» a lot of 
interest and cooperation has taken place over the years on an international 
scale* The first international meeting » called the First International 
Conference on the Properties of Rteam (1st ÏGF8), took place in London 
in 1029., and since then they have taken place at intervals over the inter­
vening period* The last meeting» the Sixth, was held at New York in October 
1963» and the results of this meeting (40) and the subsequent effects are now 
described» as they had a large bearing an the work described in this thesis.
2,2 The,Sixth International Gonferenae on the Properties of 8taam
This conference first of all approved the new International Skeleton 
Tables (1ST) prepared by the International Ooordlnating Committee of the 
Sth ICPS which had met in London in 1956* These Skeleton Tables, which 
are normally referred to as the 1963 1ST» replaced the earlier 1934 1ST 
which, in view of all the experimental work carried out since their inception 
no longer represented the state of knowledge of properties* The 6th ICFS 
also discussed its own future and the present and future experimental work 
to be carried out, but the most important decision It made was in regard to 
formulations for computer use* An International Formulation Gommittee (IFG) 
was created to develop at the earliest practical date, within a year if 
possible, a formulation of the properties of steam, represented by the 
1963 ISTj, for use with computers* The countries which composed this committee 
were Czechoslovakia, German Federal Republic, Japan, U*K,, U.S.A. and U.S.S + R*, 
since the bulk of the work on correlating equations and formulating steam 
tables had been and was being carried out by them.
-13-
These then were the decisiona and reeomendatlons of the 6th IGPS 
hy who® the IFG was created and whose results will be discussed further 
Oïl in this eliapter# How at this .conference two very interesting and 
informative papers were given on the subject of formulations for computer 
use. A brief resuiad of these papers and their salient points will now be 
given such that the advance of computer formulations and the slightly 
different approach of the various countries up to the present time can be 
discerned.
The first address on the subject ’formulations for computer use* was 
given by Dr. IC.E. Schmidt, of the B.R.B*» in which he suggested that this 
title had a triple sense, relating to the three purposes to which these 
formulations are directed* namelys-
<a) that of smoothing and correlating, measured values
(b) that of making better skeleton Tables or Steam Tables
(c) that of using these improved tables for technical and scientific
computations*
In the past the desire for 'accurate knowledge of the properties of 
water led to the 1st IGF0 in London in 1929 where it was decided"to represent 
the accuracy of all easperimcmtal work by so-called Skeleton Tables with 
tolerances to give a measure of the probable accuracy. This process of 
forming u m  1ST was continued over the years, the final 1ST (1963) being 
approved at the 6th XOPS*
Up until a few years ago all calculations were done by hand, now 
these calculations are being carried out on an ©vcr^ '^ increasing scale by 
digital computers. However* this now raises the problem of efficient use 
of computer time* The storage of steam tables in the computer is not 
practical due to the large storage area required and the slow access time 
but even if the tables are reduced in sire and interpolation formulae used 
these factors are still excessive.
Tine ideal position would be one with an internationally approved
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formulation itom which all M p m  t a b l e s if required* would be calculated.
The following qonditiona must be satisfied by ony equations established for 
computet -met
(a) All values calculated from the equatlow must be within 
the tolerances of the 1ST,
(b) Maximum range of application* including the saturation line.
(c) Thermodynamic consistency* and differentiability over the 
whole range of application.
(d) Small storage Space.
(e) Short computing times* , , ,
Since in the majority of p m m  the temperature T and pressure p are - ■ 
the given quantities the formulations should have the form^-
v(p, T) h(p* T) 8<P* %)*
It would probably not be possible at .this point of time to establish 
one unique function fulfilling all these requirements and so It would he 
nacespary to accept several separate functions as applying in different 
regions &,&» compressed water, superheated steam and critical region. All 
equations so far proposed are valid only-##r. limited regions such as these*
The second address on this subject was given by R.W* Bain of K.li.L.» 
who had already formulated equations for Water and steam, using the form»- 
pressure as a function of density and temperature* Ee thought there were 
three possible pairs of independent varlabl#» which could be used in a 
computer equation for use in power cycle calculations :
Ca) pressure and temperature - This combination is the most popular
.although it does not appear possible 
■to cover the entire range of the 
variables with a single equation*.
(b) density (or volume) ™ This form is not quite so convenient
and temperature . but it seems to offer the best method
of correlating the mass of experimental 
data,
Cc) pressure and entropy - %is equation would be Just as convenient
-li­
as (a) mé because of tba eoutinuity of 
all the tbamodyaamio functions across the 
two-phasa region there is a strong 
possibility of being able to devise a 
single equation which will eover both the 
liquid and vapour regions# Unfortunately 
any equation of this fom must use an 
equation of forms (a) or (b) to calculate 
Initial, enthalpies and entropies*
Be then continued by giving his personal opinion on equations in general* 
There should not be any limit on the nu#er of separate equations since if 
there was only one approved it would imply that there waS" no tolerance and 
#%is is definitely not the case. However these equations must satisfy some 
criteria* The obvious one is agreement with experimental knowledge and this 
could be modified to agreement with Skeleton Tables preferably with more entries* 
A necessary extension would then be to provide tables and tolerancea of other 
properties e*g# specific heat* the Joule-Thomson. coefficients and the derivatives 
of pressure-#
In m y  calculations- where there i.s mcertainty In the basic data an 
assessment of the uncertainty of the answers should be included m é  it is 
quite possible to do this s-imply on computers* This perhaps adds one further 
criterion# namely that a suitable equation should include in its description 
a statement of the errors in its coefficients and of h#7 they are statistically 
correlated* with #ls addition more realistic answers to- calculations could 
be obtained*
From #ese two addresses some of the differences in approach are obvious, 
mainly due to the fact that Schmidt is an industrialist and that Bain is a 
scientist* Their attitude al-so reflects t-he views of their own countries 
which will become more obvious later In this resum#*
Meanwhile in the U*K# the work of computer fomulation has been carried
out oîi bo# à Rational and an intamational level and they will be 
described in conjunction.
After the Sixth ÏCFS Work in Britain was carried ont in three main 
centres ** Cambridge Bnivoraifcyj and Clasgot'? University and discussed
and coordinated in the Computation Panel of the Electrical Research Association 
(ERA) CoiEKiittee 2B$* IWt of the work prior to this had been carried out 
at HEb by Bain and Lé Eevre # o  together carried out a theoretical survey 
(41) of possible forms of equation some of which were mentioned by Bain 
in his address to the Sixth Conference* These suggestions were examined 
at Cambridge by Haywood and Bott (42) and they divided the problem up into 
stages as follows :
(a) Plots of various forms of h s p*
(b) Examination of methods of curve and iurface"*fifeting.
(c) The results of curve fitting both the saturation line and a 
few dhosen isobars for h # h(s)# Unfortunately they were not able to 
carry their investigation any further but the conclusions that they reached 
provided a sound basis for any future work*
Meanwhile at HEL^  Bain had left» and the work was being carried on 
by R*I* McLeod'WÏ10 carried out a short review (43) 'Of this earlier work 
and continued by writing a surface fitting program to fit a surface for 
a m a(h. In p),
During this period the work described in this thesis was initiated 
at Glasgow* This consisted of first providing an equation for the saturation 
line of the form s ** s(ln p) which could be used with McLeod’s surface and 
following that a vapour pressure equation*
formulation ,Gq#iittee
Tlio First Meeting of the IFG was held in Prague in March 1963 at 
which the results of the above mentioned research was reported (44)*
#ow B*R* Committee on the Properties of Steam ^  Ministry of Technology^
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itoever before approving of any obmpntor formulation it was found neeesaary 
to define explicitly the problem facing the XFG* This was done in Resolution 2 
which may be summarised as followss
There would appear to be two objectss
Object A: The determination* correlation* tabulation and formulation
of the actual properties of natural water substance* (Actual 
properties are* of course* never exactly known and statements 
about them must be given limits of error*)
Dbj.cct',:B* The definition* by stating its properties* of a conceptual 
fluid* ’contractual steam’* (A definition* by its nature 
is exact#)
Gbject A would be met by sharing, among National Delegations, the work 
on the following four. 6ub"‘regiona*.
(a) superheated vapour
(b) critical
(c) compressed liquid
(d) saturation line,
Prom the results of this work a formulation should be agreed and adopted 
and a formula for tolerances prepared for.use with the formulation*
Object h* while being partly satisfied by the above may only be fully 
satisfied by the preparation of transformed formulations.
It was suggested that the tasks (a)* (b), (c)* and (d) be divided thus:
(a) m m  
<b) G88R 
<e) BRD 
<d) DK,
Following on from the definition of the problem it was felt necessary 
to provide criteria which any equations must satisfy if they were to gain 
recognition by the IFG# These criteria may be enumerated as follows:
it) entire field of the 1963 1ST must fee covered,
(2) The specific internal energy and the specific entropy nmt be 
aero at the triple point*
(3) As density * 0 then ^ ''/ï * s whete U • <461.51 + 0.07) 3/&S “k .
(4) %emodynamic consistency mist be maintained,
(5) Discontinuities on intcr*^ reglonal boundaries should be ' less 
than the recommended maximum acceptable discontinuity*
(6) Isothémai (or isobaric) changes across the saturation ’ line 
should be less than the maximum recommended value*
(?) Suitability for use in industrial calculations and simplicity,
(#) Gumulativo computational rounding errors should not exceed
10 tdiere x is the number of significant figures that
can be held in the computer and y is the property being calculated,
iP) # e  combined virtuess of minimum arithmetic operations ahd
minimum computer storage*
The IfG adopted for its work the symbols and units to be used as well as a 
diwmaionless form of the properties for use in the equations,
Two formulations had been presented to the‘meeting for consideration*
The first* correlated by Dr 3m a  (43) of the 0D8R, is of the form p # p(v,T) 
which is not very suitable for Industrial calculations due to the. form of 
variables and its complexity» although it is very accurate* The other was 
presented by the BED delegation m d  did not have the drawbacks of the above- 
mentioned although its inter r^egional discontinuities were eometfhat large.
It was proposed by Professor be Fevra» the leader of the U,R, delegation*
#at this formulation should be given temporary recognition once it had had 
some improvements» which hé suggested» made to it* These modifications are?
(1) the formulation shall be in the form agreed at the Brague 
•meeting of the ÎFG
(2) the formulation shall include an e#re$sion for the saturation lines
(3) the inter-règional boundary- between the superheated vapour and 
the critical region shall be unambiguously stated*
It was resolved that the above task would be entrusted jointly to the BED
end DK delegations.
After the First IFC-meeting, the research continued at both NEL and 
Glaagow Dniveraity until just ■before the Second IFG meeting* which was 
held in Glasgow in March 1966, when a vapour pressure équation had been 
formulated as part of the îjic contribution to Object A,
McLeod had completed■his first attempt to provide n formulation of 
the type s w a(pp h> and he submitted a report (43) to the Computation 
Panel, on his conclusions# He decided that there was nO' possible simple 
representation available in the above form but he suggested that h ** h(s, p) 
might give better'reaultS and 'that if the fit was constrained along the 
saturation line and the derivatives■ignored, at least, initially, more 
success might be obtained, Meanwhile at Glasgow the. other saturation 
equations were being completed prior to tackling the surface fitting problem.
At # 0  3ecoad Meeting (46) equations for the sub^ 'regions were presented 
and in order to- fulfil Objec^ t,, A two Formulation Working Groups were -set up,
Ftie first, composed of the bPH, C33H and HSSR were to construct the femulation 
and to prepare a technical report and the second, composed of Japan, HIC and USA, 
were to eheeh thé fomulation independently*
As a fulfilment of Ob-jèt^t. B the fomulntion prepared by the UK and 
BED was awarded temporary recognition and the equations were published (47) 
in Ite'ch 1966*
It had been discovered that the Japanese had obtained a critical 
equation which ■ if inserted in the approved f omul at ion would coiiisiderably 
Improve it and it was decided to Invite collaboration, over providing 
this improvement* This resulted in the improved 1967 formulation (48) 
which was given temporary recognition in place of the 1966 fommlat-ion.
The third and final XFC meeting (49) was held in Faris in April 1968 
to consider the formulation which had been prepared m  part of Object A,
Tills formulation composed of the four aub^regions indicated at Frague, and 
called ’First IFG Master Formulation’, bad been checked m d  after some small
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'modifications which included a change of title» was approved by the IFO#
HoweVair hafôra dishandihg the If G passed a resolution in which ■ it 
■withdrew the designation ’temporary’ previously qualifying its' recognition 
of the 1967 IFG formulation lor Industriiil use and submitted the following 
two Formulations t) the 7th which was due to meet in Tokyo in September 
1968,
(a) The 1968 I# Formulation for Seientifie and General hse, 
as ' providing the best current representation of the 
thermodynamic properties of steam,
ip) The 1967 IFG Fomulation for Industrial Use# as providing 
equations better suited for use in industrial calculations.
It also recommended that despite the adoption of these two formulations ». 
work should continue on formulations and on the producdon and international 
exchange of .experimental .da#*
21'
c m #  AND BmmcE fxttihg
This chapter contains a,discussion of both -gcneraX and particular 
methods of curve and surface fitting. The mthematical details of the 
methods used are described so that the problem, which appeared in the 
course of the work* may he more fully appreciated* It is necessary also 
to include the numerical procedures' involved in the use of Qhehyahev ©cries 
and #c statistical criterion which help to find the ’best approximation* 
to the input data*
3*2
Before the problem In hand could he .tackled it was necessary to, consider 
the possible methods of curve fitting which could he used* The only 
requirement was the ability to find a smooth equation to provide a close 
lit to the data# wîiich would probably he available at unequally spaced 
Intervals*
As was mentioned in Gh&pter 2# Haywood md Bott (42)# at the suggestion 
of the Computation Fanel of the 1#E#A« Steam- Committee 2B# carried out some 
preliminary fits lot the saturation line using orthogonal Ghebyahev polynomials. 
However# as this method, which la described in section 3*5*4, could only be 
used for the equally spaced problem» it was felt advisable to review #e 
different methods %hat were applicable for unequally spaced data# even althougîi 
there Is a method of calculating the Gheby&hev coefficients for the latter case,
3,2*1
In 1964, Beratiss (50) carried out a detailed review of five different 
methods of curve fitting, Which he labelled as followsi
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Al power seriesi
Bi series of Legendre poXynomials^
Oi series of dxebyshev polynomials ;
D: series of orthogonal polynomials, generated
by recurrenee (Forsythe (51)) i 
El method D» modified to use Chehyshev polynomials (Clenshaw (52))
Glenshaw and Hayes (53) in a paper entitled ’Gnrve and .Surface Fitting*
discussed these methods also* hut.drew slightly different conclusions, It 
is propo.sed#. in addition to these methods * to discuss ttfo other methods ï 
F s Antoine equations ;
G; splines*
In the following, the methods will he referred to hy their labels,
Methods A# B and C involve the direct solution of the respective 
normal equations in a straightforward manner. Method A is-the simplest 
and most common curve fitting method and is often^referred to as the method 
of ’least squares’* Unfortunately the normal equations which result are 
often very ill-conditioned and this limits A to low degree polynomials* 
Moreover» for each degree, of polynomial fitted* m  essentially different 
computation is involved* Hence A*- although very useful for fitting a 
small amount of data to a I w  power* need not be considered further*
The recommendations» which Beretiss made» were based on the accuracy* 
storage requirements and amount of computation necessary for each method 
and he concluded by assessing their merit in certain specific situations.
The severe disadvantages of method A have already been mentioned. The 
remaining four methods give results of comparable accuracy* E and B are 
the t^ ro slowest methods and as B has no compensating advantage it need 
not be considered* #is leaves G* D and E* One factor which Berstlss 
did not take into consideration was* that for methods D and E, no prior 
knowledge of the degree is required and this provides a very definite
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advantage. On account of this omission» Boratiss concluded that for the 
general case methods C and D were likely to- he the hest, However* because 
of this disadvantagB method C will be discarded and this nov? leaves the 
choice beween D and E On two opposing factors s B presents a convenient 
output in concise form while D» although it requires more storage, is 
considerably faster# As One of the most important considerationa in curve 
fitting is the Absolute necessity of being provided with enough information 
about every fit* in order to be able to make a reasoned choice between two 
possible equations » it seems mote than reasonable to choose E as being the 
beet method of the five*
Method f has beau included in this discussion since Antoine equations 
have bean used in the past to represent thermodynamic properties very 
successfully# Tlie main advantage of F is its simplicity coupled with the 
fact that <ve.r a small range it can.-give, a good, representation of the data.
It can also be extrapolated with no great loss of accuracy as it contains 
no high powers. It has the added advantage that due to its simplicity it 
can be worked out quickly by hand* Thomson (24) provides a good description 
of Antoine equations and their use in vapour pressure equations* however, 
there are two drawbacks g the first is the number of equations needed to 
cover the range of the data# A good example of this are the equations* 
which have been provided for the vapour pressure of water by the American 
Petroleum Institute (25)# In order to obtain an adequate fit for the range 
of tcïïqjcratur.e 0 to 150 ^ 0 , nine different equations (27 constants) arc 
required# Tim second drawback is the difficulty in deciding on how large &■ 
range one equation should cover.
Method G was not considered initially as a possible method* but it 
was felt# that due to thé possibilities it presents, a brief description 
of it should be included# Ttiis method is basically rather similar to F 
although it is much more sophisticated. This subject is as yet only in 
its infancy and there is a lot of research being carried out at present
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on it# Two of the loading workers in the field in this comtry are Curtis 
and Powell of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment, In Sept ember 1967,
Powell gave a paper at the Conference organised by the Institute of Matliematics 
and its Applications on ’Numerical Approximations to Functions and Data* 
entitled ’Curve fitting by splines in one variable’, The particular function 
chosen was a cubic spline since it has the ability to adapt to a wide variety 
of curve shapes. An algorithm was supplied which requires the user to specify 
only his measurements with weights, and the remaining decisions are automatic,
The basis of the algorithm is that the linear parameters of the spline are 
calculated to minimise' the weighted Sum of squares of residuals plus a smoothing 
term and the knots (joins in the adjacent equations) of the spline are determined 
by an iterative procedure. Initially only a few knots are chosen, but more 
are inserted if a statistical test suggests that the residuals have some 
significance, until no more trends are predicted. The smoothing term is 
needed to prevent the approximation from following data errors,
This method seems to be ideal for fitting curves with very pronounced 
waves or curyes where it would be impossible to obtain an adequate fit using
only one equation of any form, also appears likely to suffer from the
defect that a large nurher of coefficients may be necessary to represent 
the data.
The final and decisive reason for choosing method E is that it can be
used for surface fitting problems as its output and case of use make it
particularly advantageous and that it had already been used successfully 
by Haywood and Bott#
3.2.2 Description of Forsythe’s method modified by clenshaw
This method is reproduced from the papers of Clenshaw (52) and Clenshaw 
and Hayes (53) as this chapter would not be complete without its description,
3.2.3 Forsythe’s métljpd
We first assume that the independent variable m has been nomtalised so
that Its data values lie hetween and-*1 ; that is* If the data values of 
the original variable K» say* lie In the range A'< % < B* then
X # (23C ™ A - B)/(B - A) *,.#.(35).
Tlie normalised variable is often modified to k » (231 - C)/B in order to 
sisiplify the equation*
Let y^ (r * 1» 2» ***» m) be the observed Values of a dependent variable y 
at the given values Then the polynomial T|^ (x) of degree k which minimises 
the residual sum of squares
m
"  r 5 1 ..........(36)
may be obtained by truncating the series
%  ^ \  + *.**## **.,,(37)
after the term o^ p|^ (x), The polynomial Pj^ (x) » of degree i, satisfies the 
orthogonality condition
I P j *• 0 , i 3 ,..*,(38)
so that the coefficients c^  of the series (37) are given by
“i “* I 7r P d V ' ë   <39).
Tlïe polynomials p^ (x) then satisfy the following three-term recurrence relation
*" 2(X *" o^ ^^ ) *,*,,(40)
xdiere
I *r I I*£ < V  . ai\
l ? < V  '  | 4 i H >
Tlie recurrence process may be started by taking g ** 0 m d  p^ * 1*
The polynomials p^ (x) and T|(x) are represented within the computer by 
their values at the points This method is described by Forsythe (51)» 
and* with examples » by As cher and Forsythe (54),
3,2,4 Clenshaw’s modified method
Essentially the modification consists of a more compact storage procedure.
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An àbvious way to.achieve economy ù£ storage is' to store the coefficients 
in their Chebyahev expansions given by
i . ■ ■ • '
P£<*> •  *  S 'o  ^  . . . . . ( 4 2 )
« d  YjtK) - „ S'o T^Ck) .,...(43)
Where I’ indicates a S'uni'whose first'tern is halved and T^ (x) is the ‘ 
Ghebyshev polynomial in x of degree ti# A description of Ghebyshev
polynmials is given in section 3*5# ...
The'coefficients are generated hy'use of the relations
| S i  i " 2 V i  . , .........(44 ).
and A^) « A^ (^"^) + P<0  (45).
Equation (44) is obtained hy substituting the series (42) in the recurrence' 
relation (40) and must be initiated using =» 1 for 1 > 0» while equation
(45) is derived on substituting tdie series (42) and (43) into the equation
^ ^ i—1 ^i **#**(46)#
In this method tt%e output Will include the. coefficients accompaniedu ■,
by all the required auxiliary quantities* These will be discussed in 
section 3«4 as they are closely related to the choice of ’best fit’*
An Algol program xvfas written to carry out this method of curve fitting 
and a flow chart and print out of the program are included in Appendix ill.
3 ,2 .3
Stmietimes it is necessary to obtain a weighted fit to the given data? 
that is I we need to find the polynomial of degree k which minimises
the weighted sum of squares of the residuals
n m
"  r  s 0 ( \ )  < V \ )  "  V   (4?)
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2where the weights w (x^ ) are defined for each given point It is 
immediately obvious that the case already considered was in fact the 
particular one where is constant for all values of
Thus to produce a weighted fit it Is o %  necessary to introduce the 
factor w into equations (39) and (41) ao follows
“i ” è ”^'<V 4  ( V  .....(48)
and
3.2,6
It is a conmon phenomenon, when fitting data, to require the curve 
to pass through a particular point, which may or may not be the origin, 
or for the curve to have an asymptote or vertical tangent. The first 
case could be equated to providing an infinitely large weight at the point 
and could poseibly be tackled in this manner. However it is much more 
satisfactory and also simpler to constrain the curve# such that it satisfies 
the criterion. Method E can easily be modified, to allow a general form of 
constraint to be used, A brief description now follows and Is concluded 
with a simple example,
Tlie fitting function y(x) may be written in the form
y(x) p(x) + vCx) g(x) ,,,,,(50),
The functions p(x) and v(x) are defined by the constraints and g(x) is a 
polynomial* Tîie quantity p(x) is chosen to foe a simple function satisfying the 
given conditions, while v(x) is usually a polynomial which forces y(x) and its 
derivatives to adopt the same value as p(x) and its derivatives wherever 
they are specified, For example the two conditions y(x) *» a at x * 1
9
and y(x) « 0 at x » 0 would foe satisfied by taking p(x) « as* and
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vCx) «» (x - 1)%%
The laain restriction on using constraints-: in equation (SO) is that ^
!
the derivative of order q at any point can he forced hy preserihing #(x)
m û  v(x) only if y<x) and its previous (q. I), derivatives are also forced \ j,
at the same point. When these derivatives of lower order are not given, theÿ 
they may he estimated and their estimates refined hy an Iterative procedure*
Instead equation (50) is modified as follows
y(%) - p(x) "» G(x) ,,.,.(51)*
The constraints are thus introduced by fitting y - #(x^ ) directly taking ^ 
sM v(x). Application of equation (40) ensures, that v(x) will therefore
he a factor of. p^ (x) for all the values of 1» As a result the function now
being minimised is
4  “ r “ Cs'r ■" ,....(52)
where
G^ (ïü) « v(x) g^ (x) ,.,,,(53)#
Hence the function is obtained from
» u(%) 4^ G^ (x) (54)*
It can be seen that since p^ (x) is an orthogonal polynomial that v(x) 
must be an orthogonal polynomial also. If v(x) Is a polynomial of degree j
then p^ (x) will obviously be of degree (i 4 j). The fact that v(x) must be
limited to polynomials only does not resfcxlafc the program unduly as most 
mvmon requirements can be mt up quite easily using appropriate forms of 
v(%) and u(x).
As an Qxaiaplci y^  (x) « y(x) ** 0 when % could give v(x) # (x - l)^ #
This means-that p^ (x) would take the'following value, expressed in Chebysh#
polynomials,
p ^ W  (x * I)'" JllgCx) ™ 4T^(x) 4 3j
Thus, where orm equation would not suffice, two equations can be used
a@ long as'it is ensured that the function values and derivatives of both
equations et the Join provide a smooth fit,
3,2*7
Aa the equations, which ate to be formulated in the coutae of this 
r&aeatch» require their first derivative to bo fitted as accurately as the 
dependent variable, it was thought that this information could be used to 
increase the accuracy of the fit, A modification to Method E which will 
include derivatives in the fitting procedure will now foa described.
Consider a set of m points where the values y^ and y^ are known, 
%on, using the usual notation, it is necessary to minimise
n m 9 ^ n
«k ” . S X « \ < V  - + » s S X < V  " ?;}  (55)
where X is the weighting coefficient.
The derivative is calculated by differentiating equation (46) to give
%k " %k-X * °k Bk (%) ....(5G)
where p^ (x) is similarly obtained from equation (40) such that
4t-x(’') “ %'&('') * *(* " V x )  4('') - \  Pfe-d’') ....(57)"
This recursion is initiated using p^  * I, 6^  * 0 and • 0,
In order to make the next part easier to follow» it will be expressed 
using matrix notation, with k. «* 1 and with p.^ “ pj(%),
Equation (39) of method B may therefore he written in this form
%  Pi
ipI
“o
M
 ^y» pq
X
_s _
How due to the orthogonality relationship (38), all the non™diagonal terms 
of the matrix are aero and this allows equation (58) to be simply solved. 
However this is not the case xdien the derivatives are introduced aa 
m y  be seen from equation (59),
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S î>o + X si>â
S PjP o * ^
P^ÔPi
ïpj. » X 2 e{
,2
o 2 V o  + Xïy’pj 
s y^p^ + XBy P^^
(59)
Unfortunatelya as the polynomial pï does not satisfy the orthogonality relation 
thé non-cUagOxial terms will not be %ero although they will probably be quite 
smll, Eenee it is necessary to solve this set of normal equations for the c^ * 
This must, of course, reduce the accuracy of the calculation by an unspecified 
amount. By varying the sisje of X» however, it is possible to ensure that the 
off diagonal terms do not become too large, thus decreasing the, accuracy of 
the solution#
3*3 Surface fitting
The problem of Surface fitting (or data fitting in two independent 
variables) can be divided into three possible groups* Firstly there is 
the particular case where all the data presented is at the'points of inter­
section of a rectangular mesh whose lines are parallel to the sides of a 
rectangular boundary (fig la)# This will be called, following Glenshavr and 
Hayes (33) notation, problem (&)# Tliia problem has been dealt with by 
Cadwell (55) and Da Lury (36) and is solved by repeated application of the 
curve fitting routine. Problem (ii) is slightly more difficult to deal with 
as the data points are scattered arbitrarily along lines which lie parallel 
to, say, the 3£-axis* Tlie boundaries for this case are, as can be seen from 
fig lb# two straight parallel lines and two curves# This problem occurs 
quite frequently in physical experiments mid of course in shi%)™fairing* As- 
in problem (i) we are able to solve problem (ii) by repeated application of 
curve fitting techniques* Tlie completely general ease, problem (iii), is 
represented by the one where the data is scattored.|in m% arbitrary manner 
within a closed finite area, fig Ic# This method requires a complicated 
solution in terms of orthogonal polynomials in two variables and has been
demonfâtrated by Bain (67) artd Cadwell aîKÎ WlXliavsa (58) *
As problem (ii) is the case considered here a description of it will 
now be given. In order to simplify the surface fitting procedure# especially 
if constraints are required, it was decided to reorganise the data to conform 
to a rectangular boundary. Mien constraints are applied the general case 
will bo considered in theory although in practice it is avoided#
3.3.1 Adaptation of curve fitting method
It may be assumed, without loss of generality» that the data lie on 
lines of constant y i.e. y # y^ (a ‘^1, 2, n)# Tlie x and z values
of the points, as they lie in different positions on each are denoted 
hy (f = 1, 2, »#.*,, m )^#
Ihe curve fitting method B, which was described in section 3,2,4» 
may now be applied first of all fitting the curves for s in the % direction 
for each value of s* 
k
% " * E'o V b (® " U  2..... 0   (60)
and then fitting Chefoyshev polynomials in y to the coefficients so obtained 
1
% V \ , v  M 0, 1% ,,,*,(61).
Equations (61) and (62) may then be rewritten as
® “ U I'o V i'o 5'«(::) (y)  <62).
3.3.2 Heights
If it Is necessary to apply weights to any a , then it must be doneV
when fitting equation (SO). This would then require the application of the 
weighting technique as described in section 3,2*5 to equation (60) only, 
and not to equation (61).
3.3.3 Constraints
•it IW. Am. W M
As in the curve fitting problem» it is often necessary to constrain the
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fit such that two separata surfaces may have a smooth join at the common 
boundary* formally the constraints arc applied along the boundary curves 
% « A(y) and K « B(y). The variable % are then transformed by
% *« ***** (63) *
Then the fitting function is of the form
a(x,y) pC-s^ y) 4 v(%) g(x,y)  (64)
where u(x,y) is a simple function» not necessarily a polynomial» satisfying 
the constraints and v(x) is a polynomial which ensures that z(x»y) has the 
saisie behaviour as p(x»y) wherever this is specified* It can now be written
%(%,y) ** 0(x*y) “ p(:K,y)  (65)
and this reduces the problem to
%(%,y) vCx) g(x,y) «,,*.(66).
Equation (66) is analgous to equation (53) and is dealt with by setting 
P ** v(x) in equation (60),
In order to demonstrate the simplicity of using this method an example
is now given. Take, for example# the conditions c » 0(y) and ** ^(y)
along the boundary Z - A(y)• The latter condition may bo rewritten
|| ® i(B(y) ™ A(y>) $(y) .
Thus the following equations fo r p and v would prove suitable
h(&*y) 0(f) 4 1(1 4 2c) [B(y) A(y)] ^ (y)
and v(x) # (1 4 *
It can thus be appreciated that; the constrained surface fitting problem 
is dealt with in an exactly similar manner to the curve fitting problem only 
with the addition of aa extra dimension,
3.4 Criterion for goodness of fit
From the results obtained by using method E» it ia necessary to decide
«*33™
on the fit’ # The polynomial of beet fit may be conceived as tîiçt which
meet effectively cdmpromieee between smoothnesep as represented by the degree 
of polynomialt, met closeness to the data» measured by the standard deviation. 
There are various different factors which can all be used in determining the 
best fit and which may also show itp errors in the input data.
Xhe first factor is' the coefficients. If the data points being dealt 
with were exact values of a well-behaved mathenaatioal funetioxi, the coefficient© 
would decrease as the power i increased* In practice, however, the readings 
invariably contain rounding and observational errors* which affect the 
behaviour of the coefficients, For vàluea of i exceeding a certain value k,
©ay# the coefficients will fluctuate about mro in an apparently random manner. 
The may then be accepted as the desired solution. Although
it may sometimes be difficult to pick a definite value for k# the c'hoiee is 
not critical, since the difference in  ^ end W  for any
value of X should be small*
The second factor is the statistical ones the standard deviation. Tîie 
best value of i is that at which the standard deviation ceases to decrease 
significantly# XiiiS criterion is easy to apply although it is necessary to 
take care when applying it os the staiidard deviation may remain steady for 
two or three powers before decreasing again.
The tiiird and final factor is the behaviour of the successive sets of 
residuals Y, ixJ - Bxatiination of the complete set for each power would 
involve a lot of unnecessary work and so only the extreme values are inspected* 
Like the standard deviation# the numerically larger of ^^(largest positive 
residual) and (largest negative residual) will decrease appreciably as i 
increases until k is reached.
However» the quantities and have another useful purpose* If one 
reading y^  has an. outstanding error in it# then there will 'be a tendency for 
or to occur at the corresponding value of x^ for the different values of i* 
Baaed on the information provided by these three criteria* the best fit
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may be ascertained and large errors in the input data can be quickly spotted.
Before considering the series it is necessary to define the Ghebyshcv 
polynomial. This polynomial is represented by the notation which ia
the Ghebyshev polynomial of degree t in x defined by
T^ (x) ^ cos(r cos x) .,,,,(67)
where X < 1,
It is possible to represent an arbitrary function f(%) by an infinite 
Chebyshev series
fCx) ** 4 Tj(x) 4 a i^Cx) 4,,.,. (68)
which may be rewritten
00
3î) •> J. I’o  (69)
%#ere the prim© indice tea that the first term is to be halved. Then provided
that the series converges reasonably rapidlÿ# the function may be represented
very closely by a finite series of order n,
n
i w  *  ^i’o \  ,.,,.(70),
Ghebyshev pplyiiorailala are easily evaluated using the recurrence relation
.*,,.(71)
where the first Wo polynomials are defined by
T^ (x) ** 1 and T^ (5:) x.
2 3Hence using equation (71) T^ (x) w ™ 1 § T^ (x) w 4x' ™ 3x 5 etc,
9# 5,1 Summation
It is possible to evaluate a Ghebyahev series» with given numerical 
constants, for an arbitrary value of by evaluating all the Ghebyshev 
polynomials and then summing the series. However, there Is a faster and
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more compact method which involves the use of the recurrence relation (72).
The values b « b are calculated# iu turn# fromIr* ÎÜ i O
V l  ~ kc+2 +
and b^^^ « *^0 ...,.(72)
Then
£(x) K I(b^  ™ b^ ) ,....(73)
3,5,2 Integration
Here it is necessary to obtain /f(x) dx where f(x) is expressed as a 
Ghebyshev series as in equation (70),
Thus it is possible to write
n 4 1
/f(x) dx f=* %’ A T (x) ..,,.(74)
r « 0 ^
A_ « l£T.L™,Etl (r > 0) #
where
   . .
V 2r
V l  “ \+2 “ °  (75)
and A^ is determined by the lower limit of integration* As the factor 2r 
is the divisor there is no loss of accuracy.
3.5,3 Differentiation
The method here is the exact opposite of that for integration* Given the 
Ghebyshev series
tt
f(x) « V  A T (x)
r « 0  ^ ^
The coefficients# a^ » in,
n - 1
f’(x) « a T (x)
r w 0 '•
are calculated using the relation (75) in reverses as
—36‘""
and »« 0 ,,,*,(76)*
Unlike integrattloas the factor Zt which appears in the equation# io now 
multiplicative and thus gives rise to a loss of accuraay which is invariably’'
-g—■ ^ --  if , _ 9 _ -, *4 j’+ii ---  ^_ . . _ _ « _ . - _*l J** f?. ^  _. ^ “j" •- •*“ ^  •« »5
*5,4 Galeulatien of Ghebyshev coefirca^ita' "
3*5,4 Galeulation of GheWsMv coe.fficteita
This method is only suitable where.» for prescribed equally apaced values 
of :Cj, values of f(x) caw be easily obtained» either by evaluating f(x) or 
from tables* The formula used to calculate the coefficients a^ for the
equation (70) is
« I j g'Q :£(eas , cos *.,,#(77)*
k<*.3 7”^
CHAPTER A
4,1 Introduction
The science of thermodynmaica deals with relations between heat and work*
It Is based on two general laws of nature, the first and second laws of thermo­
dynamics, By logical reasoning from these laws it is possible to correlate many 
of the observable properties of matter, such as coefficients of expansion, 
compressibilities, specific heat capacities and vapour pressures,
Tîîermodynamica makes no hypotheses about the structure of matter. It is 
an experimental or empirical science, and thermodynamic formulae necessarily 
have the same general validity as the two laws from which they are derived. The 
price of generality is a restriction in scope. Thus thermodynamics can predict 
many relationships between properties of matter but not the actual magnitude of 
these properties.
Hence, once an equation of state has been established for a substance it 
is then possible by using the thermodynamic relations to calculate the remaining 
properties. The accuracy with which they are calculated depends entirely on the 
accuracy of the original equation of state, which in turn depends on the accuracy 
of the experimental data on which it dras baaed* From this argument it follows 
that an equation of state must not only provide close agreement with the measured 
values used in its correlation but also that its derived values must also agree 
with the experimental data*
There are however some properties which it is almost impossible to measure 
e,g, entropy, internal energy while there are others for which it is comparatively 
simple to provide accurate measurements e,g, pressure, temperature. The quantities 
which are measured in almost every experiment are p and T, while the folloifing 
are the others which are most commonly measured5 volume, enthalpy, specific heat 
at constant pressure, the Joule-Ihomson coefficient speed of sound.
However, before carrying out any work on equations of state for water substance
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it is necessary to be familiar with the different phases as expressed on a 
p-v-T diagram# the thermodynamic relationships among the properties and the 
different temperature scales* These subjects will now be dealt with in turn*
4*2 p-v-T surfaee for water substane.e.
Study of the p-v-T surface shows that there are certain regions in which 
the substance can exist in a single phase only* These are the solid# liquid 
and gas or vapour phases* The other regions are two-phase and are,the solid™ 
liquid, solid-vapour and liquid-vapour and they can be seen quite clearly on 
the projection of the surface onto a p-T plane (fig 2)* The point where all 
three phases coincide is called the triple point* %%ere the liquid and vapour 
can exist in equilibriuah the vapour is called a saturated vapour and the liquid 
is a saturated liquid and together they compose the saturation line* The pressure 
applied by a saturated vapour or liquid is called the vapour pressure. The 
point on the saturation curve where the liquid and vapour values are equal 
and * 0 ia called the critical point#
In the past the critical constants p^ # t^ > v^ have been calculated by 
the following two methods*
Tlte first is by substitution into one of the ideal gas equations * If 
for example van der Waal’s equation» (25), is chosen, then by application of 
the above condition the following critical values are obtained;
TIiis method is very simple but due to the lack of precision displayed 
by this type of equation it is also very inaccurate*
Thé second is the method of rectilinear diameters# Here the liquid and 
vapour volumes (or any other property) are plotted on a v-T graph (fig 3) 
and the mean of the volumes, 1 <v^  4 v ), drawn in.
Then the point of intersection of the saturation curve and the mean 
diameter will give the critical point. This method allows for far greater 
precision and will also allow a reasonable estimate of the error involved.
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How the terms ’gas’ and’vapour’ have been used without distinguishing 
between them although the distinction is in fact quite arbitrary* A gas 
is a substance in its gaseous state at a temperature above its critical 
temperature while a vapour# implying the possibility of liquifaction, is a 
substance in its gaseous state at a temperature beloiz its critical temperature, 
These two terms however are only rarely used in the strict sense of their 
definition*
How that the existence of the solid phase has been described it will 
not be alluded to further since it is not of general interest* Similarly 
the sublimation curve (the solid-vapour boundary) and the melting curve 
(the solid-liquid boundary) are here of less importance although equations 
for them have been devised by Stein (59)*
Hence the only regions of water substance which are of real interest 
are the saturation line, the liquid and vapour phases, all of which will be 
discussed in the course of this thesis*
4*3 Relationships
Before defining and calculating the thermodynamic relationships it ia 
necessary to obtain the various mathematical relations which will be required.
4.3.I Relations between partial derivatives
Suppose that there are three variables satisfying the equation
 ^ a «• a(%, y) 
then the following relations hold
 (78)
(M)^  (79)
Tiie order of successive differentiation of a(x, y) is immaterial * Hence
9x 9y 9y 8x **•% J
Similarly for the equation w « w(x,y) where the variable % may be expressed
s»4o™
by X x(y# s) then
atid
E\ m (IS) ( %  + (H)
ay 3 ay'a y 'ay'%
( # ,  " # ) y
....(81)
(84)
(85)
(86)
(87)
4,3*2 Thermodynamic relations
These are all based on the First mâ Second Laws of Thermodynamics 
which may be written as follows:
First Laws dq » du + pdv ,,,,,(83)
Second Laws dq * Tds
By definitions h * tî + pv
£ w u - T$
g « u ™ Ts 4 pv » h - Ts 
Hence from equations (83) and (84)
du » Tds - pdv #,*,.(88)
By differentiation of equations (85) to (87) and substitution for du from 
equation (88)
dh « Tds 4 vdp (89)
df » -sdT - pdv *.,*•(90)
dg ** -sdT 4 vdp *«.,,(91)
By using the cross-differentiation identity given in equation (80)# Hawaii’s 
Relations may be calculated from equations (88) to (91), They are
(S) H  Æ )
(la) « _ (12)
 (92)
,,* #,(93) 
,, • •,(94)
 (95)
fdllowing telatiloua can be obtained a Imply imm t W  above equations*
(|^g - <|f>^ " -P .....(9*)
( #  * # )  " X  .....(97)
9° V p
  (-^) " < H >  ■= "B . . . . . ( 9 8 )
  (|~) “ (If) "  V . . . . . ( 9 9 )
9p 8 I
Eoimvcw, if any futtbet relationships are required then they can be obtained 
from these equations*
4,3*3 $aturatipa relations
'“ ' 'There are a few extra properties whloh are valid only for the saturation
.line 'whieh will now be described* The first of these relations is the
Olausius'-Glapeyroa relationship!
. 9 - 8_ h \ü
.a « = f|ç-r-v^) • • ' • • (^ °°)
S 1 @
The properties which are peculiar only to the saturation line are the
calorimetric observations » based on principles laid down by Osborne (28).
Only three of those experiments are of any concern#
The first is the quantity defined by Osborne as a, a symbol which it 
is convenient to retain along with the quantities 0* and y, defined below,
The quantity's» c» is a close approximation to the heat capacity of saturated 
liquid water, particularly at the lower temperatures * t t may be nhmm that
0(.Ug-Vj5t^ .....(101)
8' - Vj ....(102)
7 " \  x||....................... ....(103)
These equations may be combined to give
,42'
 ^a * 0* **1,(104)
and h ^ & * Y (105)
S
by usixig aquatioîi (100).
How equation (89) may be rewritten
and since
^ dh V . dB -g.dp
" dé) + la dTÏ 'T' T
then
da « d(ç) + ^ 2 dT *- I* #
If this equation is applied to the saturated liquid then
dô^ * d(^) + dï “ “«|r dp .*,,,(106)
Equation (106) may be reduced using equation (101) to give
ot
ds^  « d(-|) + |2 dT  (107)
Integration of equation (107) gives the entropy of the saturated liquid as
T h T T 
[sj " f [4] + J Î2 dT + c .... (108)i m * m rji A
o o o
where e is a constant of integration depending on the datum state, used.
In chapter 5^  the triple pointy is always used as the datum state and
since ** 0 there* by definition* c is always sero for this condition.
For the saturated vapour
s ^  Sjj + **,.,(109)g a, &
4*3*4 Relations for less important properties
Some of the lees used properties “• coefflelente of expansion, comprsssi-* 
foiXitles etc* j, will now be described and defined.
The first of these is the coefficient of thermal expansion, defined by
*“ Ç (|^ ) **,.,(110)
P
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This property is also expressed in particular form for the saturation 
line by
Ug, g c|j) *###*(1X1)
The isothermal coefficient of bulk compressibility is expressed by
 ("2)
but its saturation coefficieut 0  ^is of little importance*
Tlie thermal pressure coefficient* is the last of the p-v-T derivatives 
and is given by
Y^»(|f)  (113)
and ’» ^ ) ^  ..,.*(114),
These three coefficients are repeated as adiabatic coefficients i.e.
derivatives for constant entropy.
Ig (|~)  (115)
7. " ....("*)
%  " i  (!")'
Tliere are three heat capacities which will now be mentioned. The first 
c^ * is more closely related to experiments than either a or c^ *
%   ^ ..,**(118) 
Gp ** vt* T ("^ ) (^) ..,..(119)
(|*p>^   020).
The last property which is of any iii^ ortance is the velocity of sound* W* which 
is obtained from
 (121)3
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4*4 Temperature agales
The problem of temperature scales is complicated by the small changes 
in the definitions of the basic measures. However this difficulty would 
now appear to have been overcome in a scientific manner at the 13th 
Conférence Générale des Poids et Mesures (CGPM) in Paris in October 1967.
There are two basic measures of temperature. The first is the Themao”' 
dynamic Temperature* T, which arises* as a corollary,
of the Second Law of Themodynamice. In the Systbme International dMjnité 
(SI unit) the unit of thermodynamic temperature is the kelvin* and is obtained 
by assigning to the temperature level at the triple point of ordinary water 
substancej, the exact number 273.16. TIaus the definition, for the unit of 
thermodynamic temperature* the kelvin* may be expressed using the terminology 
of he Fevre (61) thus ;
The kelvin unit of thermodynamic temperature* here named the kelvin and 
given the unit symbol K* is defined as /273.X6 of the thermodynamic temperature 
in kelvins, at the triple point of ordinary water substance.
However since the measurement of thermodynamic temperature is extremely 
difficult it is used only in the thermodynamic relationships.
The second is an empirical scale temperature which is very suitable for 
making experimental measurements* This is called the International Practical 
(Celsius) Scale of Temperature, (XPTS), which assigns exact numbers to certain 
accurately reproducible temperature levels. It is not possible to quote the 
full statement of the IPTS but two important fixed points are the triple point 
of water, 0.01 exactly and the steam point, 100 exactly at a pressure • of 
1*01325 bar exactly. The unit on this scale is almost equal in size to a 
kelvin unit and for practical purposes * thermodynamic temperatures* may be 
obtained by adding 273,15 to the IHTS value or in symbols
T °K e t °C + 273.15.
These two measures of temperaturebecause of their definitions* can 
neither bo identical nor be related by some simple formula. The difference
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between the two temperatures has been measured at a number of fixed points.
These differences and the derivative ^  were calculated by Bridgeraan and
Aldrich (62) using the equation
T t f» jj-'O.OOô f I)(0,04106 “* 7.363x10  ^t)] *,...(122)
^100 ^100
adopted by the 11th GGPM in 1960.
Two equations baaed on his own appraisal of the data have been calculated
by Ferguson (63). They are
for the range 0 £ t < 630.5
wwA jwiA 0 5 *1
T - ? = -4,1637501x10  ^t  + 3.3995852x10  ^t  + 4.7805973^ ^^ -^9 - 3.7865610x10 *
+ 3.8808209x10^^4 t^  .....(123a) 
and for the range 630.5 < t £ 1063
T - T * -24.822595 4 8.5927954xlo"^t - 9.6569016xl0'“^ t  ^4 3.6583805x10'”^ ^^..,(l23b)
y'
The differences and derivatives obtained from these equations are in fairly 
good agreement as can be seen from the entries in Table 1. In the past the 
difference between the two temperature scales has been neglected as it was 
considered to be negligible, Hox^ aver In the course of this work it was felt 
that the difference might be more significant than had been previously thought 
and so the following investigation was carried out.
4,4.1 Effects of the different temperature scales
It has been shotm that there exists a difference between the two 
temperatures - thermodynamic and IFTS - and it is of considerable interest 
to discover what difference this makes in the calculation of the various 
properties. The saturation properties will be dealt with first#
The equations which are correlated in Chapter 5 are assimed to be 
functions of the IPTS since they are based mainly on experimental results. 
However, whether this is actually the case or not, it is necessary to make 
that assumption as a basis for further calculations. The temperatures will 
be represented by the folloï-îing syiabols*
IPTSî T *K " t *G 4 273.15
Thermodynamic (TiBSM) s T K 
and the properties will use ÏPTS as a subscript to denote that they are 
based only on that scale whereas laek of a subscript is taken to mean the 
true value, e,g*
4,4,2 Saturation properties■—    ,._L. „■*■■. i> .1 .I.
Not? the properties p, v_, a* h are defined to be on the IPTS sincer S
they are all obtained from the equations in Chapter 5 i,e, they are all 
functions of t, Tiie first property to be calculated is 0* using equation 
(102) 'tdiich may be modified to
0* -Vgl'll 
" Vf t
- Vg T W
where m
But if the relation was used, substituting t for T then
^’iPTS Or
Hence the difference A0* caused by the difference in temperature scale 
may be written
Ag« . s> - e'lMs - (w-i)  (124)
Similarly from equation (104)
hg * G 4 0*
Hence Ah^ « h^ - h^ « 0* - ** 40* ,.,,,(125)
hg p,
From equation (108), s.g ** dT
dT
Now from equation (123), ^  •» F(t)
and hence dT *» F(t)dt
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however F(t) is very nearly constant and equal to unity and so it may be 
neglected* Thus it is possible to write, where W «
h ,
g * K 4 dt
t'
h„
* — “ K + dt
since may be considered to be constant xfitho# any great loss of. accuracy,
s. " &PIS + /
®IPTS  T “ t2
U h
Thus As. * 8. - S- « K - 'hm 4 - X) / -  dt
s, r ^IPTS T t  "
il 4 Y Ah^ 4 (K&- l)s. *,.#*(126)
 ^ h m   ^ ^ ^IPTS
How Y h - a
and so since h and c are corrected values y will be also*
$
From equation (103), 'v. # ^/T 4l ' ‘g Ci
*• ^  w
and V w /^t 4|*
I^PTS
Hence Av (1 - l)v ** . #*(127)8 w gjp^ g
h_ h^ ^
Finally from equation (109) » s^  *« 4 *• s^  4 *
* S_ 4 =8%p%g
^ÏFTS *IFTS ' t"
Hence As * s. 4 [(h - h^ - AhjK-(h - h. ,)]/t
® ^IFTS  ^ 'IPTS  ^  ^ %IPT8
» As. 4 I(h - h- )<K - I) - K AhJ/t **.,,(128)
 ^ " & ^IPTS ^
Tlie quantities, expressed by equations (124) to (128)* have been calculated 
for various temperatures and are compared in Table 2 with the 1ST values and 
the tolerances for hg and v and in the other cases with the table entries from
Appendix IV for 0’, s. and e * It is evident, in particular for v^, that
* 8  ta
if the tolerance has any significance then the difference in the temperature 
scales must be taken into account. Title is true for the saturation line and 
it only remains to show that this also holds for the general case,
One further argument is supplied by a comparison of the difference (T - t)
with the tolerance on temperature at the critical point* The values are given 
in Table I and it is at once obvious that the difference (T t) is slightly 
larger than the tolerance of + 0,10 It Is thus seen that the uncertainty 
in the critical temperature, and the other critical values, cannot be reduced
unless the difference in the temperature measures is acknowledged.
4,4,3 Water and Steam
If it is assumed that an equation of state for water substance of the 
forta p 0» p(v, t) exists then it is possible to calculate the difference in 
entropy and enthalpy caused by the different scales. How using the symbols 
of the previous section and the relationships derived in section 4*3*2 it
is possible to calculate As and Ah#
s « “1^ dv
“ " i  / #
«'IPTS - " / If 4V
Henca As " a - <• <|| ” «  «ipig  (l?-9>
It is simpler to rewrite this equation, since it is only temperature- 
dependent , as
ZAS = 4® X 100% » “ 1) X 100%
®IPTS
and to give the values of %As for different values of t* Tiiis is done in
Table 3* Similarly, enthalpy is calculated from
h « pdv 4 pv •* T / 1*1 dv.
Since the only part of this equation which is dependent on temperature
is the last term, then if it is replaced by Y the following is obtained.
Y # -T dv
% ®  " -T / Il ^''
Hencû Ah »* h *•* h^p^g w Y - "^ XETS
*» - 1) t / dv
, 5sY(-w - 1) t ï^ xFTS  (130)
In order to comparO^ 'thQ valuGS of Ah with the 1ST tolerance* Table 3 has 
been drawn up# It can be seen from the points chosen for this table that in 
some regions - in particular low pressure* high temperature - almost half the 
tolerance will be taken up.
This point is of particular importance since in some cases the real 
uncertainty on the given property may be about owthird of the tolerance as 
stated in the 1963 1ST. This is caused by two factors. The first is that when 
the 1963 1ST were foimxecî a very generous allowance was made in estimating the 
tolerance to allow for any systematic errors in the experimental data and the 
second is that new and more accurate measurements made since then confirm that 
in certain regions* the tolerances are too large by a factor of two or three#
This emphasises yet again that the difference in temperature■scales must be 
allowed for*
Hoï?aver although the difference betireen the themodynamic and Practical 
taperatures has been shorn to be significant no account will be taken of it 
in the preparation of tables or equations In this work since all the data upon 
which this thesis is based must already have this error inherent in it* Thus 
the obvious solution is that in any future work the difference in the temperature 
scales must be allowed for# especially if greater accuracy is required.
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giAPTER 5
m  SATURATION LINE
5.1 Introduction
Tlio saturation line is very important as it provides the boundary 
between the liquid and vapour regions. Due to this importance it was 
felt necessary to unify the final results of Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings 
(22) by providing equations to replace the untidy mixture of tables and 
correlations upon which their final and definitive paper was based* The 
provision of these equations permits evaluation of all the state properties 
along the saturation line from the triple point to the critical point, thus 
providing the most important boundary, with the exception of the hypothetical 
gas curve, for any surface which purports to represent the thermodynamic 
properties of water in its liquid and vapour phases* In view of the rigour 
with which earlier work was reviewed by Osborne and his colleagues, only work 
relating to the saturation line published since 1939 is considered* The work 
on the saturation properties at the MBS was carried out over the period 1930 
to 1939 and their results and critical reviews of earlier work was published 
in a number of papers, which due to their importance, are listed in reference 
(64)* % e  final paper by Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings summarises in tabular 
form the results of all the investigations and this paper must be considered 
as definitive* These results were taken directly by Bain in 1964 and used 
to compile the tables of saturation properties in the ÏÏEL Tables (65)* All 
the equations formulated in this chapter have been calculated using data from 
the latter source*
However, none of the correlations provided at the HBS are suitable for 
use with an h ” s ” p formulation* The only reasonable form of saturation 
equation for this surface would have to be expressed using any two of the 
variables enthalpy, entropy or pressure and this problem will be dealt with 
first before tackling the more general one of finding equations which will
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specify all the saturation properties with thermodynamic consistency.
5.2 Saturation equation for use with an h a - p formulation
This part of the work was undertaken in collaboration with E.I. McLeod 
at the National Engineering Laboratory, East Kilbride, who was attempting 
to produce a single equation of the form s *« s(h, p) to cover both liquid 
and vapour regions* An exploratory study of the problems which would arise 
in the pursuit of the task was undertaken by Haywood and Bott (42) at Cambridge 
University in 1964. They concluded that for the purpose of providing a boundary 
between the liquid and vapour phases in a s - h - p formulation, the saturation 
equation could not be represented by a p - t equation but it must be in any 
two of the variables e, h or p. From graphs that they drew, and replotted 
in figs# 4, 5 and 6 they concluded that an equation of the foam s # s(ln p) 
would have the best chance of providing an adequate fit, although there appeared 
to be an inflexion in the steam curve between p « 1 and p «» 10 bar. They 
carried out one fit of the saturated steam curve which, with the exception of 
the vicinity of the critical point, produced an adequate fit#
One difficulty in providing the saturation boundary was whether one 
equation would suffice or whether two would be necessary. On looking at the 
graphs it appeared much simpler and easier to use two equations: one for the 
water and one for the steam.
5.2.1 Vapour entropy equation
Tiiis equation was dealt with first as Hayt;ood and Bott had provided a 
fit to it. However this equation was not adequate in the region of the 
critical point. Tïie general form of the equation is
n
s » E» A^ T (m) ...,.<131)
^ r 0
where m #(2% - A - B)/(B - A) 
and X is the particular form of the dependent variable p.
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The data used in the curve fitting was taken from Table 1 of the NEL 
Tables for temperatures from 0 by 1 deg to the critical point (i,e,377 entries). 
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of graphs in curve fitting problems# 
the vapour entropy was fitted as a function of pressure i.e.
K BA p.WAN.M'AWcWLW.
Ttie results of this fit can be seen in the first line of Table 4* The data 
was fitted up to a power of n « 15 using form (i) and it was found that the 
fit with 12 coefficients provided the best approximation to the data. In 
other words even if more than 12 coefficients were used there was no signi­
ficant decrease in the standard deviation. For all the correlations in the 
table the maximum deviations along with the values of pressure at which they 
occurred are tabulated so that the different equations may be easily compared*
Tlie next form of the dependent variable used
X »* In 3 —  (ii) 
was, from graphical considerations, expected to provide an improved fit*
Tills# as can be seen# was the case and an interesting point worth noting 
is that with the first fit# the largest deviations occurred at the low 
pressures where the accuracy of the data should be best while with the second 
form the largest deviations occurred in the region of the critical point. In 
fact# pn looking at the maximum percentage deviations it is much more reasonable 
to find an error in the critical value of 4% than one of 10% at the triple point.
Since the entropy values were obtained by calculation and not by experiment 
the accuracy with which they should be fitted pan only be estimated. Hence# 
all that can be said in advance about the accuracy of the fit is that it cannot 
be any better than one figure in the last decimal place due to rounding error, 
i.e. for values of entropy expressed in J/g K the maximum error cannot be less 
than 0*001 J/g K and a%ty fit obtained within 0.002 J/g K at all points will be 
more than adequate# while more precise values are lacking.
It was at this stage in the work that McLeod suggested that if the form 
X « (In p)^ was used where k was about 0.4 a much improved fit would be obtained.
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He had reached this conclusion by plotting In against In In p and finding 
that it turned out to be very near a straight line with a gradient very close 
to 0*4* Thus it is possible to write* where k is the gradient#
In « k In In p + Q
w In (In + In c
w In c(ln p)^*"
*% * c(3.n p>^
However, instead of plotting p it was decided to use the dimensionless form 
0 but this meant that (In 0)^  would be negative and so ln(^ /0) was used instead 
and a plot of In against In ln( /0) is given in fig, 7* In other words 
the form x * {ln(^/3))^ «•*— “  (ill) was used since the powers of the constant 
c can be included in the coefficients*
This relation applies to s^  but it might also be applicable to sXQ g
and Sg* However it is necessary to have one of these latter relations, 
since an equation for s- will not enable either s.@ or to be calculated 
without more information# But if for example, equations for and areju Xfy
given then in order to obtain s both equations must be evaluated. For
S
this reason it was decided to fit both s and a»,g :c
Using form (iii) further correlations were carried out using different 
values of k and on examining the results as expressed in Table 4 it was 
immediately obvious that the equation with k « 0,3 satisfied all the necessary 
criteria about accuracy as well as using the smallest number of coefficients. 
Hence tlie vapour entropy equation ia written
9
®g " r i'o \ .....(132)
1 n
where m 1 - [in ( /0)J
A comparison of the values obtained from equation (132) with those 
from the NHL tables ia made in Table 5 and the coefficients are given in 
Appendix II.
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This equation was calculated in an identical fashion to the vapour 
entropy equation only in this case the best value of k was 0,2 as can be 
seen from the results in Table 6* However on looking at these results 
more closely it is immediately obvious that there is a further problem,
Tliis is due to the definition of Sg » 0 at the triple point i.e. where 
p « 0,006112, Naturally it is not possible to obtain the percentage deviation 
at this point and so it is hot given. But in each case the percentage deviation 
is largest at aero temperature where - 0,0002 i,c, at p »» 0*006107 and 
hence since these points are so close together they will have almost identical 
deviations. On evaluating the equation (133) for these values# it could be 
seen that »» ”2,78^^-5 at the triple point. Tîiis would be permissible.
However there is one method# which is much simpler and easier than 
either weighting or constraints for modifying the equation such that the 
liquid entropy will be aero exactly at the triple point.
The equation with which this fit was obtained ia
.7
s « B T (m)  (133)
r » 0 ^ ^
1  ^0*3
where H •* 1 - Bn[ln ( /0)j *
B /
It may of course be expanded to give a constant term of 2 and if we assume
s^  * 6 at t * 0,01 then by adding - Aonto the constant term Sg would be aero
exactly at the triple point# The advantage of this method is that it only
requires a very minor alteration to B which does not significantly affecto
the other values of s^ . Hence the nm7 value of the constant would be - 2A 
i,e, AB^ w -2A,
Therefore since A *» -2,761548»,.-S then AB *=« 5,563096- -5. The valuesJLU O iU
of the coefficients are given in Appendix II with the new value of B inserted
such that the triple point value of s^  is aero exactly.
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5*3 Vapour pressure o£ saturated water
The saturation line ia defined by the pressure-temperature measurements 
made at the National Bureauof Standards (NBS) and at the Physikalisch-Technischen 
Reichsanstalt (PTR) and which have been closely approximated by two equations*
The first was devised by Dr* H,T* Gerry of the NBS to cover the temperature 
range 0 to 100 °G and is based on the revised measurements of Holborn and 
Henning (14) at the FTR* The second equation, which is valid from 100 ^G up 
to the critical temperature, was correlated by Osborne and Meyers (21) from 
the NBS measurements * Titese two equations were used to provide the input 
data for the vapour pressure correlation,
The vapour pressure equation is the one where pressure is the independent 
variable i*e, p « f(t) and will also be referred to as the primary equation 
as opposed to the reverse form fe « f(p) which will be tewed the supplaikentary 
equation#
5.3*1 Vapour pressure equation
From the many equations examined in Chapter 1 it appeared that if the
variables were expressed in the form In p as a function of /T then a reasonable
fit might be obtained# Some preliminary investigation of possible forms of
the variables was then conducted graphically and the relevant ones are reproduced
in figs# 8, 9 and 10# Tlie first forms examined were p - t and In p ** t (fig 8)
but neither of these gave straight line curves# Tlie other graphs were all
plotted using the inverse of 0, the dimension!ess form of pressure to enable
1 1the graphs to be plotted dom to aero temperature* %en In /0 against /T
was plotted (fig 9a) the result was very close to a straight line* On talcing
logarithms of both sides and rcpXotting the results were not nearly so
encouraging* However, a form of variable which had been used by Smith and
Keyes (27) amongst others was (t^  - t) and this suggested the form /0 against 
1 1 ,
) * On this form being expressed graphically it was immediately obvious
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(fig 10) that this was the best form of the equation»
Basing the correlating equations on these graphs the following forms 
of the variables were fitted in turn:
p " « a
(v)In p M f{t} 
in p S»
ïiC
In p = f{ (& " & ) )
The results obtained by fitting these equations are tabulated in Table 7*
As expected forms (iv) and (v) are not very oueoeosful and form (vi) with
k M 1 is vary poor indeed, but with k £ 0*5 it proves much more effective*
't'ifhen form (vii) is examined it is seen that it is even better and that the
best fit so far is (vii) with k # 0,4* In all the fits attempted, the optimum
4-'
number of coefficients appeared to be about 12 and so# in order to simplify 
comparison and calculation, this number of coefficients Is used unless otherwise 
stated,
When this equation was evaluated for all the skeleton table points it 
was seen that it provided an excellent fit well within the tolerances with 
the exception of t « 100 xfhere due to the very small tolerance the equation 
would need to be weighted or constrained. The derivative T was next 
evaluated in order to confirm that the values obtained were smooth and in 
reasonable agreement with those of other workers. It was found that for 
T ** T^ , (T^) ** 0 which was not in agreement with the results of Osbome,
(3 , ^
Stiiseon and Ginnings who obtained (T^ m) * 173.13 cm /J, In order to understand
 ^' c
why this came about it is necessary to show how the derivative is obtained* The 
form (vii) of the equation is written:
n
Y = In p *  ^ T^ <20 *...*(134)
where x » (2y - A - B)/(B - A)
[i i
T
1 k md y * (- - - >
c
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T Èl T » A  .
- clT ' dY ' dx *• dy clT
dY 2 , J. 1 \ ,1
= ï ., P . -£ " ' k - (# •■ T > *%2>
C
fc-X„ B 2k dY ,1 _ X V
“ " f • B=Â - dZ ' (?
dY n—1
Now %” *  %* b T (x) and can be simply evaluated. Such that i f  we now 
wX s?**w r r k—'l
evaluate the derivative for T <* 7. the factor (4 - 4 ) immediately springs
' e
into prominanee as it is equivalent to aero and thus forces the derivative to 
laero also,
Tliere appeared to be Wo possible ways of tackling this problem. The first
method tried was to extrapolate the curve to S80 C and to take some extra points
off the curve to be used in the curve fitting process,- It was hoped that this
might Improve the derivatives near the critical point but only one or two fits
were necessary to show that this method was completely useless as the derivative
was not improved and the pressure values in fact deteriorated# The other method
of surmounting this difficulty was to alter the form of the independent variable 
I ? 1 1from ("I - ) to (■“; where is .mi arbitrary constant, A few fits were
c c 1
then undertaken using different values of and it was found that a positive 
value of the order of 25 should prove successful. Before continuing further 
it was thought advisable to make the equation dimensionless* To do this In p 
was replaced by In 0, T by 9 and the independent variable was altered as follows:
1 , k . k T T k . k
<■? - — ) (-# " T k :>  “ " o  •
C 1 c c l
The constant Kp may he neglected as it will appear in the coefficients*- 
The approximate value of the constant G obtained is thus ;
T
Tite curve fitting process was now repeated using the forms
In P S» f{ — C)^  } (viii) ,,
First of alls setting G *» I, the optimum value of k was confirmed to be 0*4, 
then with k m 0,4 the value of C was varied. There was very little difference
^ga­
in the oteadegA dw&etloA ey the deviatioiw p^weeute the v a W m
of C* Hmmvet it wae Aeceeeety to oxmKm the velw» of t%M> detiwetive #  the 
critical poiat for t W  different valaet ef 0 md, the résulta a m  s'lwa In fable 8#
It is iatemstWs te eete that as 0 iuercases # (f - %  iuareseos te e et G ^iU 0
0*$5* sM thou detreeeet to sere at (I «* %# The likely mwlee«tlee of this Is as
itillmm'i The darWatWo 1 %  Is wtlttea
ÏÏI&
#
jîiv
WÎMM % I S
m W  7, - (| - 0**^ '^ .
For 0 >0,95  ^Z i& nmro slgnlflemt thm_K* for # < O.fS it la lass (si(im.iximx\t than X 
end at G •* 0*93 they ate of rwghiy #q%%# ei#lfiecuee* Genee the host value of 
0 mint he 0*95#
Ëm seing this aquatlmt mm m a tight loos of acawouy compare# with the
heat e#atl<m f tm  fern (vii) Wt the only value m%»iÛQ the 1ST telermuee t?as still 
only IGO ^0». Thete eve tve yeaslhle voys of 4m&vtWLo$ thle ytdhlea# %he first# 
lïhlah ia QReot, is hy uslag couetvaiïito mâ wmtû provide eu oquatioa of the fom:
la 6 C6 - -ISj^ O  e.g T g W  ....,{135).
However a» GWhyshv polynomials a w  heimo m o d  it is peesihle te ludludo the factor
lu the polyamlul series which mmtû wahle tho eqoetioü to be m itm n thuo:
m * %
0 #  $# h _ 1 L W
t m 0 ^ ^
and this could be almptifio# to
J,,„ 8 * l
r # #
This last oqcmieq, though# dees not hovo the dimwtioolcse form of prooaaro 
CO) m #  if it woo lutrodoeod it %mnM only complicate the ogvafeicu# TMc form 
also requires ee outw wof#ioi#ot # W  if possible it is profoW^lo to keep 
the mWher of coefficients m  m  Absolute minkmm».
fm these mùBom it was dOcidod to try to ovoid the difficulty by caiug 
wiig^ts cod only if this procedure proved iueffoctive would couotroiots be wed« 
The use of weights docs not reqwiro ony alteration oithor to the
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variables ot to the ntimber of coefficients. Various combinations of weights 
were tried and it was found that a weight of 15 applied to the temperatures 
from 96 to 105 was required to obtain J?^ qq ” 1.01325*
The final form of the equation thus obtained is
11
In 0 « t' a T (k) ..*..(137)
r = 0 ^ ^
where % *=» (?.(i ™ 0,95)^*^ - ^3^2^^^13 
The coefficients for this equation ate tabulated together with the coefficients 
for all the other saturation equations in Appendix II. In order to demonstrate 
the accuracy of this equation a % deviation plot is shown in fig 11. In It 
(PogQ “ X 100/pQgg is plotted against temperature and it can immediately
be seen that the maximum deviation below 350 is 0.0015 % and above 350 0^ 
it is slightly higher at 0.014 %. This proves that the data is fitted well 
within the bounds of any experimental errors in the original data.
The equation values are compared with the 1ST values and tolerances in 
Table 9 and the only temperatures where the difference approaches
the 1ST tolerance is at 374 and 374.15 C^. Tliis is hardly surprising since 
tîiere is considerable doubt as to the property values at the critical point. 
This matter will be discussed in detail in section 5.8 and will not be further 
alluded to here,
5*3*2 Supplementary equation
A supplementary equation was provided because it was felt much simpler 
to provide this equation than to carry out inverse interpolation on the 
vapour pressure equation* As this equatiion is just the reverse of equation 
(137) it appeared logical to use a similar form of variable i.e.
k
i - f {(In 1/B) }
However the derivative of this equation is sero at the critical 
point and a slightly modified form of the independent variable 
is necessary. From the results of fitting
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the primary equation, a suitable form of the independent variable might be:
» k „ k
(In /0 + e) « (In ^  /3) where c « In IC*
However In /3 £ 0
/. m > 1*
This would tterefore give an equation of the form
•| =■ J{(ln ^ VS) } .
Fitting was carried out using different values of k and K and the results
are shomi in Table 10, With K « 1, the best value of k is either 0.5 or 0.4
according to the standard deviation but the latter gives smaller maximum
deviations and should provide the better fit.
A value for K of 1.1 provides an adequate result even although in Table 8
the value of the derivative at the critical point for K *» 1.1 is not quite the
maxmuiR it is very close to it. Thus the final form of the equation is
11
© r ® 0
*s 2* ^r ..#..(138)
where y « (2(ln - b^q)/b^g •
Tliis equation provides a close fit to the data (fig 12) as below 360 the
largest deviation is 0.0012 C°, while above 360 *^C the largest deviation is
greater by a factor of 10#
It has now been shown that both these equations represent the data very
accurately but it ia necessary to show how accurate these two equations are
when used in conjunction* First of all the pthmty equation is used to calculate
from and then using the secondary equation# T^  is calculated and the
difference between T^  and T^ can be seen. These values are given in Table 11
and the maximum value of (T.. - T?) is 0,003 and the maximum % deviation 
(T -  T Ï 1 4Vi» TOO
|,g 0,003 %, Table 12 expresses the results when the equations 
are used in reverse and shows that the maximura deviation is 0.005 bar or 0,002 %.
Idiese results only serve to emphasise the accuracy of these two vapour 
pressure equations when used either separately or together.
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5,3.3 Vapour preasuve équations baaed on C^raigoe-Stigisoar corrections
After the vapour pressure equations already described had been completed# 
it was discovered by Dr, Angus* that there existed more recent measurements# 
in the temperature range 0 to 100 which were being widely used by 
chemists investigating the vapour pressure of organic substances. These 
values differ slightly from those given in the 1963 1ST and are to be found 
correlated in Table 2”l”(1.0l)-K of the American Petroleum Institute Research 
Project 44 (25), It was also discovered that some recent measurements were in 
conflict with both these sources* Dr* Angus and Dr, Bruges corresponded with 
the various interested parties and then completed a short note on the subject 
which they submitted to the 2nd XPC Meeting in Glasgow and resulted in the 
following clarification of the problem*
The API 44 table uses as a basis the saturation table values of the 
1963 1ST, generated from the 1934 correlation of Osborne and Meyers which 
was at that time considered valid from 0 to 374,15 and added corrections 
derived from measurements made at the National Bureau of Standards in connection 
with a gas thermometry programme# by Stimson and Craigoe in 1942 and by Stimson 
and Wilson in 1948, These ’Graigoe-Stimaon* corrections as they are known# 
have never been published nor has the work on which they are based# but they 
have received limited private circulation (66),
Table of VGraigoe-Stimaon* corrections^
Temperature Ap to be added
O
C atm, X 10
0 0
25 39
50 74
60 75
80 47
100 0
More recently Douslln (67), using an inclined piston gauge# has made 
observations on the vapour pressure of water in the range 0 to 20
Scientific Director, XUPAG, Thermodynamic Tables Project Centre, Imperial 
College, London#
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His measurements differ from both the 1ST and the API 44 tables# the difference 
increasing with increasing temperatures, and being outside the 1ST tolerances 
at the higher temperatures of this range.
It was decided that there were reasonable grounds for preferring the 
API 44 since the equations do not merge well at temperatures just below 100 C^, 
Further, the measurements of Moser and Zmactynski (68) between 73 °C and 130 *^0 
are almost identical with the original FIR (14) (69) (70) observations and the 
correlation of Osborne and Meyers. Accordingly it was decided to use the API 44
values as * input data* between 0 and 100 ^G and the Osborne and Meyers
correlation as input data from 100 to 374.15 and to fit a single equation to the
two sets of data* The basic equation has the same form as equation (137) and a
complementary equation similar to (138) was also correlated* Tiia two sets of 
equations give virtually the same results except in the range 0 ^ 0 to 100 
where the second set, which will be denoted by (137b) and (138b), give slightly 
higher pressures than the first set. A comparison of equations (137) and (137b) 
in Tables 13 and 14 shows this agreement very well for both pressure and the 
derivative T^ |* Fig 13 gives deviations of equation (137b) from the 1934 
correlation of Ombormand Meyers as well as other pertinent differences. There 
is good agreement between API 44 and the Graigoe-Stimson values except at 25 °G 
where there is an unexplained difference of 4^q”6 bar, wliich may be due to
*smoothing* done originally by Meyers. Equation (137b) agrees with ÀFI 44
2 o 2
to within 0*3 N/m except at 90 G where the discrepancy is 0.8 H/m"* As
can be seen both the API 44 correlation and equation (137b) give smooth curves
whereas the 1939 MBS equation of Gerry appears to be imperfedt between 70
and loo ^G thus demonstrating yet again the poor merging of the two MBS (1939)
equations#referred to above and also’ shown in figs 11 and 12*
It was decided not to attempt to improve the equation further since the 
values obtained were accurate enough for practical purposes and well within the 
limits of all except the moat precise pressure measurements* It was also decided 
to recommend the use of equations (137b) and (133b) in preference to equations
•"63"*
(137) and (138), although the latter reproduce the 1963 1ST almost exactly, 
while at the smie time equations (137b) and (130b) give values within the 
bounds imposed by the tolerances and are equally valid. At temperatures 
above 100 both sets of equations give values which are indistinguishable#
5#3.4 Comparison of vapour pressure equations
Mention has already been made of the two vapour pressure equations devised 
at the H3S* Since then various other equations, which all have rather different 
advantages and disadvantages# have been suggested and used# It is interesting 
and instructive to make a comparison of the best of these equations with respect 
to the important criteria used in computer programming i.e. economy of storage, 
©peed and.ease of, use* Tnere are six equations which will be discussed!
(1) Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings (OSG); (2) Stelta and Silvestri (39) (88);
(3) Bridgeman and Aldrich (62) (BA); (4) 1966 K function (47); (5) 1967 K function 
(48)0 (6) equation (137)* The form of these equations, their derivatives and 
coefficients are all described in Appendix I#
In order to be able to draw comparisons between different equations it
is necessary to apply the criteria mentioned above. They may also be expressed
by the following more positive questions.
(a) How many equations and what range do they cover?
(b) Number of coefficients?
(c) Number of operations e.g. addition etc# to be performed in
calculating one value?
It is very simple to evaluate the first two points but the third ia 
slightly more complicated# Now the ideal correlation would be the one which 
required only one equation to cover the entire range, used a minimum number of 
coefficients# say approximately 6, had a minimum number of arithmetic operations 
with no procedures or complicated functions e.g. cosh, In, exp, and provided 
exact agreement with the original’data, fable IS has been dr atm up to try 
and shot? how well the equations correspond to these criteria and an examination
of the table provides a very good guide as to how well they arc satisfied*
The amber of arithmetic operations are tabulated and the total time 
taken for the calculation of one value is given as a multiple of the time 
taken for an addition# This is based on the time factors calculated using 
the Jetstone Algol compiler on the English Electric KDF 9 and given in Table 
16* These times are only approximate as the times for any particular operation 
vary according to the si%e and number of digits of the numbers being operated 
on# This is true in particular when using the procedures for in, exp and t 
(this is the Algol symbol for a^  which is represented by a + b) which use an 
iterative process#
Hence it is now possible to make an evaluation of the usefulness of the
various equations based on the above criteria# The two equations of the NBS
are not very suitable for use due to their form and the fact that together
they require at least as much storage as any of the others without providing
any benefit in speed. Tb*^  equations of Stelts and Silvestri which are based
on the results of Keenan And Keyes do not cover the full range although they
are the fastest, with the exception of the 1967 IC function# The equation of
Bridgeman and Aldrich does not have any advantages# It talœs a long time to
—Icalculate as it contains the function cosh and moreover its values in the 
region 20 - 100 ^G are slightly high (see Table 18) although still well
within the 1ST tolerances#
From these comments it is obvious that none of these equations are 
particularly suitable for general use# Tlius only the last three equations 
are left* They were all programmed for the computer in both the lOT 9 
Assembly Language-User Code, and Algol and their calculation times are given 
in Table 17,
The programmes in UsetCode were written by Bradly of English Electric 
for a paper (71) which he has submitted to the 7th ICFS and the average times 
he obtained m à  given in Table 17, are reproduced from his paper#
From a comparison of the relative times, it can be seen that those
-ÔS”
from Table 15 provide fairly good agreement with those obtained from the
User Code programmes, However on comparing the times of the Algol programmes
it is immediately obvious that the time taken for equation (137) is very
much longer than for either of the other two, which is in direct conflict
with the previous times# This anomaly can be explained by the difficulty of
programming the summation of Ghebyshev polynomials in Algol. Either arrays
are used, which is very wasteful of time or else a large number of assignment
statements would be required which ia almost as wasteful# In order to
elucidate the problem it ia now written in full.
n
The summation of y * I* a T (x) is expressed mathematically by
t » 0 ^ ^
K*2
b^ 2x - b^^g + a^  (r « n, n^ l,.#.,.,!, 0) 
y « (b^  - b2)/2 
Programmed in Algol using arrays it would appear 
b[n+2] !*b[n***l] :*0.0; x!«2#Oxx5 
for r!«*n step -1 until 0 do
MHWKUMiOM* ,MWW ,###.*,
b [r] !«*xxb | r+l] -b [r+2] +a[r] ; 
y*0# 5x (b [O] -b [2] ) ;
Now if this was re-programmed to eliminate the arrays it would appear 
Ys*»Zs*"0*0; x:"2#0x%;
for ri«n step -1 until 0 do 
begin Y:*Z;
2:*»xKY™X+a[r] §
end;
y!»0.5x(Z-X)s
-46"
However when thi(3 problem is taolcled in User Code* the second method suitably 
modified would provide the basis of the programme. None of the assignment 
statements would be required since User Code makes use of a nesting store 
in which all the required values of Y and % would be calculated and 
stored without having access to and from the main store which would use up 
considerably more time,
Tables 18 and 19 have been drawn up in order to compare the vapour 
pressure values and the derivatives of the various equations.
Mention has already been made of the first three equations which leaves 
only the 1966 and 1967 K functions and equation (137) to be discussed. The 
two former have both been constrained to give p * 221.2 bar exactly and in 
doing this have lowered tlw pressure at 374 to the limit of the tolerance. 
The only other point of significance in these two tables is that the value 
of the derivative at the critical point for the 1967 li function is aero 
due to the form of the constraint.
It is now possible to draw conclusions about all the equations examined. 
Firstly any of the above equations would provide an adequate representation 
of the vapour pressure. Secondly if the prime criterion for the choice of 
equation is speed, (where the derivative is not required) then the obvious 
equation to use is the 1967 K function. Thirdly, if the most important 
criterion is accuracy and consistency then equation (137) would be the 
obvious choice since it is the most accurate of the three and since a 
supplementary equation is also supplied,
3,4. Liquid volume
It was again found convenient to use the entries in the NEL Steam 
Tables as input data since they are in exact agreement with the 1ST values 
which are derived directly from the NBS table, which in turn is based on 
the measurements of Ohappuis (72), Thiessen (73) and Smith and Keyes (27). 
The experimenters at the NBS found that the observations of Smith and Keyes
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were not in agreement with their own caXorimetric observations above a 
temperature of 330 In order to confirm the reliability of their own
experimental measurements Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings carried out special 
volumetric observations in the neighbourhood of 370 and consequently 
computed liquid volume values above 330 from their oto calorimetric 
observations.
From the akve history it is to be expected that liquid volume will 
be one of the most accurately represented properties due to the large number 
of experimental values which were available for its original correlations at 
the NBS and at MIT* For this reason and due to the fact that these values 
should provide good agreement and continuity with the other observations of 
the NBS it was decided that it xms necessary to provide a liquid volume 
equation,
5,4,1, Liquid volume equation '
As usual when trying to find the most suitable form of an equation 
rough plots were drawn up,
From these it was seen that v^ fitted as a function of temperature 
produced a line with a more severe curve than if the inverse of v^ were 
plotted. It thus appeared likely that the best form of the dependent 
variable would be /^v^ . As the graphs were not of any great assistance 
apart from this one factor they have not been included* The following four 
forms of equation wore tried and the results can be seen in Table 20 for 
different values of k* In each case the best fit required only 11 coefficients*
Vj » ----
Vjg -
" 2{(1 - ----
- f{(®“/T - I)**) Cxili).
.In accord with the results of earlier equations the beat value of k was found 
to be 0,4 using form (xii). Thus the form of the equation in dimensionleas
form is
- 10
V  c T Ja)  (139)
X r «= 0 ^ ^
where a » 1 - 2(1 - 
After all the saturation equations had been correlated it was discovered 
that the critical values of different properties calculated from the liquid 
and vapour phases did not agree. Thus it was found necessary to alter slightly 
the critical values given by the liquid volume and the vapour enthalpy equations. 
A full description and survey of the critical properties is given in section
5,8, j It will suffice for the moment to say that the liquid volume equation
’ 3
waS(/wei#tcd slightly to give a value for v^ of 3,15 cm /g.
Fig 14 dïowa the deviations of the NBS recommended values from those of
equation (139), It was found appropriate to include values derived from the
recent data of Kell and Hhalley (74) which extend over the temperature range
0 to 150 C^. In this case Whalley's general correlating equation was used
in conjunction with the vapour pressure equation (137) given here. The results,
as can be seen from fig 14, are in good agreement with equation (139),
Table 21 demonstrates how well the equation values agree with the 1963
1ST values and that nowhere is more than 60% of the tolerance used,
5,5 Correlation of the NBS a values
The a observations are the most important of the NBS calorimetric observations 
and may be considered second only to the pressure-temperature relation for the 
saturation line which is fundamental. In deriving the saturation properties 
it seemed preferable to follow the procedure laid down by Osborne, Accordingly 
it was decided to refit the u measurements over the whole temperature range 
replacing the two NBS equations with a single equation.
However before proceeding with the correlation it was necessary to alter 
the units@ int. J, in which a was expressed and convert them to abs, J or J 
using the relation*
'”69"'
1 int. J (NBS) a 1.000165 J,
Also note had to be made of the fact that the datum state has been changed 
since Osborne devised the a equation. This however does not affect the 
value of ot itself, but only the relations in which it is used,
Fitting was carried out using an equation of the form
11
« S» cl T <Q) ,.,.,(140)
: 0
where Q *» (2(^/0 G)^ ™
with the results shown in Table 22* In this equation the important deviation 
is the. maximum percentage deviation since this occurs at the triple point.
Using this criterion as the final judge the constants were given the values 
C « 0,99 and k * 0,5,
As with the liquid volume equation the critical value of a had to be 
slightly modified by weighting,
A deviation plot of - ®oso^  ^^OSG included as fig 15 from which
it can be seen that above 20 %  the maximum deviation is less than 10 p.p.m.
(or 0,001%), For lower temperatures than this a larger deviation is expected 
since as t 0, a 0 and so at t » 0 the deviation will be infinite. Since 
the actual observations of a were in reality observations of a comparison 
is made in fig 16 of the deviation in between the two equations and this 
plot also reflects the accuracy of the new equation,
5,5,1 Conversion of ct to new datum state
The NBS a values were calculated using the old datum state which was 
defined by the following relation;
at t * 0 h « 0 and s * 0,
However this was altered by the 5th ICPS in 1956 to give the new datum 
state based on the triple point. It is
at t * 0,01 u *» 0 and s » 0,
In order to correct a to the triple point datum a constant value, which 
will now be calculated, must be added thus
“new “bqn
The constant K is calculated as follows;
h «» u + pv by definition
and so at t 0,01 then
ht " 0 + P*
but h^ is calculated using the calorimetric quantities « and 3* 
using the formula h^ ** ^
where 3^ * « v^ (t||)
hence in order to obtain h^ correctly it is necessary to modify
so " he - 0g'
” Pt \  \
" \
1*00018 <0.006112 - 0.012121)
- 0,0060101.
Hence must be ** 0,0060101 
but « 0,0415834
,% K # « - 0,0060101 - 0.0415834
« - 0,0475935.
Hence in all the thermodynamic and calorimetric equations ct must be 
replaced by & + K,
a.g, h^ * G + 3' must be written h^ » (a + K) + 3%
5*6 Calculation of the remaining liquid properties
It is now possible to calculate the other liquid properties using only 
the equations already obtained and the relations expressed in section 4,3,3, 
The first of theseis the other liquid calorimetric property* 3** which is
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calculated using relation (102)
B' = V j g  ,
The values obtained arc compared with those calculated by Osborne, Stimson 
and Ginnings in Table 23, The resulting agreement to less than 0,2 % for 
temperatures, less than 374 is more than adequate and even although the 
difference is approximately 1% round the critical this is much less than the 
uncertainty.
The next property to be obtained is h^ by using relation (104)
h^ ® (ot K) + 3* *
The value of IC was calculated in the previous section and so it only remains 
to compare the results with the 1ST as has been done in Table 24# The accuracy
of this property is excellent as even 50% of the tolerance is reached only once
but in general any disagreement in the values is due mainly to rounding off.
The last property which can be obtained is liquid entropy, which is 
calculated from the equation (108)
Ï
f - L +
T.
— dT. 
1’ Tt t
This expression appears to.be very complicated especially the integral,
However there are two possible ways of dealing with it# The first is by a 
numerical integration method like Simpson* s Rule but this is a rather slow 
and untidy process whereas an analytical solution should be much faster and 
neater. The only possible method of tackling it appeared to be by transformation., 
First of all the a equation may be written
11
“ “ Pol^sl , r» "'rr •” u
where Q « (2(g ** 0,99)^*“^ d^ g)/d^g,
T
Hence dQ « -.™ % 0,5 (-^ “• 0*99) dT
1^3 . r
2 dT
^13 T^
dT w
2
^13 13 ^
ot dT +
Tt T
T K dT
T, T
rT
Hence ot
d
«M - Q dQ + d^g/a dQ]
c
d
•* “ “ # u  dQdQ) *  dgg fa d(^
1^3
” "" 2T“" L'"13
G
d.
12
[(dgq Q + dQ - d^^//a dQd(^13'
""2^  ^ ** *” ’2^^
rQ •Q rQ
(^ 13 Q + a dQ - dw
Q. ''j
a dQdQ
%
....,(141)
where Q^  is the value of Q at the triple point. 
N w
f T K ^ "• \
dT *• K
This only leaves the problem of integrating the a equation which can be achieved 
by writing the integral as a Chebyshev polynomial thus s
Q 12
a dQ = p V Z' D T (Q)
Q^
using the integration formula (75) to obtain the values D^ , 
coefficient being determined by the lower limit of integration, Q^ , as 
follows 3
12
D « - 2 % D T (Q)
° r = !'•*'
Q
u dQ dQ is calculated in identical fashion.
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Hence the liquid entropy was calculated using this equation
X d T-T
“ [Vt] " Q + d^g)/a dQ - dQ dQ] + •,..*(142)
c t
The values obtained from this equation are compared with those in the EEL 
Tables (Table 25) which in turn were taken from the NBS values. The 
agreement is yet again almost exact below 370 “c and provides as good a fit 
as the liquid entropy equation (133) over this range* As expected towards 
the critical point the agreement is not quite so accurate due to the 
readjustment made to the critical point properties,
TheCG are other properties (u^ , g^ , f^ ) which could now be calculated 
also but as they are normally neither tabulated nor measured it is pointless 
to calculate them at this stage. They are all however evaluated in Appendix IV, 
Ihe equations described to date have been shown to provide an accurate 
representation of all the liquid properties, The next stage is to find a 
saturated vapour equation,
5,1 Saturated vapour properties
How all the vapour properties can be deduced if y is now expressed as a 
function of temperature. This in fact was the procedure used by the HBS in 
generating their table of properties and was the only valid procedure since 
y was an observed property. However, it has proved more convenient to fit 
h as a function of temperature and to compare the calculated values of yg
with the observed values of the HBS, This course was dictated by the fact
that a complete table of h values was ready to hand in the HEL Tables*
S
whereas it would be necessary to generate values of y from the MBS data. 
Moreover, in view of further work on equations of state planned by the author
it was recognised that it would be more convenient to have h as a function of T
s
rather than y or h^ .^ It is to be appreciated that only one of these properties 
need be defined since the other two can then be evaluated.
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5.7,1 Vapour enthalpy equation
Fitting was carried out for an aquation of the form
T
K  “ ®{(n^ •" 1)*')
using different values of k (Table 26), A value for k of 0*4 proved to be 
more than sufficient as the maximum percentage deviation is only 0.015 Z 
which is within the round-off error of the original data as it is given only 
to four significant figures* Tliis is demonstrated very forcibly in Table 27 
88 only at the critical point is the difference between the equation and 
1ST values greater than 1 J/g. As with the previous equations the critical 
value had to be modified slightly and a final equation of the following form 
was obtained
- 10
4 « z* 8» T^ (w)  (143)
E = 0 '
wliSEe w «= 1 “ “ 1)^'^
and 1 a ZsLsL .
If fig 5 is examined closely then it is seen that there is a maximum on
the vapour enthalpy curve. It is of interest to discover at what temperature
dh^
this occurs and so the temperature which satisfies the. c o n d i t i o n «= 0 for
the above equation was evaluated. It was found to be satisfied by
t 234.615251 *C.
5,7*2 Other vapour properties
It is now possible to evaluate y the last of the NBS calorimetric 
properties by using the relation
Y h “ a *
a
The values obtained are compared in fig 17 with the smoothed NBS values
and the values re-correlated by Brlclgeman and Aldrich (75) above 300
both of which were baaed on the NBS measurements. The agreement obtained is
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very good and the disagreement increases with increasing temperature which 
is how the experimental accuracy behaves.
The next property to he calculated is vapour volume and this is done 
with the relation
’g "
and the results are compared with the 1ST values in Table 28# The biggest
discrepancy between the values when compared with the tolerance occurs at
374 and only takes up 25% of the tolerance.
The only quantity that remains to be calculated is the vapour entropy
9 which is calculated from 
8
*g " + 8/1 .
The results are tabulated and compared with the EEL values in Table 29 with 
almost identical accuracy to the liquid entropy comparison*
Tlim all the most important saturated properties, both liquid and vapour, 
have been calculated and compared either with the 1963 1ST or the HBS values 
as presented in the NSL Tables, In every case the deviations are well within 
the tolerances or possible experimental errors in the data,
5,8 Critical
Apart from the low temperature vapour pressures which may be In error, 
by a small amount the only other region where there is some doubt is around 
the critical point# It is inevitable that a fairly large uncertainty must 
be associated with the values of the properties at the critical point#
In order to demonstrate this uncertainty Tab le-30 has been drawn up 
with the successive experimental values obtained during the past 60 years.
It is certainly necessary, as suggested by Juza (45), to carry out further 
experimental and theoretical work, such that the uncertainties on the various 
critical propaties may be reduced, Tliis necessity Is emphasised very 
strongly by the latest measurements carried out earlier this year by 
Blank (86) at Erlangen, The values he obtained are considerably different
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from those accepted by the 1963 XST and are in fact well outwith the 
tolerances. Moreover even if his estimated error is included his values 
are still outwith the 1963 iST tolerances.
It is interesting to compare the values of p obtained from the vapour 
pressure equations for the various experimental values of t (Table 31), The 
different equations provide fairly close agreement with each other and not 
unreasonable agreement with experimental values of p with the exception of 
Bridgeman and Aldrich’s value based on the recorrelation of the HBS data#
Table 32 compares the derivatives (T^) of equation (137) above 370 
with those of the HBS (1932) (87), Egerton and Callander (88), Keyes (&ÎIT)
(89), HBS (1939) (22), Bridgeman and Aldrich (62) and the 1966 X?C 1C function# 
It is interesting to note that the 1966 K function gives higher values than 
the others* It is also interesting to note that the average value, excluding 
that derived from the K function is close to the predicted values given by 
equation (137) and by Bridgeman and Aldrich# Tlie value of (T ^ )^ would 
appear to be close to 172 J/cm",
The value of the critical volume would certainly appear to bo less
3
than # 0  1963 1ST value of 3,17 cm /g. In addition to the values given in 
Table 30, If the method of rectilinear diameters is used then a value of 
approximately 3,11 cm^/g is obtained*
A very interesting paper (90) on the critical region was published in 
1966 by Bridgeman, in which he discussed the values of the critical point 
derivatives for various properties. These values, which are mostly + 
are given in Table 33 together with the values obtained from the saturation 
equations# Due to the form of the variables chosen for the equations all 
the critical derivatives turn out to be in agreement with the theoretical 
values «
Another important point which appears in this paper is the recoromeiidation 
of a temperature variable of the form [3(1 ** )] in the correlation of
Ç
data on saturated fluid properties# This is very interesting as the function
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used ill most o£ the saturation equations and arrived at independently is 
C*^ * - X)^  where h « 0,4* Both these functions are almost identical and 
provide fairly good agreement between the powers. Hence it would appear, 
as suggested by Bridgeman, that this type of function should prove very 
useful in analytical studies and correlation of properties in the critical 
region,
5*9 Thermodynamic consistency
It is now possible to examine the equations as to how closely they 
maintain thermodynamic consistency* The agreement should be excellent 
since only the minimum number of equations are used and the thermodynamic 
relations are used to calculate the remaining properties, However there 
are two good criteria which can be used to show conclusively that the 
saturation equations do not contain any inconsistencies of a thermodynamic 
nature, These two criteria will now be described*
The first is that the saturated liquid and vapour values of Gibb’s
function should be identical i»e, "" g * Table 34 has been drawn up tor g
Show the difference between these values* In all eases the deviation does 
not exceed J/g which, above 120 G^, represents 12 significant figures
or the limits of accuracy on the computer* In fact the deviations in this 
region amount purely to round-^ off error. In fact the most significant 
deviation is at 0 where it is I/g (or 7*6^g“8%),
The second is the use of the Clausius Clapoyton relation, which may 
be written
Î f . - Ï ÿ  .
fg
These results are also included in Table 34 and again successfully demonstrate 
the accuracy of the equations and their compatibility. The largest deviation 
occurs at the critical point (“ 5.04^g^7 J) and shows that the critical values 
are not quite as consistent as the other entries. This is not particularly 
surprising as these values had to be modified slightly in order to obtain
agreement between the liquid and vapour values of the same property at the 
critical point.
However if the properties such as etc are to be calculated it
is necessary to obtain one of the partial derivatives or
These values can only be calculated from an equation of state whose variables 
are p@ v and T and the Introduction of these quantities will necessarily 
raise the question of thermodynamic consistency. However as these properties 
can be calculated only by using other derivatives this whole subject will 
be dealt with in Appendix IV*
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CHAPTER 6 
qHARACTERISTtG EQUATIONS
6,1 Introduction
Before carrying out any surface fitting of the properties of water and 
steam it was necessary to decide firstly which variables should be used and 
secondly what data was required and for which regions. Thus it was necessary 
to examine the above points before carrying out any correlations, although it 
was possible to write and teat the necessary computer programs which would be 
required at a later stage,
6,1,1 Ghoice of variables
In an address to the Sixth International Conference on the Properties 
of Steam, Hew York 1963, R, W, Bain suggested that it might be possible to 
cover the entire liquid m û  vapour regions with a single equation of the form 
h « h(p,a) other forms are p # p(h*s) and s « s(h,p), This is one of four 
canonical equations
« ■ ___(144)
f - e(v,T)  __ (145)
S *  s ( ï .p )  (14S)
and h » h(5>,a) ___..(147)
which possess a number of advantages over those in which the various properties 
(h, V, B etc,) are expressed as functions of p and T. If p » pCv» T) (148) 
not only is it unlikely that a single equation can cover both the liquid and 
vapour phases but additional information has to be supplied in order that energy 
quantities may be calculated. This is usually expressed as *« f(T) (149), 
Formulations, comprising equations (148) and (149) for example, involve 
both integration and differentiation in computing the usual properties, whereas 
any one of tie canonical equations (144) to (147) defines all thermodynamic 
properties using only the quantities themselves and their derivatives. The
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derivation of the various thermodynamic properties from the four canonical 
equations was demonstrated by Bain and Le Fevre (41) in a paper from which 
the entries in Table 35 have been taken* Columns (1) and (2) of this table give 
the quantities appropriate to the canonical equations (147) and (145) and column (3) 
refers to equation (148), which is not a canonical form, and for which it can be 
seen that both integration and differentiation are required*
In addition to the computative advantages of the canonical equations 
derivative quantities across the saturation line are smooth and all quantities 
are continuous* The absence of gross discontinuities such as arc exhibited 
by an equation of the form, p » p(v,T) is a further factor in favour of the 
surface h « h(p,8), which is represented in fig 18. This particular type 
of equation seems to have been advanced in the first instance by Holmes and 
Ho11itch (37) tdio covered the field of industrial interest with a series of 
equations for compressed water and steam# Juza (91) has also presented equations 
of this type specifically for industrial calculations but no attempt to provide 
a single equation, as suggested by Bain, has yet succeeded* Haywood and Bott at 
the instigation of the lEC Committee on the Properties of Steam (BRA Research 
Advisory Committee 2B as it was then termed) made a preliminary investigation 
Tdiioh was subsequently followed up by McLeod at the National Engineering Laboratory* 
Taking the form of the surface as s •» s(p,h) (150) and using constraints
McLeod was unable to obtain a surface from which satisfactory properties could 
be derived. As a contribution to the UK effort the saturation properties were 
rospecified in terms of equations suitable for computers (reference (92), see 
Appendix V) before moving on to the problem of the h-p-s surface. It is this 
latter work which is described here and which is believed to supply a valuable 
clue to any future fitting of this or similar thermodynamic surfaces#
Once it was decided to work on the h-^ p-s surface the obvious choice of 
independent variables was pressure and entropy as in equation (147) since McLeod 
had already used the inverse form in equation (ISO),
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6,1*2 Choice of input data
It ia not possible to use experimental data as none exists for entropy 
and wry little is available for enthalpy* Hence the input data must be 
obtained either from tables or from equations of state. It vms thought that 
the most recant tables|, which were the HBL Steam Tables, would be quite adequate 
in the first place for providing soma initial correlations. If they did not 
give the necessary accuracy then the input data would have to be calculated 
from one of the computer formulations which was available*
It was necessary to consider the various formulations which could then 
be used if the NEL Tablé values proved inadequate. There ware three possibilities* 
Of these the BBS and Japanese formulation were fairly similar in form but they 
had large inter-rcgioual discontinuities * flie third had been prepared by Juaa 
of the GS8R and provided greater accuracy and smaller discontinuities than either 
of the other Wo* (These discontinuities are tabulated in Appendix VI*) Its 
major drawback was the Increased number of constants that it contained.
There was one further equation, provided by %halley and based on his mm 
p«*V“T meaâurematità, which was valid for compressed water in the temperature 
range 0 to ISQ Tîie data on which it was based was more accurate than
previous experimental work and it was felt that if this region could not be 
adequately fitted then the proposed method could not possibly be applied to 
Water substance.
This equation had already been used by Leong and the author in preparing 
a note for the 2nd IF G on the derivation of some of the less used properties, 
and in particular the speed of sound. From this work it was confirmed that 
the equation wag easy to use and that its derived quantities were in excellent
agreement with experimental results*
6*1*3 Fo m  of equation
since the method of surface fitting was decided on and described in 
Chapter B it is only necessary to show how it was applied* The variables
used were aud siuee the data lu the NBL Tables was provided for Isobara
(l.e# lluea of conataut p) then the simplest approach was to fit h «« h(a), 
ahotm lu equation (151)*
II
h #  E’ C.TXK) *,.#.(151)
1 w 0  ^^
where E « (2a™CA)/0B»
Then the eoeflieieuts were fitted ao a fuuetleu of pressure me in equation (152)
&
G. # A .,...(152)
* j * 0 3
where Y # (2p~m)/m.
Reuee the final form of the equation may be written
m
h # t’ 2’ D*. T.(%)T.(Y) ,,...(153)
1 # 0  j # 0 ^ ^   ^ B
6,2 Input ..data from W>h Tab.lM
Following on from the dealeion to nee the IIEL Steam Tables for input data, 
it was neeesaary to decide whloh:A#@@lon ^  high compremaed water*
superheated steam, etc, should be fitted. It was felt that rather than try to 
fit the entire surface with one equation immsdiatoly* smaller regions where the 
properties were most regular should be correlated first* omitting the more 
difficult and less well-defined regions * such as the critical region, until the 
method had been proved. Thus it could be seen on examining fig 10 that the 
compressed water region and the high pressure region had the most regularly 
spaced isobars and isotherms, Based on this observation it was decided to 
attempt to correlate the high pressure region first since it would provide a 
guide to the likelihood of fitting the surface with a single equation. The 
results of this investigation will now be discussed,
6,2,1 ' Gurve-fi^ ting along.isobars
The first step in attempting to correlate the high pressure region was 
to fit h ** h(s) along various isobars and to find how' many eoefficioats were
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necessary for the temperature range 0 “c to 800 °G# After this had been
done for isobars between 250 bar and 1000 bar it was found that 10
coefficients appeared to provide the best fit although at the lower pressures
of 300 and 250 bars 11 coefficients improved the fit* These results9 given
in Table 36 for equation (151)% show that the maximum deviationsp 0.83 J/g at
1000 bar, 0*88 J/g at 400 bar and 1*73 J/g at 250 bar are all well within
the 1ST tolerances. It would appear that more coefficients may bo required
at the lower pressures although this question should be answered when this
region is finally fitted.
The second step is to examine a plot (fig 19) of the coefficients, C.,
against pressure in order to see if a smooth curve is produced. If this is
the case then there should be very little difficulty in fitting equation (152)*
Mien fig 19 is examined it is obvious that the plots of the coefficients
and are almost straight lines, both of them having a very slight concavity.
It would appear from these results that there is a reasonable chance of an
equation of this nature providing a good fit to the data, certainly as far
as enthalpy is concerned.
The next step is to check that the derivatives obtained by the equations
for the isobars are accurate. In other words since T « (-|^) an evaluationos p
of ^  from equation (151) for any particular isobar, say 700 bar, should show
how well the derivatives will be represented in any equation. The results
of this examination are given in Table 37 and it is interesting to note that
the maximum deviations in t occur at the extremities 0 and 800 C^, Ignoring
these values the largest percentage deviation, x 100%, is approximately 0 ,1%,
There is no difficulty in constraining the end points of the isobars i.e. at
t « 0 and at t « 800 to give corrected temperatures* In fact this has
been done in Table 38 and it can be seen that when h and T are constrainedo o
then the standard deviation on temperature is considerably reduced. Unfortunately 
when hggg and TgQQ are constrained the improvement Is not nearly sc great, Tliis 
may be caused by inaccurate values of enthalpy at the higher temperatures*
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It is also possible to examine c in a similar manner since c «
p F Ff p
but as this property is not thbulatea in the 1963 1ST it is very difficult 
to put a tolerance on the experimental values or tables based on them, However, 
based on the isobaric equations it was noticed that the values of c had two 
maxima (at “ 50 ®G and 490 for 700 bar) and a minimum (at 90 for 700
bar), These phenomena are not reflected in the experimental values, where a 
maximum is to be found only at 490 G^, and would appear to be caused by errors 
in the original enthalpy or entropy
In order to try and improve the values of T and c obtained from the equations
■ ' P
it was decided to introduce the derivative T into the curve fitting routine as
2 2
was described lu 3.2,7. This was done by minimising 2(h “ h^^^) t XZ(T "
and allowing the factor A to adopt various values.
Table 39 has been drawn up to show how variations in A affect the correlation 
for a pressure of 700 bar. It can be seen that as A is increased the standard 
deviations on both enthalpy and temperature increase also. This effect was 
quite unexpected but on a reappraisal of the results it is seen that the largest 
deviations on temperature have been reduced although to the detriment of the other 
deviations, This ham b#@# in Tabl@ qf thA
other correlations for the temperatures at which the largest deviations occur, 
and thus adequately demonstrates the effects of this technique. Unfortunately 
it is not of much assistance as the overall amount by which the fit is improved 
is negligible. An approach which ia likely to be more successful is the addition
of extra data points. By this means the derivatives obtained should be much
smoother9 and the end points can be dealt with by using constraints as has already 
been demonstrated, Hie problem was tackled in this manner in all later work and 
was found to be successful so derivatives were never again used in the correlating 
procedure.
6,2.2 Surface fitting
The final step Is to carry out the fitting of equation (152) for various 
values of m and to examine the results obtained. This would have two effects;
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firstly it would provide a check on the computer programme and secondly it 
would give a comparison of the accuracy obtained by fitting the isobars and 
the accuracy of the full equation#
The region to be fitted was the high pressure range with the data made
up from the intervals 700 bar by 20 bar to 1000 bar and 0 “e by 10 deg G to
800 G^# Uiittg the results of the curve-fitting it had appeared that the 
optimum value of n was 9 (i#e# 10 coefficients) and so correlations were 
undertaken for various values of m as shown in Table 40, The different fits 
were compared with the original data and the standard deviations of the properties 
enthalpy, temperature and volume are given in this table for different pressures.
The best fit appeared to be the one with m » 3 although some of the others were
almost as good. In order to confirm that n « 9 was the best, some more fits 
were carried out in which n was varied but they only served to confirm that 
the equation with n « 9 and m * 3 provided the best fit to the data*
Since Hayt-yood and Bott had recommended the use of In p instead of p 
the equation was refitted with this modification but there was no improvement in 
the resulting correlation. Thus at this stage attention was concentrated solely 
on the h“S“p fondulation,
A comparison of the. equation values from the best fit was made with the 
1963 1ST values and tolerances in Table 41 and the following conclusions may 
be reached. Firstly that the equation gives enthalpy values which are every­
where within the tolerance and secondly that many of the volume values lie 
considerably outside the tolerances# It is also interesting to note that the 
maximum deviations Ah and At obtained from the surface fitting procedure 
are only marginally larger than those obtained from the curve fitting. The 
maximum percentage deviations of the temperature are also too large because 
if the equation was entered with p and t and h was calculated then there would 
be an error on h of the order of 0,5% which in some cases is larger than the 
tolerance,
Tîie final point worth noting from Tables 40 and 41, and one which is not
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unexpected, is that the volume values of the isobars bounding the equation 
(i.e. 700 and 1000 bar) are much more poorly represented by the equation
than those on the middle of the range of pressure.
In order to check that all those results were not caused by some factor
which only occurred at high pressures a few Isobars were fitted for compressed
water at low pressures. The coefficients of those fits when plotted were not 
nearly as smooth as those shown in fig 19 and only served- to emphasise the 
unsuitability of the HEL Tables,
From all the information which has now been obtained it is quite obvious 
that the NËL Tables cannot be used as input data in the correlation of new 
equations* This .'décision, may be explained by the following factors;
(a) There are rounding and smoothing errors in the data which produce in the 
course of any correlation a considerable amount of unwanted *noise' and 
thus reduce the accuracy of the curve-fitting procedure,
(b) There are systematic errors in the data which introduce considerable 
errors into the derivatives of the new correlation,
(c) There are not enough entries in the Tables to help to overcome either 
of the above probleims i,e. p and t require to be tabulated at closer 
intervals.
TÎI0 problem which is mentioned in (a) was forecast by Haywood and Bott 
in their 'suggestions for future work*. Their idea for overcoming this problem 
was to use only experimental data as input and thus avoid the effects of 
stuoothing. Tills method would necessitate all the suitable e^ sperimental data 
being sorted and evaluated in order to discover how reliable and accurate it 
was and this would take a considerable time,
It would tîm appear that the only suitable method of obtaining input 
data would be to calculate the properties from qhe of the available, computer 
formulations already mentioned,
6,3 Input data from Whalley's equation
It has now been conclusively demonstrated that as a source of input data.
steam tablcB neither have enough entries nor tlui required aeaurAcy for use in- 
corrélatif# equations of $tat@. Thl» Routea of data would be adequ&t# &8 long 
m  A fit was only roqalted for the dapentosit v&rlf&la and no derive# qanntitias 
worn %@o#A# slaee It Is la the twrst of dlfformtletlw that tW groat lu'^ 
eaewrae&os become @10 oWiows* Tlws it wca decided to eoi-relate the oompresoe# 
vatar ro##% m in ^ aquation after which f^w m X&tim co«M be
ti3C# for «orrolatiag the entire aurfaoe of water an# Btmm*
Thl# equttloo we ohtelned from the ORpcrlmmtal data by the method of 
*%0#8%™oqu&%08* 8%# la a eimpla polynomial of the i&m
I - i  + ifio j I %  (154),
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to  V. and th# aatorato# liq u id  VAloeo# Hm neccsoagfy ^taturate# liq u id  valoog -mm  
obtained frOM the qqoetlow in Ohaptor S amt -m lnm of were derive# from m  
oxpreooloa deocrlbo# in Appoodln VIZ m# publltha# hy Brugos (93)*
In this latter pu&lloatlon the volum meoeoremate of Kell m# Rhelley 
mra cemparod with those of Atnagat (94), Bmitk mé Koyoo (&?)* l(onued>% Kaiglit 
m# Eoloov (95) m# Vohalovich (96), There Is little doubt that the data of 
Roll mû #alley wehlo the best %)ooelhle ovaluetlm of the themWynmln 
pto()arti0o of coBipyeaaa# wotor to W  mde m# tlio %&%t ata$^ e @ff tW work %mo 
to tope# tW aorliet Blaco the volwma wore given to @1»
aignlficout figures it wa âmiât^ à to ealeulato ell the Input data to six 
eiguifiomt figuras alee md to have oe wny ieeham as ieo#tatma* TW valuta 
of enthalpy m\é oottopy m iatexvala of I deg 6 eloog the ledbare %mm 
evaluate# from equatim (154) ueiug the tolutiwaahipe iu eolum 3 of $able B5#
0#@el (fUtve fitting. along iaqhqro
Qate the input data he# hmn evaluate# cuirve fitting vm  earrio# out 
for different pmmnmB* The improvmmt in aetwraty qhtaiuo# i« very 
m tim a h to since the dovimtiooa on# eteaiatd deviations an both mtWlpy at#
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tcmpQrat.ttra ara mmller than those from the NISL Table correlations foy a 
factor of between 20 and 100* This is shown very clearly if Table 42 and 
36 are con^ ared* ■ In order to emphasise the difference between using tables 
and correlations a^  a source of input data Table 43 was drawn up* This shows 
the differences Ah and At for the 1000 bar correlation and since the maximum 
value of At is less than O.l deg G (0.036%) the chance of finding an accurate
equation looked very good. This is because, if equation was interpolated
for à particular value of temperatutè %hén the Corresponding value of enthalpy 
would be altered by less than In order to discover if the deviations
of the equation from the 1963 1ST values were greater than the tolerances, it 
was possible to draw up the following bands of tolerance for enthalpys
0*01 J/g> Tolerance on h v 1*2 J/g
0.47 % >, % Tolerance on h ^  17%*
Hence the percentage correction to h based on the difference At lies well within 
the band of percentage tolerance*
It may possibly be argued that the comparisons between the correlations 
based on the NEL Tables and those of Whallcy’s equation are not valid since they 
cover different temperature ranges* It was felt though that this was quite 
legimate as it is the best fit that is being conqsared which in the former 
required 10 coefficients and in the latter only 5 coefficients and thus it was 
possible to draw comparisons between them*
Finally the coefficients were examined graphically and as they provided 
a smooth plot for pressures between 1 and 1000 bar It was with confidence that 
the surface fitting process was tackled*
6*3.2 Surface fitting
Surface fitting was now carried out using 20, 100, 160, 200 and 3CK) isobars 
in order to discover whether the nutsber of isobars was critical* From the 
results for different numbers of coefficients it was found that about 200 isobars
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gave the best fit* Thus for the correlations to be carried out the following 
isobars were used; 1 bar by 1 to 100 bar by 5 to 200 bar by 10 to 1000 bar.
For 11 «* 4j, m was given different values as shown on Table 44, By comparing
the standard mid maximum deviations for the isobars 1000, 600, 200, 100, 50
and 10 bars, it was concluded that a value of m « 3 gave the optimum results.
By using the experience gained in working with the NBL data it was then 
possible to estimate whether the equation lay within the 1ST tolerances. First 
of all an examination of the maximum percentage deviation on both h and t confirmed 
that the minimum, percentage tolerance on h of 0.47% was not exceeded. The bands 
of tolerance on v are given by
0,0001 cm* /g £ Tolerance on v _< 0,0005 cm' /g
0,01 % % Tolerance on v < 0*048%,
Now both the maximum deviation and the maximum percentage deviation exceed the 
isvttimum tolerances and so without examining every entry it can be deduced that 
the equation does not satisfy the criteria laid down in the 1963 1ST,
Before carrying out any improvements to the equation it is necessary to 
find out how many points lie outwith the tolerances, since if there are only 
a few a simple alteration to the equation might suffice, Xt was found that over 
the whole region the new equation gave values within the 1ST tolerance eiEcept 
for volumes along the 150 isotherm at pressures below 150 bar and for enthalpy 
at 0 and 1 bar.
There were only two possible methods, either weighting or constraining the 
fit, which could be used to overcome this difficulty. Since there were only a 
very few points which lay outside the tolerances it was decided to refit using 
the weighting procedure mentioned in 3,3,2, It was hoped that this would prove 
successful and thus avoid the complication of introducing constraints into the 
equation.
It is impossible to show any of the results and so all that will be said 
is that weighting was carried out on the isobars for the low pressures by a 
'trial and error' process until a suitable fit was obtained. Hie coefficients
h « s' S' D^ïj(X)ïj(U ,.,..(155)
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for this final form of the equation axe tabulated in Appendix VIII, The 
equation is written
4 3
2’ S'
i « 0 j * 0  ^ j
where X (2s - ll-,99)/12.0X
and Y « (%p - 1000)/lOOO,
This final equation meets the criteria laid domi by the 1963 1ST, At
all the skeleton table points the values of enthalpy lie within the tolerances
while the values of volume also lie within the tolerance with the exception of
the 150 isofchem from p 25 bar to p » 125 bar where the values take up all
the tolerance. This is demonstrated in Table 45, The saturation line provides
a boundary to the equation from 100 to 150 *^G and a comparison with the 1ST
saturated liquid values from 100 down to 0 G^ so that the possibility of
using the equation below 1 bar pressure and so extrapolating its range to the
saturation line from 0 °G to 100 may be considered. As can be seen from
Tables 45 and 46* with the exception of the liquid volume values at 0 and
0,01 all values are within the prescribed tolerances,
A comparison of the saturation values which may he derived from equation
(155) is made in Table 47 with the values previously obtained in Chapter 5*
Included are values of which are calculated from the equation (156)*
,,.,,(156)
where(‘1“)^  ^is derived from equation (154) and the other quantities from the 
s aturatlon equations,
6*4 Input data from Jusa’s formulation
It has been shoi-m. that for sufficiently accurate data the method of 
surface fitting using orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials will provide an excellent 
interpretation of the actual properties of water. It only remains now to apply
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These last two pieces of iafomation may be of use at a later stage in the 
work but based on the results mentioned^, the following tentative conclusions 
were suggested»
range of temperature maximum number of coefficients
100 deg 4
200 dog 6
300 cleg 7
The first results of the surface fitting should either confirm or modify 
these suggestions and enable curve fitting to be dispensed with completely 
for the rest of the work*
6*4*2 Surface fitting
Surface fitting was carried out for the range of temperature 0 to 250 
at intervals of 2 deg C and for the range of pressure 1 to 1000 bar at intervals 
of 10 bar* On trying various values of m  for n 5 very poor results were
obtained# 'Ühe cause of tehis was t W t  although at Interval# of 100
bar the coefficients were smooth at intervals of 10 bar they were not* It was 
found subsequently that the maximum value of n was 4* Furthermore a discontinuity
arose for Isobars whose pressure was less than the saturation pressure at 250 °G
(i.e* 39*8 bars), This is because 126 points were used in fitting the isobars 
above 39*8 bar but for all those below^ fewer and fewer points were fitted and 
this radically affected the values of the coefficients and is shorn graphically 
in fig 24. The general nature of this phenomenon was confirmed by fitting 
equations over different temperature ranges* It may be avoided either by corre­
lating much smaller intervals of temperature and thus increasing considerably 
the n m b e v  of equations required or by using the critical isobar as a boundary 
and dividing the surface into regions as demonstrated in fig 25. The latter 
method was chosen as it would probably help to keep the final formulation as 
simple as possible.
In order to ensure that the discontinuitiea on the boundaries between the
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various equations were kept to a minimum, it was decided to fit isobars right 
down to SO bar aucli that the equations A and C would overlap and might not 
require constraining along the boundary supplied by the critical isobar*
A correlation for region G was then carried out with 250 ^ 0, n # 4 
and m » 3. On cor$aring the resulting values with the 1ST, excellent 
agreement was obtained with the exception of the 0 ®iO isotherm where the 
tolerance on volume was either equalled (from 500 bar to 1000 bar) or exceeded 
(under 500 bar). This was a case which called for the use of constraints to 
reduce the volume values within the tolerance,
Unfortunately the surface fitting programme had been modified to take 
account only of constraiata on h, T or c^ but not on v since it involved a 
slightly different technique and it proved impossible to include this facility 
within the time available, A description of the technique was not included 
in Chapter 3 and the only description of it is given by Clenshaw and Hayes (53),
All that now remains to be done is to make recommendations as to how any 
future work may be carried out,
6,4,3 Suggestions for the course of future work
studies made in this chapter make it possible to recommend the course 
that any future work based on the results of this investigation should take.
Since it has been shown that orthogonal 0%ebyshev polynomials will provide an 
accurate representation of the Iv^ s-p properties of water substance over suitable 
ranges it only remains to fit equations to a number of regions such that the 
property values on the boundaries are identical.
Considering the matter in retrospect# it should be possible to complete the 
task with the minimum effort and maximum success, assuming that a general programme 
capable of fitting all kinds of constraints is available, if the following 
procedure is carried out, Referring to fig 25, region G should be fitted and 
the values on the isotherm constrained, followed by region D with the isotherm 
similarly constrained and continuing in this way until the entire surface
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for p > has been fitted* Then the regions A and B could be correlated 
while constraining the saturation line and* if necessary* the critical isobars* 
It may* in fact, be possible to fit both regions With one equation, as suggested 
by Bain and by Haywood and Bott, if spurious data were used in the two-^ phase 
region.
In this way it is hoped that this particular line of research into the 
calculation of an h-s-^ p characteristic equation, which was first suggested by 
Bain and Le Fevre back in the late 1950’e and which has aroused much interest 
may finally be brought to a successful conclusion*
6,5 Advantages of an h*-S""P double-power series over the other types of equation
The argument that follows is quite straightforward but since at different 
times people have queried the advantages of this method of representation it was 
decided to include it.
The form of the general equation has already been expressed in equation 
(153), from which the properties v and T can be obtained by differentiation 
thus Î
n F3 1 m
j
n m -
I  -  " c l  ' 21’ ,ï.<S)r.<Y)  (157)
p i t. 0 I « 0  ^ 3
V*- 2* r  G, Æ(K)T,(Y) ,.,.*(158)
The coefficients F and G are both calculated from 0 using the relation (76)
(Chapter 3) and can be easily calculated when and if they are required*
Moreover only one procedure is needed to calculate h, v and T. This is unusual 
because in all the other formulations a different routine is required for each 
property (e*g* 1966, 1967, 1968 ÏFG and duza formulations). It is thus possible 
to state that a formulation using Ghebyshev polynomials will result in a much 
shorter, simpler and faster computer programme than any of the mentioned 
formulations even if more coefficients are required, The simplest and quickest 
method of evaluating the double-power series will now be demonstrated and attention
(159)
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drawn to its advantages,
6.5.1 Evaluation o£ Chebyshav do#l^(^r_s 0r^ 8
Equation (133) will ba used to deinonstEota the œethoâ. It is possible
to write
n m 
h # V  S’ Ds
i w 0 J «* 0  ^^  ^  J
where % ** <2s - CA)/GB
and Y ^  (2p - 0A)/BB ,
This may be rearranged to
n m
h # S’ T,(%) S* Ds a T.TO •
Mow the following may be written
m
B, - S’ D, ,S,(Y)
j * 0  ^5
where B, ia a function of pressure*
Hence
n
h m  %’ 3,T*(X) „***<160)
i . 0  ^^
and is also evaluated using relations (72) and (73)* If equation (159) 
ia to be evaluated along an isobar for various values of entropy or if 
iteration is to take place for entropy then all the B. would be evaluated 
and equation (160)@ which is only a single power series, would be used 
instead of the double power■series * ünlottunàtely for a once only , 
evaluation of the equation this method is of no advantage* . However this technique 
may be used in any of the Chebyshev equations and is especially valuable when 
iteration is being carried out*
This method is in contrast to equations composed of a conglomeration 
of terms which have been produced by a method of trial and error and hence 
have neither symmetry nor regularity of form, for this reason they usually 
have to be entirely re-evaluated through every iteration*
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6*5,2 Combination of given variables
The Ghebyshev equations can be written in the following form such that 
their properties oan be more easily expressed,
h « hCp.s)
I “ Tfe.s)  ____ (b)
V V» v(p,s) (o) *
The evaluation of the other properties for any given two can be divided into 
three categories as followsj
(1) Given p and s* Direct evaluations of (a), (b) and (c) give the properties 
h, T and v directly.
(2) Given p and h (or p and T or p and v)* Direct interpolation in (a), (b) 
or (c) will enable s to be calculated and once this has been done the 
other two equations may then be evaluated directly* (Tlie calculation is 
identical if s is given instead of p),
(3) Given h and T (or h and y or v and T) * This is a rather complicated 
combination of properties as it requires iterpelation in both (a) and
(b) to find p and s concurrently* For this case, as well as (2), a 
very simple equation which could be used to obtain a close approximation 
to the given data would be ideal, as interpolation in both equations would 
be a lengthy process*
Hence in order to reduce iteration in the calculation of thermodynamic 
properties it would be a definite advantage if some very simple equations in 
different variables were available in order to provide a very accurate initial 
guess, This technique, although it might look very clumsy at first eight, 
could wall result in large savings of computer time*
6*6 Kxamination of accuracy of formulations
Tine only method for examining the accuracy of equations has been the 
comparison with the 1ST Tables values and tolerances* Tlie only other method 
which Ms been suggested is the comparison with experimental data. This would
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involve the introduction of a definite tolerance on the data which in some 
cases might prove rather difficult*
In order to avoid the above problem a suggestion, which may provide a 
more analytical method than either of the above, was made by Angus (101),
This was the use of the ’characteristic curves’, or curves on which the 
compressibility factor (Z « pv/RT) or its derivatives become zero, originally 
proposed by Bromi (102) and discussed by him in great detail from a theoretical 
viet^ /point* further comments on the subject are contributed by Eowliason (103) 
but, as far as is known, no examination of these curves has been made for a 
real fluid. It was decided to plot these curves for water using values obtained 
from Juaa’s formulation as it is the only equation which covers the necessary 
range - up to 100000 bar and 1000 Thé curves as redefined by Angus may be
represented by the conditions dram up in Table 48. The first order curves
J, A, B and .€ are the most useful and can be calculated fairly easily uéing 
numerical differentiation techniques* The second order curves are very much 
more complicated such that although many more are given by Brown, only the B. 
and curves are included*
According to Brown, fcho G curve intersects the J curve at its (the J curve) 
maximum and the B^(or C^ ) curve intersects the B curve at its maximum* On 
©xatflining fig 26, which is a plot of the characteristic curves, this is seen 
to be the case* Unfortunately due to the limitation of the equation the curves 
cannot be continued outwith the temperature range 0 /*C to 1000 °G and so the 
other Conditions obtained by Brown cannot be checked* It would certainly appear, 
as suggested by Angus, that these requirements would provide very severe tests
of formulations but unfortunately they occur outside the areas of general use
of equations and for that reason they are unlikely to be of any use*
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A w m m x  I
Vapour pressure equations*
All the equations which are described in this Appendix have heeu used in 
Chapter 5. They are the most important and the most accurate of the equations 
which have been devised over the past thirty years* These equations are 
described along with their derivatives ^  and their coefficients* In every 
case the equation* have been modified to accept pressure in bars and temperature 
in degrees centigrade,
(1) Oobome^ Stimsun ^ td Gixmings (1939)
These authors used two equations In calculating the saturation properties 
for their final paper* The first devised by Gerry for the temperature range 
O^C ^  t > 100^ 0 was rewritten by Bain in computing the MEL Tables to reduce 
the number of coefficients* However he had small round-^ off errors in two of 
the coefficients and these are corrected in the equations
log p *" A + B log a  ♦ Gb ’t 2
where z # t + 273*16
A * 28.590467 B «• -8*2
C « 2.4S04jq~3 g  „ 3X42.305,
Tiie derivative takes the forms
^  W Hp (& * H * G - ^  )
where M m In 10 * 2,302595*
For temperatures above lOO C^ the correlation of Osborne and Meyers was used* 
log p - a * “■ + -1) + a
where x *» as^ - g
y m 374*11 - t
a # 5*432 368 b «*-2*0051^ 3^ 
c # 1*3369^ ^-4 d # I.1965^ q-ll 
e ^ -4*4^q-3 f «f "5*7148^q’“3 
g - 2.937_5
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The derivative is expressed tliuss
[
d'iîL ^ 9
». £»-.t H 1|9 Z Â >  + (1 + 2m x ^ )  - I  MEF ^^Fyl.ZS
(2) Steltg and Sllvestri (1958)
Two equations are required in this formulation. The first covers the 
range 10 < t < 93*3 C^.
X o 3 „ = p , | . X
3where y à + Bz + Gx 
z «* 1 + Dx 
T # t f 273.15
X » Tcr3.t T
- ^47.27 "K 
A - 3.2437814 
C « I.1702379,q-8
Porit ° 221 .OSS bar.'
B # 5.86826^^-3 
D 2.1878462. Q-3
|E - -Hp {’F..Sy,.-j5,.|JSs!lg. _ fsEitl}
x/~ f ^ . n
The second equation covers the range 93.3 < fc < 373*89
loZülË . * Ï 
’ p S Z
- ' q
where Y «« a •<- bx + cx + dx"
Z « 1 ’t d3i
a « a.386313 
c *? 7.515484^^-9 
e w 6*56444^Q-11
b « 4*14113^^-2 
d « 1.3794481-2
“  T Z
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(3) Bridgeman and Aldrich (1963)
This equation covers the entire saturation line from 0 up to the 
critical temperature (374.15 G^). It has been rewritten slightly to reduce 
the number of coefficients and to improve its presentation.
log p " A + - B(1 4“ Ct)Yg
D Xwhere Y.J «i t + E
« d(E - a)[187^  - (X - a)^ ]
% " t " 187
a « %^ (1.87^ - + Gt)
2 « E + K cosh'^ Orlr;)t+m
A ■ 1.0699498 B " 1. .0137921
G " 5.83531jp-4 D « 4,16385282
E a 2,37098157jg2 F » 3.0231574,^-1
G = 3.377565^^-3 H # 2.44182356
J « 3,9730778^^-9 K * -4,31182356
L « 6.542906^^2 M « 2.66778^^2 ,
The derivative of this equation was not calculated wing to its complexity 
and to the fact that values of the derivatives are tabulated in a paper by 
Bridgoman and Aldrich (62),
(4) 1966 IFC K function
This equation appears in the ’1966 Industrial Formulation’ although 
it was superseded by the Japanese equation in the ’Improved* version. It is 
8 «*• exp (X) - Y
where Z «*  ^- k^@ r^{l - exp(k^r^)} - k^  exp{ -43 (kg - ©)
Y m (0 - k^ ) (0 - k^ ) exp (-120^ )^
•101«
kq « 7.109304476
kg w 5.77,^-!
k^ « 2.066561026.^-1
K  4,8374
kg w 1*002
h  “ ''-2210-1
k ,  ■ 7.132345857
h  • ^°°®io"^
ky # 1.062076810j^-2
Kj W» 4*4
10
II » [f|. ■■ H]
where « k^0  ^ [(2 - 0 ^r){l - exp(kgr^)} + 4 k^r ©xp(k^ r )^]
1 5*.
(kg - 0)^.exp{“* 4 3 (kg - 8) }
dY
3o « K^exp(-l2o S b O  - k^  - k - 480^(8 - k. ) (8 - k^ )]
, 215ky
(5) 1967 IFO K function
The Japanese have provided a number of correlations over the last few 
years and this Is the one which was presented to the IFO as part of the 
Japanese proposed industrial formulation. It was prepared at Keio University» 
Tokyo in Move# or 1965 and afterwards incorporated in the * Improved 1966 
Industrial Formulation’* It is;
1  o  1 XiB 8 # , ÿ
Where X ^  Z iC.(l - 6 )^  
1 # I ^
Y «. I + K^(l - 0) + KyCl - 8)
K., 7*6912 34564
Kg # - 1,6817 06546^^2
li,. 1,1896 46225.^2
Ey « 2.0975 0676^^1
dp , p ,dX X dY X* 
clT T^OY MO Y de 0^
where #  « S i  K. (1 - e f  
au I I ^
Kg *  -  2.6080 23696^^1 
K^ ^ 6*4232 85504^.1
Kg «* 4.1671 1732
-102“
Il « Kg - 2Ky(l 0)
(6) API 44
This corrélation only covers the temperature range 0 - t - ISO G^
with 9 Antoine equations and is based on the unpublished results of Btiiason. 
Tiie form of the equation is
log p X 750,062 A BG+t
where 0 < t < 30 A « 8.184254 B # 1791,3 C •s» 238.1
30 js t < 40 A ** 8,1393986 B $* 1767*262 C! m 236.29
40 < t < 50 A « 8*0886767 B 1739,351 G ça 234,10
SO % t < 60 A *» 8*0464202 B r? 1715*429 G « 232,14
60 < t < 70 A « 8*0116295 B # 1695.167 C » 230.41
70 i t < 80 A 7*9845586 B t* 1678*940 G «P 228.97
80 < t < 90 A *» 7,9634288 B SI 1665.924 C «S 227.77
90 < t <100 A « 7,9483960 B Ï» 1656,390 G s* 226.86
100 < t <150 A m 7,9186968 B ¥» 1636.909 C w 224,92
dp ^  
dT 750
p % B
,062(0 + t)^
(7) Gihson and Bruges (1966)
Tiie two equations given here with their derivatives are those fully 
described in 5*3#1 and 5*3',^  and their coefficients are given in Appendix XI*
Bie first or primary equation which has been used in the 1968 IFC Formulation
’ I
for Scientific and General Use (104) may be written
11
T « In 0 « I a T (z) 
r « 0
where x « - *95) - a^g )/a^ g
■ E
, dY
dx XQ the derrvatiVG expressed by
403"^
t w  W&5B GalmlotN hy t W  &*m%a 1» 3*5*3*
# %  gmwWo»y oquAtiw jgWo a oWImr gom cg # e  oqua
ùïtpmHùW %)y
II
4' ** -%- # \ * * b
r # # ^
a %6
#4
wWro y *
*#
ATOHDIX II
Summary of saturation aquations and coefficients
104"
Equations
Specific entropy of saturated vapour 
9
Coefficients 
Equation (132)
Aq « 1.1835 076x10^
8 r » 0 A
-2,1272 SS8 
7.6163 359k10"
where m « 1 - A^^[Xn(^/3)]0.3
Specific entropy of saturated liquid 
7
4  "
Ag «
A3 « -2.0397 835x10’ 
Ay, 1,0137 278x10“ 
A3 « -4.2114 799x10“
Equation (133)
5,9011 350 
» 2.0984 300
•7.7074 519x10
,0.2 B3 « 1.2073 121x10 
B, » 2.1924 890x10"
where M » 1 - Bg[ln( /S)]
Vapour pressure of saturated water Equation (137)
tn 2.5364 843x10
Ay à -1,7939 573x10
^8
at -2,8016 014x10
Aq <w 8,5911 506x10
4o" 9,8708 522x10
^5
-2.0115 922x10
«6
«at 1,1878 173x10
By CM 4.0439 196x10
Bo
m 1.2497 246
(basic equation) % m -8.1193 642 a. “ 1.2455 399x10
n a. S.1322 555 ag -
S  "
-4.9154 2O8SIO'
In 3 w S* a T (x) 
r w 0 ^ ^
j.
2^
* -1.1842 407 4.6302 565x10
where x » {2(1 - 0 , 9 5 ) ^ * ^ 3^
4^
* 1*1779 592x10 ^ ®io"
“11“
1.5301 334x10
*s "5,1576 420xl0‘“^ -2.0954 530x10
n « XX in (137) ta -1.4689 537x10 «12" 1.4522 0717
n « 12 in (137b)
^6
M 5.3622 S18k10~'^ “13“ -0.8487 8953
Equation (137b)
Uq * -8*1191 822 
# 5*1321 021 
Sg «* -1.1841 669 
a„ - 1.1780 993xlo“  ^
» "S.2291 339x10"®
a. ■ -1,3829 260xl0“® 
Bg » 4.7091 300x10**'* 
Aj " 1.6236 398x10"^
“8 “ “7.1680 688x10
“9 " 7.0116 127x10
“10“ -1,3369 480x10
“11“ 7.2621 013x10
“12“ "1,2413 833x10’
“13* 1.4522 0717
“14“ "0,8487 8953
Vapour pressure of saturated water 
(supplementary equation)
1
IX
I* ” K^ r « 0  ^  ^
1 1
where y « {2[ln(“'^0J
Equation (138)
« 3.0452 937
b. « -6*8230 952x10" 
bg # 1.6411 495x10 
bq « "2,0232 165xl0" 
b^  ^w "1,9239 lllxio" 
bg # -5,7454 942x10 
Iv *• 6,8411 554xl0‘
by *» 3,3650 007x10 
bg -1*2342 248xl0" 
bg « 1,4826 550x10^  
b^g* "1,0211 645x10 
b»^w -4,0908 090x10° 
b^2« 2,9609 4250 
b^q# "2,1798 8801
"“6
Equation (l38b) 
bg w 3,0453 155 
b^ » -6^8232 822x10
bg « 1,6412 39Sxlo“ 
bq « "2*0218 292x10 
by^ « "1*9323 341x10 
bg « "5*6427 254x10 
b^ * 6.0579 866x10°
"1
"4
by »* 3,8395 850X10 
bg «* -1,4499 785x10" 
bg « 4*3608 220]:lo" 
b^o“ "3*0585 463xl0" 
l^l"* 987x10"
b.g* 2,9609 4250 
"2,1798 8801
Specific volume of saturated liquid
1
10
y  « I* e T (z)
where z » 1 - 2(1 " ^ — )
c^l
0,4
Equation (139) 
4,332 053 
<=* -1,107 796 
Cg » -5,275 102x10 
Cg « 2,173 547x10“ 
c^ w "1,754 636x10" 
Cg « 5,125 CH)9xlo"
c. « "3,765 370xlo"^V
Cy * 1*123 345x10 
Og «■ -2.458 266xlo"® 
Og » -1.425 530xl0“® 
G^g" -1,304 721k10“®
Saturated liquid a equation
a
^cl^ol
11
m
r w 0
where Q « {2(e
\<Q)
0.99)°-®-d,2}/d,3
Equation (140)
2.62 821dg «
d. « 1,164 542 
dj, » -1.529 
dg " -6,087 624x10
4^ "
dg w 
dg -
•1V233 320x10 
6,246 461x10* 
6.365 584x10°
-2
"2
"2
dy # 8.949 914x10'
2,309 905x10 
• 1.352 6S8xlo'
l^o" “B‘‘®99 329x10 
d-j» “2,335 760xlo"
‘*12“ 1,2746 319
d^gw "1,0746 319
Specific enthalpy of saturated vapour Equation (143)
it.
10
r « 0
where w « 1 - e
“r
®o"
e^  M
1)
0.4
5.600 998x10 
2.298 094x10* 
2,908 374x10* 
3,286 767x10*
and 1 „ PcfclMf** B3 .aim
6 hg
®3 -
e. » -7.390 192x10
Cg "3*042 949x10"4
e. •* "1.394 169x10
6y « 4*841 311x10
eg # "1.087 239x10 * 
Bg » -4,918 106x10"® 
Gj^ g- -2.310 695xlo“® 
e,^" 1.763 847
APpmmix III
Algol FrosramcfieB
In this appendix the progransne using Clenshaw’s modification to 
Forsythe’s method of curve fitting ia printed along with its flow chart* 
This version does not include the facility for either weighting or 
constraining but these can be easily introduced using the description 
in Chapter 3» since only three or four lines need to be altered for each 
case* The surface fitting programmes are based on the curve fitting 
routine such that the main difference in all the programmes is to be 
found in the input and output facilities.
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A» Programme for curve fitting by orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials
]^gin integer m,v^r»i, J ,N^D,fa,fb,fc^fd,fe^l,rnmjii,ff
real xG,yG,xP,yP,k,C,a,bjL,M,K0,K1 ,POS^NEG,MAX_,SD,eta,phi,mu,
G,alpha,beta,p,delta,per,Y j 
boolean liool;
real array Xjy,xx,yy,del,YY[1;1üüü],T^A[ü:25],P[ü;25j0:2]; 
fa : —format ( |;s s s -d. dddio-lüdJ_) j 
f b ; -format (_[^ss sss “d. ddddio+ndj^ ) j 
f G :™format(^“d.ddddsddddsdddio~ndoj^) j 
f d : '«forma t ( ^-nds s s ) ; 
f e : «format (j^-ndddd. ddds s s J[) ; 
f f : «forma t (^s s s *=d. ddddddio+nd J_) $ 
open(20); open(70); 
mm:«read(20);
for ii:«1 step 1 until mm do 
begin m;«read(20)j 
if m<0 then 
begin m:=abs (m);
for r:»1 step 1 until m do 
begin x[r]:«read(20); 
y[r]:«read(2 0 );
end;
end 
else
begto for r:«1 step 1 until m do 
x[r]:«read(2 0 ); 
for r:«1 step 1 until m ^  
yfr]:«read(2 0 );
end I
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N ;«read(2ü);
for 1;»1 step 1 until N do
begin* comment set up variables and constants; 
swdbcli SW:==L1 ,L2j
D:«read(20)j v:«read(20); C:=read(20); 
k:«read(20); xc:«read(20); yc:«read(20)j 
xP:«read(20)j yF:«read(20); 
bool:«read boolean(20); V:«read(20); 
write text(?0j [ [p3c2s ]D[ 9s ]G[ 11 s_]_KM OsJXC 
[4 Os ]YC [ 1 Os 1-XP [ 1 Os ]YF[ c ] ] ) ; 
wrlte(70,fdj>D)|
write(70;fe^C); wrlte(7 0 ^fe,k); 
wrlte(70,fejxc); write(70,fe,yc)j 
write(70,fe,xF); write(70,fe,yF); 
xc : «xc+xF ; yc : «yc+yF ;
if x[1 ]>x[m] then write text(70>[[2cjVAHJES*^ 
OP-x-X^ -SHGULD^ -BE- -^INCFEASING-TOT'^'DECREASING. 
^2c2T0-«'QBTAIN*C0RRECT*RESULTS^'WHEN->t-EVALUATING 
-)f-rpHE^ <-P0LYN0MIAL-^ ’EITHER^ CHANGE->''THE^ 'SIGN-5^ GF^
B" A [ *2c JOR *CH ANGE "X'THE *S IGNS ^OF ^THE -«-EVEN *
c o k f f î g i e n t s£4cJ2) ;
if 'D<0 then
begin a:«read(20 )-l-xF| b: «read (20 )ixF;
D:«abs(D);
end'
else begin a:«x[1]+xF; b:«x[m]+xF; end; 
goto SW[D ];
PI-Pe»*pw«*«c<se#
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LI: a:«(a/xG“C)tk; b:«('b/xO"C)rk; a:«a+b; b:«2xb-a| 
for r:«1 step 1 until m do
tmeuwApîbiw** i iMMrtWMft «uuutbürt»
begin yy[r] ;«(y[r]-fyP)/yc;
xx[r] :«(2><( (x [r ]4-xF )/xc-C )Tk-a )/b;
end;
goto LL;
L2: a:«(a/xC"C)rk; b:«(b/xo-C)?k; 
a ;«a+b; b:«2xb-a; 
for r:«1 step 1 until m do
iHKUiaAKBMiM     m iTmrniwi.ti.iw mm w w f u
begin- yy[r] :«ln( (y[r]-iyP)/yc ) |
xxf r] :«(2x( (x[r J-i-xP)/xc“C )rk-=a)/b;
end;
LL: beta:«K1 ;«(.),01 T[0];«1o0|
P[0,1]:«P[1,2]:«1.0; P[1,1]:«P[2,2]:=0,0; 
for j:«0 step 1 until v do
I» nan I,.Hi-“I rMwarTT'fr[T**lifenarjgtt twxAwA.
A[J ]:=(). 05
for i:«-1 step 1 until v-1 do
bOgin comment loop for calculating coefficients; 
K0:=K1;
K1 ;«L:«M:«POS:=NEG:«MAX :«SD:«U.ü; 
for r:«1 step 1 until m do 
begin p:«P[0,1]/2; T[1]:«xx[r]; 
for J:«1 step 1 until i+1 do
Pii iiiaimi H,-» gtr.«3iwu«iiii» IIII c»xaMiiir>yi*n«imiimi
p:=p+P[J ,1  ] x T [ J ] 5
T[J+1 ]:«2Xxx[r]xT[j]-T[j-1];
end;
K1 :«K1+pt2;
L :«L+XX[r ]xpT2;
M:«M-lyy [r ]Xp;
end;
if i«-1 then goto first; 
for r:«1 step 1 until m do
begin comment calculation of deviations; 
Y:«A[0]/2; T[1]:«xx[r]; 
for j:«1 step 1 until i do 
begin Y : «Y-f A [ J ] XT[ J ] ;
T[j+1]:«2Xxx[r]xT[j]«T[j-1];
end;
delta:«if D«1 then yc><Y'“yP-y[r] 
else if D«2 then ycxexp(Y)-yF-y[r ] 
else 0•ÜJ
YY[ r ] : «del ta-l-y [r ] ; 
del[r]:«delta;
if y[r]«0,0 then per :«0.0 else 
per;«1OOxdelta/y[r] ; 
if delta>POS then 
begin POS:«delta; 
eta:«x[ r ] ;
end
else if delta<NEG then 
begin.; NEG:«delta; 
phi :«X[r ] ;
end;
if abs(per)>abs(MAX) then 
begin MAX:«per; 
mu:«X[r ];
end;
SD:«SDdde1tat2 ;
end;
■beta:=Kl/Ko;
SD:=sqrt(SD/(m+1 ));
if bool and i>V then
>ra,a w  I'KWpiicaw.» fw«o esctti«e*»w*»ita
begin write text(70s[[2c7s]X[14s]Y*OBSf11s]
esu-i»Mn*ni!»*»**t» ' t^ xixniat* asen nûo anA
Y*EQH[_1 2slDEV|_2cJl) J 
for r:=1 step 1 until m do_
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wrlte(70,ff,x[r]); write{70,ff,y[r]); 
write(70,ff,YY[r]); wrlte(70,fa,del[r]); 
newline (7 0 ,1 );
end;
newline (7 0 ,5);
end;
write text(70,[[c3s]MAX^POS*DEV[8s]X[9s]MAX^ 
NEG^DEVf 8s]X[8s]MAX*PER*DEV[9s]X[11s ]S.D.[c ]]) ;  
write(70,fa,POS); write(70,fb,eta); 
write(70,fa,NEG); write(70,fb,phi); 
write(70,fa,MAX); write(70,fb,mu); 
write(70,fa,SD)I 
if i«V“1 then goto END; 
first: aIpha:«L/XT; 
c:«M/K1 ;
write text(70, [_[5ojCOEPEICIENTS[p]_]_) ;
for j :«0 step 1 until 1+1 do 
begin A[j]:=A[j]+cxP[j,1]; 
write(70,fc,A[J]);
Prj,2]:=P[j+1,1]+P[abs(j-1),1]-2xalphaX 
P[ J\1 3"betaxP[j,0];
end;
for j:«0 step 1 until 1+1 dn 
M & ln . P [ J , 0 ] : = P [ J , 1 ] ;
P [J ,1  ] : = P [ J j 2 ] ;
end ;
P[i+2,0]:«P[i+3,1]:=0.0; P[1+2,1]:«1.0;
end;
END ; end; 
end;
close(2 0 ); close(7 0 );
end-)'
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j_NOS T A R T
/ ( T J P U T  D A T Â T \
S T f ' U P  C O N S T  A N  T  S ~ ~ r " w ^ l A  B  L É~S~H 
p N O T T M A L Î s r  I N O E  i T l l O E N T v A  R  t  A B T Q
YES
NO
YES■^<Q) POS^
NO
YES■'î-<A < NEC P
■
' X  '____
j Aj = 0~|— -cj -— 1~ J " J 41 
& ± 1
NO
YES
NO
______ .'El__
K ," L "  H " P O S " N t G
YES
NO
YESJ ( 14Ip
Ai-t-CP;
YES
r < in ?
YESJ < È-!-1 
fNO
L i ^
NO
YES
YNO
END
How Chart for Curve Stting Programme
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APPENDIX XV
lab lea o:g saturatioia properties
All the properties ia this appendix have been calculated using the 
saturation equations (137), (139)» (140) and (143) from Chapter 5 and 
the thermodynamic relations from Chapter 4# These relations are adequate 
for calculating the properties in the first three tables but for the 
calorimetrlc properties in the last two tables the partial derivatives 
CtS)- hr (-^ ) are required# In order to maintain thermodynamic con-
9 i p qP i
sistency among the properties as far as possible only one of the derivatives 
was used. The other could then be calculated from the relation
It was necessary to ensure that the most significant of the derivatives 
was used and this resulted in (*|^ )^  being used for the liquid properties 
and (*|ç)^j for the vapour properties* The derivatives were calculated from 
the 1968 XWQ Formulation for Scientific and General Use and the values used 
were as followsi
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<f>, (— )g
t
°c 3/ T, cm /g bar cm /g K
ü -5.O2O7J0-5 7.5699)0+2
ü.ül -5.o2o4io-5 7.5644)0+2
10 -4.7334b -5 3 .7719b+2
20 -4.562730-5 1 i9840)o+2
30 -4.4799M-5 1 .0955)0+2
40 -4;4642io-5 6 .320810+1
50 —4i5i^l 810—5 3.7950)0+1
6o -4.583130-5 2 i 362710+1
70 -4i7024io-5 1 .520610+1
80 -4.8564io-5 1 i0090)o+1
90 -5.ü439io-5 6 i8864io+o
100 -5 .265210-5 4i8245io+0
110 -5; 5219)0-5 3.4631)0+0
120 -5.817010-5 2i 5429)0+0
130 -6.1545)0-5 1 ;9072io+o
l4o -6i54olio-5 1 .4592)0+0
150 -6 .980810-5 I.I37610+O
l6o —7 # 486üio—5 9.0257)0-1
170 -8i0670w-5 7^2810)0-1
180 -8.7385)0-5 5i966l)o-1
190 -9.5194)0-5 4.9616)0-1
200 —1 .ü 434io—4 4.1843)0-1
210 —1 .1512)0-4 3.5762)0-1
220 —1 ^ 2797)0—4 3.0958)0-1
230 —1 .4343io-4 2 .7132)0-1
240 —1 «6224io—4 2^4070)0-1
250 - 1 .B545»-4 2ô1 614)0-1
260 -2.145010—4 1 i9649)0-1
270 -2 .5153)0-4 1 (.8092)0-1
280 —2.9969)0—4 1 .6885)0-1
290 —3 .639130—4 1 .5989)0-1
300 -4.522110—4 1 i 5387)0-1
310 -5i7848io-4 1.5081)0-1
320 -7 ; 687610-4 1^5112)0-1
330 -1 .077610-3 1 .5578)0-1
340 —1 ^ 639810-3 1 (.6712)0-1
350 -3i0144io-3 1.9173)0-1
360 -7.3736)0-3 2.7179)0-1
370 —6 ê26ü2io—2 8 i 4735)0-1
372 —1 é8462)o—1 1 (.5886)0+0
374 -6.0984)0+0 3.7862)0+1
374.15
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t n T-^ da S' YK dT dT
°c bar T/ 3 J/cm J/g J/g K J/g J/g
0 0 .006107 0.0121207 -0 .000 6 4 .217 6 0.01212 2500.84
0.01 0 .006112 0 .0121290 o.o4l6 4 .2 1 7 5 0 .01213 2500.81
10 0.012271 0 .0232772 42.0257 4 .1 9 1 2 0 .02 329 2477 .16
20 0 .023368 0.0424236 83 .8715 4 .179 6 0.04250 2453 .70
30 0 .042417 0.0737944 125.6405 4 .1 7 4 9 0.07412 2430.14
4o 0 .073749 0 .1 231068 167.3785 4 .1 7 3 0 0.12407 24o 6.39
50 0.123346 0 .197787 209.1o 4i 4 .1 7 2 2 0.20017 2382.41
6o 0 .199 19 0 .3 071 55 250.8245 4.171 9 0 .31240 2358 .20
70 0.31161 0.462552 292.5424 4.1717 0 .473 07 2333 .72
8o 0 .4 735 9 0 .677413 334.2594 4 .1 7 1 7 0 .697 09 2308 .92
90 0 .70108 0 .967283 375.9769 4 .1 7 1 8 1 .00207 2283 .76
100 1 .01325 1.349776 417.6961 4 .172 0 1.40847 2258 .14
n o 1 .4326 1.8445 459.42 4 .1 7 2 2 1.940 2232 .00
120 1 .9854 2 .4 7 2 9 501.14 4.1724 2 .6 2 2 2205 .23
130 2 .7 0 1 2 3.2584 542.86 4 .1723 3.486 2177 .75
l4o 3 .6136 4 .2 2 5 5 584.58 4 .1 7 1 9 4 .5 6 3 2149.48
150 4 .7 5 9 7 5.4o o 7 6 2 6 .3 0 4 .171 0 5 .890 2120.31
16o 6 .18o4 6 .8 1 1 5 668 .00 4 .1 6 9 7 7 .5 0 6 2090.18
170 7 .9 2 0 2 8.4863 709 .6 9 4 .1 6 7 7 9 .4 5 6 205 8 .99
l8o 10 .0270 10 .4 549 751 .36 4.1651 11 .787 2026 .65
190 12 .5522 12.748 7 9 2 .9 9 4 .1 6 1 9 14.55 1993.07
200 15 .5505 15 .39 6 834 .5 9 4.1581 17.81 1958 .16
210 19 .080 18 .432 876 .1 5 4 .1 5 3 6 21 .62 1 921 .8 0
220 2 3 .201 2 1 .8 8 9 917 .66 4.1486 2 6 .0 5 1883 .87
230 27 .9 79 25 .80 2 959 .12 4 .1 4 3 0 3 1 .19 1844.24
240 33.480 3 0 .2 0 6 1000.52 4 .1 3 6 9 3 7 .13 1802 .76
250 3 9 .7 7 6 35.141 1 o4l.86 4 .1 3 0 5 4 3 .9 7 1759.23
260 46.940 40.648 1083.13 4 .1 2 3 7 51.84 1713.45
270 55.051 46.773 1124.33 4.1166 60.91 1665 .16
280 64.191 53 .56 5 1165.46 4 .1 0 9 2 71 .35 1 61 4,02
290 74.448 61 .082 1206.51 4.1017 83.41 1559.64
300 8 5 .9 1 7 69 .38 9 1247.49 4.0940 97.40 1 501 .50
310 9 8 .697 7 8 .5 6 2 1288.39 4.0861 113 .74 1438 .89
320 11 2 .90 88 .69 4 1329.21 4 .0 7 8 0 133.00 1370 .82
330 128 .65 99 .90 9 1369.95 4 .0 6 9 7 156.03 1295.80
340 146 .08 112 .38 1410.61 4 .061 3 184.20 1211 .36
350 165 .3 7 126.41 1451 .18 4 .0 5 2 8 220 .06 1112 .89
360 186.74 142.52 1491 .66 4.0444 269 .8 5 989 .56
370 210 .53 161 .83 1532.07 4 .036 2 360 .13 79 8 .7 6
372 2 1 5 .62 1 6 6 .2 5 1540.14 4 .0 3 4 0 395 .94 7 3 2 .4 4
374 220.84 170.91 1548.20 4 .0 3 0 6 478 .53 598 .73
3 7 4 .1 5 221 .23 171.27 1548.81 4 .0 3 0 2 539 .18 539 .07
-117-
t “f “g Sg
°c J/g J/g J/g J/g J/g
0 -0.036681 2374.8 0.00 0 .00 0.00
0.01 Oi005502 2374i8 OiOO 0 .00 0.00
10 42.0 2388i6 -Oi76 -0176 -0176
20 83.9 2402.4 -3.00 -3.00 -3.00
30 125.7 2416.1 -6.66 -6166 -6.67
4o 167.4 2429.6 -11.71 -11.71 -11.72
50 209 i 2 2442i9 -I8.09 -18.09 -18.10
60 251.1 2456iO -25.75 -25.75 -25.77
70 292i9 2469.0 -34.67 -34.67 -34171
80 334.9 2481.7 -44i81 —44i81 —44.86
90 376.9 2494.2 -56i13 -56.13 -56120
100 419.0 2506.3 -68i59 -68159 -68.70
110 461.2 2518iO -82.18 -82i18 -82.33
120 503.5 2529.3 -96i85 -96185 -97.06
130 546.0 2540.0 -112.59 -112.59 -112.88
l4o 588i7 2550.2 -129.36 -129.36 -129.75
150 631 .6 2559.7 -147.14 -147.14 -147.66
160 674.8 256815 -165.90 -165.90 -166.59
170 718.2 257615 -185163 -185.63 -186.52
180 762^0 2583.6 -206130 -206130 -207143
190 806.1 258918 -227189 -227.89 -229.32
200 850.6 259419 -250.38 -250.38 -252118
210 895.5 2599.0 -273.74 -273.74 -275.98
220 940.9 2601.8 -297197 -297.97 -300.73
230 986.9 260313 -323io4 -323104 -326142
240 1033.5 2603.4 -348.93 -348193 -353.04
250 1080.8 260119 -375162 -375.62 -380.60
260 1128.9 2598.7 -403.11 -4o3i11 -409.10
270 1178.0 2593.5 -431137 -431.37 -438.54
280 1228i2 2586.0 -460.39 -460139 -468.94
290 1279i7 2576.0 -490.15 -490.15 -500.31
300 1332.8 256310 -520.64 -520.64 -532.70
310 1387.8 2546.5 -551.84 -551.84 -566.13
320 1445.2 252515 -583174 -583.74 -600.67
330 1505.8 2498.9 -616134 -616134 -636.43
340 1570.8 2464i5 -649.60 -649160 -673.55
350 1642.4 241814 -683.53 -683153 -712132
360 1726.1 2351i5 -7I81II -718.11 -753147
370 1845.3 222619 -753.33 -753.33 -800118
372 1884i7 2177.5 -760.45 -760.45 -811180
374 1964.9 2069.5 -767.59 -767.59 -829.42
374.15 2018 2018 -768.13 -768.13 -837.8
g
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•1 2 6 . 0 2
•131.35
■ 138.16
•146.35
■155.87
•166^66
•1 7 8 . 6 8
■191 .89
■206.23
.221 .6 5
•238.11
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■313.18
■334.00  
•355i 56 
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■424.14  
■448.16
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■5 7 4 . 7 5
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■680.24
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■829.12
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■857.24
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■844.96
■837.8
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Saturated liquid properties
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NEW EQUATIONS FOR THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPEI 
OF SATURATED WATER IN BOTH THE LIQUID 
AND VAPOUR PHASES
By M. R. Gibson* and E. A. Brugesf
Equations in the form of Chebyshev polynomials are presented which enable the thermo­
dynamic properties of saturated water in its liquid and vapour phases to be calculated in a 
systematic manner. In the equations defining the pressure-temperature relationship the 
authors have made allowance for certain unpublished observations of the National 
Bureau of Standards and these are considered in the section relating to vapour pressure. '
It is believed that the assembly of equations specify for the first time the saturated liquid I
and vapour boundaries whose properties have previously only been available in tabular 
' form.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
THE PURPOSE of this paper is to unify the final results of 
Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings ( i ) f  by providing equa­
tions suitable for use with electronic digital computers in 
place of the ‘patchwork’ of tables and correlations on which 
the final and definitive paper of these authors is based. 
The provision o f these equations permits evaluation of all 
the state properties along the saturation line from the triple 
point of water to the critical point, thus providing the 
most important boundary, apart from the hypothetical gas 
curve, for any surface which purports to represent the 
thermodynamic properties o f water in its liquid and vapour 
phases. In  view of the rigour with which earlier work was 
reviewed by Osborne and his colleagues only work relating 
to the saturation line published since 1939 is considered 
here. T he 1964 N .E .L . Steam Tables were accepted and 
used as input data along with certain calorimetric ob­
servations of the National Bureau of Standards.
In  the paper reference is made to the 1966 Formulation
(2) which was prepared by an international group working 
under the aegis o f the Sixth International Conference on 
the Properties o f Steam. This group has defined certain 
quantities which are listed in Appendix 2 and which the 
authors have adopted. This has involved the use of the 
symbol ^  for reduced pressure, necessitating the use of the 
quantity for the function %j;T(dp/dT), originally termed
The M S . of this paper zvas firs t received a t the Institution on 25th 
M a y  1966 and in its revised formy as accepted by the Council fo r  
publication, on 16th September 1966. 33 
* Assistant, M echanical Engineering Departm ent, University o f  
Glasgow.
f Reader, M echanical Engineering Departm ent, University o f  
Glasgow. Associate M ember o f the Institution.
$ References are given in A ppendix 4.
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jS by Osborne. T he unit of pressure is the b| 
where reference to the Cragoe-Stimson correctib 
in which the unit of pressure is the normal ati|
Notation.
A , B ,C  
a, h, c 
h
pyP  
R  
s 
T
Ti 
t 
u
V
^'3 Y
e 
6 
X
Constants.
Constants.
Specific enthalpy, J/g,
Pressure, bar, atm.
Gas constant, J/kg degK. |
Specific entropy, J/g degK. |
Tem perature, °K. j
Triple point of water temperature, 2] 
Tem perature, °C, T  — t+273T 5. 
Specific internal energy, J/g. j
Specific volume, cm^/g. |
Properties of saturated liquid an!
defined by Osborne. )
Reduced pressure. 1 I
Reduced enthalpy. I . J
Reduced temperature, f  ^
Reduced volume. J
Subscripts
f , g  Refer to saturated liquid and vaj
respectively. 
ti c Refer to the states at triple and crit
respectively.
HISTORICAL B A C K G R O U N D
During the period 1930 to 1939 a num ber o f pa 
thermodynamic properties of saturated water i
Vo
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liquid and vapour phases were published by Osborne 
and his associates of the National Bureau of Standards (3). 
These papers give not only the results obtained at the 
N.B.S. but include also a num ber of critical reviews of 
the work of earlier and contemporary experimenters. The 
final paper by Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings (i)  sum­
marizes in tabular form the results of all the investigations 
and this paper must be considered as definitive. In  view 
of the importance of the N.B.S. researches a complete 
list is given under reference (3).
In  deriving the equations presented here it was found 
necessary to refer to the smoothed calorimetric data from 
which Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings compiled their
r„  =  2 7 3 -1 6DATUM
(a-Oo)
final paper. These observations were derived from experi­
ments based on principles laid down by Osborne (4) 
prior to the commencement of the researches. Only three 
of these experiments need concern us here, although the 
relationship between pressure and temperature along the 
saturation line is also o f fundamental importance.
(1) Measurement of a—constant mass experiment. 
This experiment leads to the determination of a quantity 
defined by Osborne as a, a symbol which it is convenient 
to retain along with the quantities and y, defined 
below. The quantity, oc, is a close approximation to the 
heat capacity o f saturated liquid water, particularly at 
the lower temperatures. I t  may be shown that
dr * • •=  h, TVf -777, (1)
(2) Measurement o f f —an experiment in which 
saturated liquid is withdrawn from the calorimeter. I t  
may be shown that
== . . . .  (2)
(3) Measurement o f y—an experiment in which satu­
rated vapour is withdrawn from the calorimeter. In  this 
case a quantity, y, is determined where
(3)y =  V gT
s a t u r a t i o n
LINE
L I Q U I D VAPOUR
DATUM
The ‘Gibbs line’ lies to the left of the saturated liquid line by an amount As. As =  Vf (dpldT) and at the datum temperature 
As = 0-000 044 J/g degK. Thus the points O and A are almost coincidental.
Area OFGAO = fi'o.
Area CDEBC =  /3' =  VfT(dpIdT) .
Area OABEFO = (a — «o).
Area BLKEB = y = VgT(dpldT).
Area HBJH— area OAJO = — [g/] = — To5/].
J O U R N A L  M E C H A N I C A L  E N G I N E E R I N G  S C I E N C E
Fig. 1. Representation o f the quantities a, and y on the T -S  diagram
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I t  is to be noted that the quantities oc, /S' and y  are 
functions of tem perature and that, if  the saturation pres­
sure, pi and the specific volume of the saturated liquid, z/y, 
are also expressed as functions of tem perature it is rela­
tively easy to generate a complete table of properties for 
the liquid and vapour phases using the equations given in 
Appendix 1. Further, Haywood (5) has shown that the 
quantities «, j8' and y  may be represented as areas on a 
T~S  diagram as indicated in Fig. 1.
In  reformulating the N.B.S. measurements, which 
were given in international joules per gramme, it has been 
necessary to introduce a conversion factor relating the 
international joule (N.B.S.) value to the absolute joule or 
joule, there now being no difference between ‘international’ 
and ‘absolute’ units. Stimson (6) gave the conversion factor 
as
V 1 in t J (N.B.S. value) =  1-000 165 J
In  addition to taking account of the above conversion 
the authors have allowed for a change of datum  state from 
0°C to 0*01°C, which is the triple point of water tempera­
ture and is equivalent to 273-16°K exactly. At the triple 
point o f water, which is now the datum  for all steam tables, 
the internal energy and entropy are taken to be zero, 
whereas previously the enthalpy and entropy were each 
taken to be zero at 0°C.
T he authors have treated the International Practical 
Scale and the Thermodynamic Celsius Scale of Tem pera­
ture as being identical although some workers (7) (8) have 
shown the very small discrepancies that can arise if  allow­
ance is made for the small difference between the scales.
V A P O U R  P R E S S U R E  O F  S A T U R A T E D  W A T E R
When the work described in this paper was initiated the 
authors believed that the entries in the 1963 International 
Skeleton Tables (I.S .T .) represented the best possible 
interpretation of the vapour pressure measurements. 
While the work was in progress D r Angus* drew the 
authors’ attention to the existence of unpublished measure­
ments which had been used by the American Petroleum 
Institute to specify the vapour pressure-tem perature 
relationship at temperatures between 0°C and 100°C. 
These A.P.I. values differ by no more than 75 X 10"® atm 
from the 1963 Skeleton Table values and are not outside 
the bounds of the Skeleton Table tolerances. In  view of 
this confiiction the authors decided to put forward two 
sets of equations, a first which is based directly on the 
1963 Skeleton Tables and a second which takes account 
of the unpublished N.B.S. observations.
Vapour pressure equations based on 1963 Skeleton 
Tables
In  the tem perature range 0°C to 100°C the vapour pres­
sures of saturated water in the 1963 I.S .T . are based on a 
correlation of D r H. T . Gerry of the N.B.S. (i) which was 
itself based on the revised observations of Holborn and
* D r S . Angus, Scientific D irector, I .U .P .A .C . Thermodynamic
Tables Project Centre, Im perial College, London.
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Henning (9). T he original observations were fou 
unreliable due to an error in the tem perature sc 
by the Physikalisch Technische Reichsanstalt. Tl 
was subsequently corrected by Henning and the c 
values were published in the Warmetabellen (ic 
100°C to the critical tem perature (374-15°C) the 
pressure values in the 1963 I.S .T . are based on 1 
correlation o f Osborne and Meyers (11).
A new equation relating the vapour pressure a 
perature of saturated water has been developei 
produce the entries in Table 1 of the 1964 N .E .I 
Tables (12). These 377 entries, which were used 
data, are themselves derived from the two equatii 
of Gerry and that o f Osborne and Meyers, g 
Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings (i) and are | 
agreement with the values appearing in the 1 
national Skeleton Tables. T he equation is in the f 
Chebyshev series
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ctfTrix) . .
r = 0
where
A supplementary equation has also been dj 
using the same notation and this has the form
1 '
■r = 2 ' ^ Tr{y) . . . :
r = 0
where In (t )] cy D
The equations have been expressed in dime 
form using values adopted by the Sixth Inte 
Conference on the Properties of Steam, New Yoj 
as the nearest estimates at that time of the true 
the critical point. These quantities are given in Apj
Very little difficulty was experienced in fitting! 
and an accuracy o f one part in 15 000 (0-007 per 
better was obtained from an earlier form of the < 
However, this earlier fit was unsatisfactory since | 
vatives in the critical region were poor and, iij 
the critical point dpjdT  was zero due to the for| 
equation then being used. I t  should be emphasi 
in addition to achieving a high degree of accj 
reproducing the values o fp , the derivatives dp/d 
equations (4a) and (5a) should be smooth and ag 
closely with the values obtained by other worke: 
the constants o f the equation were changed si: 
give satisfactory derivatives (Table 2), coefficie: 
obtained which gave p  to an accuracy o f one par] 
(0-015 per cent) or better and these coefficients £ 
in Appendix 1. T he quantity fitted was In jS and n< 
ing was employed except in the vicinity of 100°C ( 
where the equation must reproduce a value of 
N/m^ exactly.
Table 1 compares the results from equation t 
the values and tolerances on p, given in the 1963] 
tional Skeleton Tables, and with the values i 
saturation function K  o f the 1966 Formulation (2
Void
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be seen that, at the critical point, the difference between 
the value given by the proposed equation and the I.S .T . 
value is three-tenths of the tolerance, at 374°C it is six- 
tenths of the tolerance, while, apart from these points, 
the differences everywhere are about one-tenth of the
Table 1
Temperature,
“C
Pressure, bar
Value and tolerance 
from International 
Skeleton Tables 1963
Value from 
equation 
(4a)
Value from 
saturation 
function K
*[0 0-006 108
±
0-000 006 0-006 107 0-006 108]
0-01 0-006 112 0-000 006 0-006 112 0-006 112
10 0-012 271 0-000 010 0-012 271 0-012 276
20 0-023 368 0-000 020 0-023 368 0-023 371
30 0-042 418 0-000 030 0-042 417 0-042 415
40 0-073 750 0-000 038 0-073 749 0-073.743
50 0-123 35 0-000 06 0-123 35 0-123 34
60 0-199 19 0-000 10 0-199 19 0-199 19
70 0-311 61 0-000 16 0-311 61 0-311 62
80 0-473 58 0-000 24 0-473 59 0-473 61
90 0-701 09 0-000 36 0-701 08 0-701 10
100 1-013 25 t 1-013 25 1-013 25
110 1-432 7 0-001 0 1-432 6 1-432 6
120 1-985 4 0-001 3 1-985 4 1-985 3
130 2-701 1 0-001 6 2-701 2 2-701 1
140 3-613 6 0-002 1 3-613 6 3-613 5
150 4-759 7 0-003 2 4-759 7 4-759 6
160 6-180 4 0-004 2 6-180 4 6-180 4
170 7-920 2 0-053 7-920 2 7-920 2
180 10-027 0-007 10-027 10-027
190 12-553 0-008 12-552 12-550
200 15-550 0-008 15-550 15-550
210 19-080 0-008 19-080 19-080
220 23-202 0-009 23-201 23-201
230 27-979 0-010 27-979 27-979
240 33-480 0-012 33-480 33-480
250 39-776 0-013 39-776 39-776
260 46-941 0-015 46-940 46-940
270 55-052 0-017 55-051 55-051
280 64-191 0-020 64-191 64-192
290 74-449 0-022 74-448 74-449
300 85-917 0-024 85-917 85-917
310 98-694 0-030 98-696 98-698
320 112-89 0-03 112-90 112-90
330 128-65 0-04 128-65 128-65
340 146-08 0-04 146-08 146-08
350 165-37 0-04 165-37 165-37
360 186-74 0-05 186-74 186-73
370 210-53 0-05 210-53 210-50
371 213-06 0-10 213-06 213-02
372 215-63 0-11 215-62 215-58
373 218-2 0-1 218-21 218-18
374 220-9 0-1 220-84 220-80
374-15 221-2 0-1 -V 221-23 221-20
± 0-10
* The states here shown are not stable,
f The pressure at the saturated state has a tolerance which is zero 
when the temperature is 100°G on the International Practical 
Scale and is ±0-000 04 bar when the temperature is lOO^ C on 
the Thermodynamic Celsius Scale.
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Fig. 2. Percentage deviation of values given by 
equation {4a) from 1963 I .S .T . values
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Fig. 3. Percentage deviation o f values given by 
equation {5a) from 1963 I .S .T . values
tolerance or lower. At the temperature of 100°C the agree­
ment is exact. The function X , on the other hand, gives 
larger differences in the critical region, varying from two- 
tenths 'to ten-tenths of the tolerance.
Fig. 2 shows a plot of the percentage deviation against 
temperature for equation (4a) where the percentage devia­
tion =  100 per cent.
L Peqn J
As can be seen in Fig. 3, which is a similar plot for 
equation (5a), there is a small discontinuity at 100°G. 
This would appear to indicate that the two equations used 
by Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings do not merge per­
fectly in the vicinity of 100°C, a fact which is substantiated 
in the next section.
Table 2 compares the derivatives o f equation
(4a) above 370°C with those of the N.B.S. (1932) (13), 
Egerton and Callendar (14), Keyes (M .I.T .) (15), N.B.S. 
(1939) (i), Bridgeman and Aldrich (8), and I.F.C . K  
jfunction. At temperatures below 370°C the various corre­
lations give derivatives which differ only slightly from one 
another, although above 300°C the I.F .C . K  function 
gives values which are up to 1*5 per cent higher than those 
given by the other correlations. Above 370°C the effect 
of any differences among the correlations is most marked. 
The K  values are undoubtedly on the high side and 
Keyes’s values are low, there being reasonably good 
agreement among the remaining values. I t  is interesting 
to note that the average value, excluding that derived from
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Table 2
r, °C r^a/cm»)
N.B.S.
1932
Egerton
and
Callendar
Keyes
(M.I.T.)
N.B.S.
1939
Bridgeman
and
Aldrich
K Equation
(4a)
Averages
With K Without K
370
372
374
374-15
161-91
166-31
170-93
162-40
166-82
171-41
161-48
165-69
170-08
161-94
166-60
172-53
173-13
161-97
166-57
171-57
171-91
164-22
168-63
173-27
173-63
161-83
166-25
170-91
171-27
162-24
166-64
171-54
172-48
161-91
166-31
171-25
172-10
Table 3 
a Equation (4a).
Temperature,
°C
Pressure,
bar
Temperature,
°C
0-000 0-006 107 0-000
50-000 0-123 35 50-000
100-000 1-013 25 100-000
150-000 4-759 7 150-000
200-000 15-550 200-000
250-000 39-776 250-000
300-000 85-917 300-000
350-000 165-37 349-999
374-150 221-23 374-152
b Equation (Sa).
Pressure,
bar
Temperature,
°C
Pressure,
bar
0-006 107 - 0-00 0-006 107
0-123 35 50-00 0-123 35
1-013 25 100-00 1-013 26
4-759 7 150-00 4-759 7
15-550 200-00 15-550
39-776 250-00 39-776
85-917 300-00 85-917
165-37 350-00 165-37
221-2 374-14 221-21
the K  function, is close to the predicted values given by 
equation (4a) and by Bridgeman and Aldrich. The value
of dT/crit
would appear to be close to 172 J/cm^
Tables 3a and b illustrate the accuracy of equations (4a) 
and (5a) used in conjunction. For Table 3a one value of 
T  =  Ti is fed into equation (4a) to give p  =  which is 
in turn put into equation (5a) to give T  =  T2. As shown, 
the values T^ and Tg agree up to 350°C, after which there 
is a maximum error of one part in 18 000 (0-006 per cent). 
Table 3b was obtained by starting with the value of p  
and using the two equations in reverse order. The values 
of p  were in complete agreement except at r =  100°C, 
where a maximum error of one part in 100 000  (0-001 per 
cent) was obtained.
Equation (5a) has been put forward as a supplementary 
equation since it was thought easier and quicker to use a 
second equation than to interpolate in the first. The con­
stants for this second equation which gives an accuracy, 
of one part in 11 000 (0-009 per cent), are given in 
Appendix 1.
Vapour pressure equations based on 'A P I. 44’ 
between 0°C and 100°C
The relation between the pressure and temperature of 
water at saturation at low pressures is widely used as à 
reference by chemists investigating the vapour pressure 
of organic substances. I t  has recently come to light that 
the values for the vapour pressure of saturated water used 
by them are commonly not those given in the International. 
Skeleton Tables, but those in Table 2-l-(1.01)-K of the 
American Petroleum Institute Research Project 44 (16), 
which differ from the 1963 I.S .T ., and that some recent 
measurements are in conflict with both sources. ;
The A.P.I. 44 table uses as a basis the saturation table 
values of the 1934 I.S .T ., generated from the 1934 corre­
lation of Osborne and Meyers which was at that time con­
sidered valid from 0°C to 374-15°C, and added corrections 
derived from measurements made at the National Bureau, 
of Standards in connection with a gas thermometry pro­
gramme, by Stimson and Cragoe in 1942 and by Stimson 
and Wilson in 1948. These ‘Cragoe-Stimson’ corrections, 
as they are known, have never been published nor has the 
work upon which they are based, but they have received 
limited private circulation (17).
Table of ^Cragoe-Stimson^ correlations
Corrections to be added to pressures given in Table 2 of Osborne 
and Meyers (11).
Temperature,
°C
0
25
50
60
80
100
A P to be added, 
atm X 10“®
0
39
74
75 
47
0
More recently Douslin (18), using an inclined piston 
gauge, has made observations on the vapour pressure of 
water in the range 0°C to 20°C. His measurements differ 
from both the I. S.T. and the A.P.I. 44 tables, the difference 
increasing with increasing temperature, and being outside 
the I.S.T . tolerances at the higher temperatures of his 
range.
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Fig, 4. Deviations of equation (40), I .S .T . 1963 values 
and A .P .I. 44 correlation from 1934 N .B .S . correlation
T he authors decided there were reasonable grounds for 
preferring the A.P.I. 44 values since the equations of 
Gerry and Osborne and Meyers do not merge well at 
temperatures just below 100°C. Further, the measurements 
of Moser and Zmaczynsld (19) between 73°C and 130'"C 
are almost identical with the original P .T .R . (9) (10) 
observations and the correlation of Osborne and Meyers. 
Accordingly it was decided to use the A.P.I. 44 values as 
‘input data’ between 0°C and 100°C and the Osborne and 
Meyers correlation as input data from 100°C to 374*15°C 
and to fit a single equation to the two sets of data. The 
basic equation has the same form as equation (4a) and a 
complementary equation (5b) is similar to (5a). T he two 
sets of equations give virtually the same results except 
in the range 0°C to lOO^C where the second set give slightly 
higher pressures than the first set. The coefficients for 
equations (4b) and (5 b) are set out in Appendix 1 and 
Fig. 4 gives deviations of equation (4b) from the 1934 
correlation of Osborne and Meyers as well as other per­
tinent differences. T here is good agreement between 
A.P.I. 44 and the Cragoe-Stimson values except at 25°C 
where there is an unexplained difference of 4 x  10~® bar, 
which may be due to ‘smoothing’ done originally by 
Meyers. Equation (4b) agrees with A.P.I. 44 to within 
3x10"®  bar except at 90°C where the discrepancy is 
8 X 10"® bar. As can be seen both the A.P.I. 44 correla­
tion and equation (4b) give smooth curves whereas the 
1939 N.B.S. equation of Gerry appears to be imperfect 
between 70°C and lOO^C, thus demonstrating the poor 
merging of the two N.B.S. (1939) equations, referred to 
above and also shown in Figs 2 and 3.
T he authors decided not to attem pt to improve the 
equation further since the values obtained were accurate 
enough for practical purposes and well within the limits 
of all except the most precise pressure measurerhents. I t  
was also decided to recommend the use of equations (4b)
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and (5b) in preference to equations (4a) and (5a), al­
though the latter reproduce the 1963 I.S .T . almost exactly, 
while at the same time equations (4b) and (5b) give values ; 
within the bounds imposed by the tolerances and are; 
equally valid. At temperatures above 100°C both sets of 
equations give values which are indistinguishable.
SPECIFIC V O L U M E  O F  S A T U R A T E D  
W A T E R  IN T H E  LIQUID P H A S E
As in the preceding section it was again found convenient; 
to use the entries in the N .E .L . Steam Tables as input' 
data. The N .E.L. values, in exact agreement with the, 
I.S .T . values, are derived directly from.the N.B.S. table,: 
which in turn is based on the observations of Chappuisj 
(20), Thiessen (21) and Smith and Keyes (22). The experi-i 
menters at the N.B.S. found that the observations of Smith! 
and Keyes were not in agreement with their own calori-l 
metric observations above a temperature of 330°C. In| 
order to confirm the reliability of their own experimental! 
measurements Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings carried outj 
special volumetric observations in the neighbourhood o f 
370°C and consequently computed liquid volume values! 
above 330°C from their own calorimetric observations. !
T he equation for the specific volume is in the form of a| 
Chebyshev series : '
1 i?
CrTr{z) . . . (6) s
X T=0
where
T he volume is expressed in the dimensionless form; 
X =  'vjvc-ii where is the constant quality described in; 
Appendix 2. In  order to achieve thermodynamic con-1 
sistency between the various equations presented here it 
was found necessary to accept a slightly lower value for 
the critical volume than that adopted by the 1963 Steam 
Conference. The value found by the authors is 3T5 cm®/g 
as against the Skeleton Table value of 3-17 cm®/g. Further 
discussion of property values at and in the vicinity of the] 
critical point is given in the concluding section of this] 
paper. j
Fig. 5 shows the deviations of the N.B.S, recommended] 
values from equation (6). I t  was found appropriate to
35 0
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1
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5q
o
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Fig. 5. Deviation o f liquid volume values from equation {6)
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include values derived from the recent data of Whalley 
(23) which extend over the tem perature range 0°C to 
150°C. In  this case Whalley’s general correlating equation 
was used in conjunction with the vapour pressure equation 
(4a) given here. T he results, as can be seen from  Fig. 5, are 
in  good agreement with equation (6).
C O R R E L A T I O N  OF T H E  N.B.S. « V A L U E S
T he « observations are the most im portant of the N.B.S. 
calorimetric observations and may be considered second 
only to the pressure-tem perature relation for the satura­
tion line which is fundamental. In  deriving the saturation 
properties it seemed preferable to  follow the procedure 
laid down by Osborne. Accordingly it was decided to refit 
the a  measurements over the whole tem perature range 
replacing the two N.B.S. equations with a single equation. 
This equation has the form
(V
where
Fig. 6 shows the deviations o f the N.B.S. fitted values 
from the values given by equation (7). Agreement is 
maintained to  better than 20  p.p.m . except in a very small 
range o f tem perature below 10°C, and the values given'
4 0  
E 3 0  
f 20
g 0 
< -10 
S-20
O - 3 0  
- 4 0  
- 5 0
—
O 5 0  1 0 0  1 5 0  2 0 0  2 5 0  3 0 0  3 5 0  4 0 0
TEMPERATURE— °C
Fig. 6 . Deviation of N .B .S , fitted  a values from  
equation {7)
Table 4
Î, “C P i  bar T (dpldT ),-5 lcm ^ J /g J3M /g y: J /g
0 0-006 107 0-012 140 4 -0-000 7 0-012 1 ' 2500-79
0-01 0-006 111 0-012 148 6 0-041 5 0-012 2 2500-76
10 0-012 277 0-023 291 4 42-025 6 0-023 3 2477-12
20 0-023 378 0-042 437 1 83-871 5 0-042 5 2453-65
30 0-042 433 0-073 815 4 125-640 4 0-074 1 2430-10
40 0-073 774 0-123 140 7 167-378 4 0-124 1 2406-34
50 0-123 383 0-197 830 209-104 1 0-200 2 2382-36
60 0-199 24 0-307 192 250-824 4 0-312 4 2358-15
70 0-311 66 0-462 562 ' 292-542 3 0-473 1 2333-67
80 0-473 64 0-677 377 334-259 3 0-697 0 2308-88
90 0-701 12 0-967 195 375-976 9 1-002 0 2283-71
100 1-013 25 1-349 654 417-696 0 1-408 3 2258-10
110 1-432 6 1-844 4 459-42 1-94 2231-95
120 1-985 3 2-472 9 501-14 2-62 2205-18
130 2-701 1 3-258 4 542-86 3-49 2177-70
140 3-613 5 4-225 7 584-58 4-56 2149-43
150 4-759 7 5-400 9 626-30 5-89 2120-27
160 6-180 5 6-811 7 668-00 7-51 2090-13
170 7-920 3 8-486 4 709-69 9-46 2058-94
180 10-027 1 10-454 8 751-36 11-79 2026-60
190 12-552 3 12-747 792-99 14-55 1993-03
200 15-550 5 15-395 834-59 17-81 1958-11
210 19-080 18-431 876-15 21-61 1921-75
,220 23-201 21-889 917-66 26-05 1883-82
230 27-979 25-802 959-12 31-19 1844-19
240 33-480 30-207 1000-52 37-13 1802-71
250 39-776 35-142 1041-86 43-97 1759-19
260 46-940 40-649 1083-13 51-85 1713-41
270 55-051 46-773 1124-33 60*91 1665-11
280 64-192 53-565 1165-46 71-35 1613-97
290 74-449 61-080 1206-51 83-40 1559-60
300 85-916 69-386 1247-49 97-39 1501-45
310 98-696 78-560 1288-39 113-73 1438-84
320 112-90 88-694 1329-21 133-00 1370-77
330 128-65 99-912 1369-95 15604 1295-75
340 146-08 112-39 1410-61 184-20 1211-32
350 165-37 126-40 1451-18 220-05 1112-84
360 186-74 142-51 1491-66 269-84 989-51
370 210-53 161-85 1532-07 360-15 798-71
371 213-06 164-03 1536-10 376-17 768-50
372 215-62 166-27 1540-14 395-97 732-39
373 218-21 168-56 1544-17 422-94 685-20
374 220-84 170-92 1548-20 478-54 598-69
374-15 221-23 171-28 1548-81 539-1 539-1
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by equation (7) are well within the accuracy of the original 
observations.
F O R M U L A T I O N  OF V A L U E S
The quantity jS' defined by v^T{dpjdT) can now be formed, 
using equation (6) for Vf and equation (4b) to derive dpjdT,  
T he resulting values are given in Table 4. I t  is found that 
the resulting agreement, to within 0-2 per cent, is more 
than adequate,-as can also be seen from the tables of 
derived properties.
F O R M U L A T I O N  OF y V A L U E S
T he quantities p, Vf and a, each expressed as a function of 
temperature suffice to calculate all the saturated liquid 
properties. Further, all the vapour properties can be 
deduced if  y  is now expressed as a function of tempera­
ture. This, in fact, was the procedure used by the N.B.S. 
in generating their table of properties and was the only 
valid procedure since y was an observed quantity. How­
ever, it has proved more convenient to fit hg as a function 
of temperature and to compare the calculated values of 
y with the observed values of the N.B.S. This course was 
dictated by the fact that a complete table of hg values was 
ready to hand in the N.E.L. tables, whereas it would be 
necessary to generate values of y from the N.B.S. data. 
Moreover, in view of further work on equations of state 
planned by the authors it was recognized that it would be 
more convenient to have hg as a function of T rather than 
y or hfg. I t  is to be appreciated that only one of these 
properties need be defined since the other two can then be 
evaluated.
The following series gives hg as a function o f temperature 
in the form
where
and
w
. . (8)
1 _ Pcl^cl 
e hr.
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Fig. 7. Deviation of N .B .S . y observations from  
computed values
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Since =  oc-f-y, y is immediately derived. In  fitting hg 
it was found necessary to adopt a value of hf — hg =  2088 
J/g at the critical point in order to achieve thermodynamic 
consistency. Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the 
computed y values and the original N.B.S. observations. 
Agreement is well within the limits o f uncertainty 
associated with the experimental observations and the 
procedure for reformulating the y values is justified.
C A L C U L A T I O N  OF T H E  ENTRIES IN 
T A BLES 4 A N D  5
The argument is temperature and the tabulated values 
were calculated as follows, in accordance with the resume 
given in Appendix 3.
Quantity
P
a
hf
Sf
K
y
hfg
Equation
(4b)
(6)
(4b) and (6)
(7)
(9)
(15)
(8)
(8a)
(10)
(18)
(17)
Formula
= VfT d T
h f — a +  j3'
St — +
Tt L
d T + c
y =  hg—(
hg— hf 
Vg =  y/T dr
S U M M A R Y
So far as the authors are aware no new calorimetric 
experiments similar to those carried out by the N.B.S. 
have been carried out since 1939. However, there have 
been additional vapour pressure measurements among 
which should be included those of Eck (24), Moser and 
Zmaczynski (19) and Stimson (17). T he observations of 
Eck, who also determined the critical volume, were 
included by Dorsey (25) in his comprehensive survey, the 
N.B.S. values being preferred. Moser and Zmaczynski 
obtained complete agreement with the correlation of 
Osborne and Meyers (N.B.S.) in the temperature range 
73°C to 130°C. The unpublished measurements of vapour 
pressure at 25, 40, 50, 60 and 80°C by Stimson are re­
ferred to by Rossini (26) in the calibration of apparatus 
used to determine the boiling points and vapour pressures 
of petroleum products. They have also been used to 
provide reference values of the vapour pressures and 
boiling points of water in the American Petroleum 
Institute Research Project 44 (16). However, the difference 
between the A.P.I. 44 value and the original Osborne and 
Meyers correlation does not exceed 75x10"® atm, an
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Table 5
t i ° C Pi bar Vfi cm ^ls cm^ /g h f iJ ls hfgi J/g hg, J/g Sf, J/g degK Sf9i J/g degK Sg> J/g degK
0 0-006 107 1-000 18 205 989 -0-041 6 2500-8 2500-8 - 0-0002 9-155 9-155
0-01 0-006 111 1-000 18 205 843 0-000 631 2500-8 2500-8 0-0000 9-155 9-155
10 0-012 277 1-000 39 106 353 42-00 2477-1 2519-1 0-1510 8-748 8-899
20 0-023 378 1-001 8 57 819 83-86 2453-7 2537-5 0-2963 8-370 8*666
30 0-042 433 1-004 4 32 921 125-66 ' 2430-1 2555-7 0-4365 8-016 8-452
40 0-073 774 1-007 8 19 541 167-45 2406-3 2573-7 0-5721 7-684 8-256
50 0-123 383 1-012 1 12 042 209-25 2382-2 2591-5 0-7035 7-372 8-075 ,
60 0-199 24 1-017 1 7 676-5 251-08 2357-9 2609-0 0-8310 7-077 7-908
70 0-311 66 1-022 7 5 045-1 292-96 2333-2 2626-2 0-9548 6-799 7-754
80 0-473 64 1-029 0 3 408-6 334-90 2308-2 2643-1 1-0753 6-536 7-611
90 0-701 12 1-036 0 2 361-2 376-93 2282-8 2659-7 1-1925 6-286 7-478
100 1-013 25 1-043 5 1 673-1 419-05 2256-7 2675-8 1-3069 6-048 7-355
110 1-432 6 1-051 6 1 210-1 461-30 2230-1 2691-4 1-4185 5-820 7-239
120 1-985 3 1-060 3 891-74 503-7 2202-6 2706-3 1-528 5-602 7-130
130 2-701 1 1-069 7 668-34 546-3 2174-3 2720-6 1-634 5-393 7-027
140 3-613 5 1-079 8 508-66 589-1 2144-9 2734-0 1-739 5-191 6-931
150 4-759 7 1-090 5 392-57 632-1 2114-4 2746-6 1-842 4-997 6-838
160 6-180 5 1-102 0 306-85 675-5 2082-7 2758-1 1-942 4-808 6-751
170 7-920 3 1-1143 242-62 719-1 2409-5 2768-6 2-042 4-625 ' 6-666
180 10-027 1 1-127 4 193-84 763-1 2014-9 2778-0 2-139 4-446 6-586
190 12-552 3 1-141 5 156-35 807-5 1978-5 1786-0 2-236 4-272 6-507
200 15-550 5 1-156 5 127-19 852-3 1940*4 2792-7 2-331 4-101 6-431
210 19-080 1-172 7 104-265 897-7 1900-2 2977-9 2-425 3-933 6-358
220 23-201 1-1901 86-064 943-7 1857-8 2801-5 2-518 3-767 6-285
230 27-979 1-208 8 71-476 990-3 1813-1 2803-3 2-610 3-603 6-214
240 33-480 1-229 1 59-679 1037-6 1765-6 2803-2 2-702 3-441 6-143
250 39-776 1-2512 50-059 1085-8 1715-3 2801-0 2-794 3-279 6-072
260 46-940 U275 4 42-151 1134-9 1661-6 2796-5 2-885 3-116 6-001
270 55-051 1-302 2 35-600 1185-2 1604-3 2789-4 2-976 2-954 5-980
280 64-192 1-332 0 30-131 1236-8 1542-7 2779-4 3-068 2-789 5-857
290 74-449 1-365 5 25-533 1289-9 1476-2 2766-1 3-161 2-621 5-782
300 85-916 1-403 6 21-639 1344-8 1404-1 2748-9 3-255 2-450 5-705
310 98-696 1-447 7 18-315 - 1402-1 1325-2 2727-2 3-351 2-272 5-623
320 112-90 1-499 5 15-455 1462-2 1237-8 2700-0 3-449 2-087 5-536
330 128-65 1-5617 12-969 1525-9 1139-8 2665-7 3-552 1-890 5-442
340 146-08 1-639 0 10-778 1594-8 1027-2 2621-9 3-660 1-675 5-336
350 165-37 1-741 8-804 1671-2 892-8 2564-0 3-779 1-433 5-212 .
360 186-74 1-893 6-943 1761-5 719-7 2481-2 3-916 1-137 5-053
370 210-53 2-225 4-935 1892-2 438-6 2330-8 4-113 0-682 4-795
371 213-06 2-293 4-685 1912-2 392-4 2304-6 4-144 0-609 4-753
372 215-62 2-38 4-40 1936-1 336-5 2272-5 4-180 0-521 ' 4-701
373 218-21 2-51 4-06 1967-1 262-3 2229-4 4-227 0-406 4-633
374 220-84 2-80 3-50 2026-7 120-2 2146-9 4-318 0-186 4-504
374-15 221-23 3-15 3-15 2087-9 - 0-0 2087-9 4-412 - 0-000 4-412
amount small enough to keep the A.P.I. 44 values within 
the I.S .T . tolerances. There are also measurements in the 
range 0°G to 20°C by Douslin ( i 8) which do not agree 
with any of the above references and show an error, with 
respect to the I.S .T ., increasing with tem perature and 
outside the tolerance. Since Douslin’s observations are as 
yet unsupported by corroborating work the only change 
justified would be towards the A.P.I. 44 values and this 
the authors have done.
Apart from the low temperature vapour pressures which 
may be in error by a very small amount the only other 
region where there is some doubt is around the critical 
point. I t  is inevitable that a fairly large uncertainty must 
be associated with the values o f the properties at the 
critical point. I t  is clear that the value of the critical volume 
(Dci =  3-17 cm®/g) selected by the Sixth I.C .P.S. is too high. 
The authors found, using the method of rectilinear dia­
meters, a value o f 3 11 cm®/g accepting the N.B.S. liquid 
and vapour volumes. Bridgeman and Aldrich (27), using
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Table 6 . p, u, T  values at the critical point
Pressure,
bar
Volume,
cm^ /g
Temperature, 
°C (I.P.T.S.)
1963 I.S.T. 221-2
± 0-1
3-17
±0-15
374-15
± 0-10
Bridgeman and 
Aldrich (27)
222-261 3-1547 374-02
374-136 °C (therm)
Rivkin (28) 3-165
±0-019
Juza (29)
(best values)
221 06 3-16 374-07
Present work 221-23 3-15 374-15
a special procedure, reanalysed the N.B.S. calorimetric 
measurements and obtained a value of 3-1547 cm®/g at 
374-02°C. They also took into consideration differences
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between the temperature scales. Their findings are best 
summarized in Table 6 along with the estimates o f recent 
workers. The most recent analysis is that of Juza (29) who 
suggests that further experimental and theoretical work is 
needed to reduce the uncertainties on the various properties 
at the critical point.
C O N C L U S I O N
T he authors believe that their equations adequately 
specify the thermodynamic properties of saturated liquid 
and vapour water substance. The only area where any 
large measure of disagreement exists is in the vicinity of 
the critical point.
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SUMMARY
Equations
Vapour pressure of saturated water (basic equation)
A P P E N D I X  1
OF EQUATIONS AND COEFFICIENTS
Coefficients
In j8 2' arTfx) 
r =  0
(4a) and (4b)
H =  11 in (4a), 
n = 12 in (4b).
Vapour pressure o f saturated water (supplementary equation) 
1 r b rT fy )  
u r = o
(5a) and (5b)
where y = {2 [in (y)]'’
Specific volume of saturated liquid
1 10- = T CrTriz) 
X  >■ = 0
(6)
/ twhere z =  1 —2 —  I •.
The following weighting factors were applied to the volumes 
used as input data:
20 at 0°C, O-OrC and l^ C 
10 from 2®C to 10°C inclusive
Equation {4a)
ao = -8-119 364 2 
= 5-132 255 5
Ü2 = -1-184 240 7 
fl3 = 1-177 959 2 X
04 =  — 5-157 642 Ox
05 = -1-468 953 7x 
A =  1-452 207 17
Equation {4b)
00 = -8-119 182 2
01 = 5-132 102 1
02 = -1-184 166 9 
0 3 = 1-178 099 3 X
04 = -5-229 133 9 X
05 = — 1-382 926 0 X 
A =  1-452 207 17
Equation {5a)
10-1
10-3
10-3
10-1
10-3
10-3
O q =  
0 7  =
Oq =  
O q —
a±o —
Oil =
B =
Oq =  
O7 =  
Oq =  
Og =
0 1 0  =
0 1 1  =
012 =
B =
5-362 281 8X10-* 
1-245 539 9x10-* 
-4-915 428 8x10-3 
4-630 256 5x10-3 
1-530 133 4x10-3 
-2-095 453 0x10-3 
-0-848 789 53
4-709 130 Ox 10“* 
1-623 639 8X10-* 
-7-168 068 8x10-3 
7-011 612 7x10-3 
-1-336 948 0x10-3 
7-262 101 3x10-3 
-1-241 383 3x10-3 
-0-848 789 53
bo — 3-045  293  7 be = 6-841 155 4 x 1 0 - 3
bi = - 6 - 8 2 3  095  2 X 1 0 - * 67 = 3-365  000 7 x 1 0 - 3
62 = 1-641 149 5 x 1 0 - * be = - 1 - 2 3 4  2 2 4  8 x 1 0 - 3
ba = - 2 - 0 2 3  21 6  5 x 1 0 - 3 bg = 1-482 655 OX 1 0 - 3
bi = - 1 - 9 2 3  911 l X l O - 3 610 = - 1 - 0 2 1  164  5 x 1 0 - 3
bo = - 5 - 7 4 5  4 9 4  2 X 1 0 - * Ô11 = - 4 - 0 9 0  809 0 x 1 0 - 3
C = 2-960  942  5 D = - 2 - 1 7 9  888 01
Equation {5b)
ho =  3-045 315 5
hi = -6-823 282 2x10-*
62 = #*1-641 239 5x10-*
63 = -2-021 829 2x10 “3 
hi = -1-932334 IX 10-3 
bo = -5-642 725 4x10“* 
C == 2-960 942 50
Co =  4-332 053
Cl =  - 1-107 796 
C2 =  - 5-275 102x 10-2 
cg =  2-173 547x 10-2
C4 =  - 1-754 636x 10-2 
C5 =  5-125 009x 10-3
b e  =  6-057  98 6  6 x 1 0 - 3
67 =  3 -839  58 5  0 x 1 0 - 3
b o  =  - 1 - 4 4 9  978  5 x 1 0 - 3  
b o  =  4 -3 6 0  8 2 2  OX 1 0 - 3
610 = -3-058 546 3x10-3
611 = -6-057 498 7x10-"^  
D = -2-179 888 01
Ce =  - 3-765 370x 10-3 
C7 =  1-123 345x 10-3
Cq =  - 2-458 266x 10-3 
cg =  - 1-425 530x 10-3 
cio =  - 1-304 721 X 10-3
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Equations Coefficients
Saturated  liquid « equation
^  = r diTfq) 
pciVci  r = 0
where g = jz 0 99^  ~'^}/
The following weighting factors were applied tc 
used as input data :
5 from 356°C to 370°C inclusive 
26 from 371 °C to 374-15°C inclusive
(7) do = 2-262 821 dg — 6-365 584x10-*
d i  = 1-164 542 dg ^ 8-949 914X 10“3
dg = -1-529 470 X 10-2 dg = -2-309 905 X 10-3
dg = -6-087 624x10-2 dg 1-352 658x10-3
values d i -1-233 320x10-2 dig  = -5-909 329x10-3
dg = 6-246 461x10- * dll — -2-335 760x10-3
E  = 1-274 631 9 F  = -1-074 631 9
Specific enthalpy o f saturated vapour
1 10
-= r erTriw)
e r = 0
(8)
where w = 1 ~ G
0^ = 
e, =  
eg = 
6a =
Ci =
eg =
5-600 998x10-* Cq = 
2-298 094x10 -3 =
2-908 374x10-2 eg =
5-286 767x10-3 eg =
-7-390 192x10-* cio =
-3-042 949 xlO-H G =
-1-394 169X10-* 
-1-841 311x10-* 
-1-087 239x10-* 
-4-918 106x10-3 
-2-310 695x10-3 
1-763 487
Chebyshev polynomial
The function T fx ) is the Chebyshev polynomial (or T-poly- 
nomial) of ?th degree with x normalized in the range — 1 < « < 1. 
The first two T-polynomials are
Tg{x) = 1 and T f x )  =  x  
The remaining T-polynomials are calculated using the re­
currence relation
Tnix)  =  2%T(n _ !)(%) — _ 2)(A:)
Hence Tq,{x) — 2x^ — 1; Telx) == 4 x ^ S x j etc.
D erivatives
In a set of Chebyshev coefficients, Ur> of the polynomial
y = J.' a^ Tfx)
r~Q
(i)
the prime indicates that the first term of the sum is to be 
halved.
On differentiating y  with respect to x in equation (i) we 
obtain
where
and
d v  " -1
£  = j; A.TM)
A f •— Afix~\~2?-fl, 
An ~ An + 1— 0
(ii)
A description of Chebyshev polynomials is given in Chapter 8 
of M odern computing methods, 2nd edition {N .P .L . Notes on 
A pplied  Science, No. 16, H.M.S.O., 1961).
A P P E N D I X  2
Reduced dimensionless quantities
pjPci =  reduced pressure 
T lT c i =  9, reduced temperature 
u/Uoi = X) reduced volume 
hKpciVci) = reduced enthalpy
Defined constant quantities (1966 Formulation)
Sft = 0, Uft ~  0
Pti =611-2 N/m2 = 611-2 J/m3 
7,1 = 647-3°K
Pel = 22 120 000 N/m® = 22 120 000 J/m3 
Vci =  0-003 17 m3/kg = 3-17 cm3/g 
Rx = 461-51 J/kg degK 
1 bar = 103 ]srjni2
A P P E N D I X  3
RÉSUMÉ OF THERMODYNAMIC EXPRESSIONS REQUIRED 
TO FORMULATE THE SATURATION PROPERTIES
By definition from Osborne we have
dp
dT ’ • • • (1)
(2)
and
=  VnT
d T (3)
where a, j3' and y represent the N.B.S. basic observations.
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We may combine these equations to give
hf = .
and
also
hg = a+y 
hfg = y—
(9)
(8a)
(10)
since ^  ^ ^  which is the Clapeyron-Clausius equation.
Integration of equation (9) gives the enthalpy of the saturated 
liquid at any temperature T  with respect to a datum at Tg.
Hence
IhfYn =  JJ^ « d r + £  V fT  ^  d T
CT pT
= ad7+ jS'dT .
J T i  j T t
Now
or
and since
f J
dh =  T d5+u dp 
dh V
f'
h
(11)
(12)
ds = y  —Tjidp
^  ^{f)+Y2dT
dj = d ( ^ ) d r - ^  dp 
If we apply this equation to the saturated liquid we may write 
dsf ~  d  ^ - d ' j + ^ d T —~ d p  . . (13)
Equation (13) may be reduced using equation (1) and we get
dj/ = d ± dT . . . .  (14)
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Integration of equation (14) gives the entropy of the saturated 
liquid as
[ Æ =  . . . (15) ■
where c is a constant of integration depending on the datum state. 
For the saturated vapour
[hg\%t =  [hfYTMhfglT . . . .  (16)
and
(17)
(18)
A P P E N D I X  4
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Notation
a, b, c, d
f = u - Ts 
g = h - Ts 
g'
h = u + pv
p(Pl,P2>Pp)
S
t
T
T^(x)
u
V
2s - 11.99 
12.01
2p - 1000 
1000
Subscripts
f
t, c
J/g K 
J/g K
J/g
J/g
m/s^
J/g 
bar 
J/g K
J/g
cm^/g
3 . cm /g
m/s
m
Coefficients
Specific heat capacity
Specific heat capacity 
at zero pressure
Specific free energy (Helmholtz
function)
Specific free enthalpy (Gibb’s
function)
Acceleration due to gravity
Specific enthalpy
Pressure
Specific entropy 
Temperature 
Temperature 
Chebyshev polynomial 
Specific internal energy 
Specific volume
Specific volume at 
one atmoE
Velocity
sphere (p^)
Normalised entropy
Normalised pressure 
Height above datum
Refers to saturated liquid state
Refer to the states at triple and 
critical points respectively
An Equation of State for Compresaed Water from 1 to 1000 bar 
and from 0 °C to 150
î’i t
by M. R. Gibson and E. A. Bruges
Abstract
The precision with which the thermo dynamic properties of compressed water 
and steam are known has led, not unnaturally, to the development of equations 
of state suitable only for use on electronic digital computers. The equations 
are in the main empirical although some are highly sophisticated and lead to 
lengthy programmes and complex sub-routines. Among such equations are those 
of the 1966 and 1967 Formulations of the Thermodynamic Properties of Ordinary 
Water Substance prepared by the International Formulation Committee (1) of the 
International Steam Conference. The favoured form of equation has been one in 
which the dependent variables are enthalpy, volume and entropy and the independent 
variables pressure and temperature. However, this form of equation may not prove 
to be always the most suitable and the purpose of this paper is to describe how 
another type of equation, in which the dependent variable is enthalpy and the 
independent variables are pressure and entropy, may be established and applied.
It is believed that this particular type of equation, relating as it does the 
three most important parameters in pump and turbine performance, has special 
qualities for design and efficiency calculations. By way of example the 
efficiency of a water turbine is evaluated according to the ’thermodynamic method' 
described by Thom C2). A concluding section outlines the further steps being 
taken by the authors to provide a similar type of equation over ranges of pressure 
and temperature up to 1000 bar and 1000 °C.
*
Assistant, Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Glasgow.
tReader, Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Glasgow.
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Introduction
In an address to the Sixth International Conference on the Properties 
of Steam, New York 1963, R. W. Bain (3) suggested that it might be possible to 
cover the entire liquid and vapour regions with a single equation of the form 
h = h(p,s) - other forms are p = pCh,s) and s = s(h,p). This is one of four 
canonical equations
u = u(s,v) ____ (1)
f = f(v,T) ____ (2)
g = g(T,p) ____ (3)
and h = h(p,s) ____ (4),
which possess a number of advantages over those in which the various properties
(h, V ,  s etc) are expressed as functions of p and T. If p = p(v, T) _____(5)
not only is it unlikely that a single equation can cover both the liquid and
vapour phases but additional information has to be supplied in order that
energy quantities may be calculated. This is usually expressed as c^° = f(T} (6).
Formulations, comprising equations (5) and C6) for example, involve both 
integration and differentiation in computing the usual properties, whereas 
any one of the canonical equations C D  to C4) defines all thermodynamic properties 
using only the quantities themselves and their derivatives. The derivation of
the various thermodynamic properties from the four canonical equations was
demonstrated by Bain and Le Fevre (4) in a paper from which the entries in 
table 1 have been taken. Columns Cl) and (2) of this table give the quantities 
appropriate to the canonical equations C4) and (2) and column (3) refers to the
form p = p(v,T), which is not a canonical form and for which it can be seen that
both integration and differentiation are required.
In addition to the computative advantages of the canonical equations 
derivative quantities across the saturation line are smooth and all quantities 
are continuous. The absence of gross discontinuities such as are exhibited 
by an equation of the form p = pCv,T) is a further factor in favour of the 
surface h = hCpp), which is represented in figure 1. This particular type 
of equation seems to have been advanced in the first instance by Holmes and
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Hollitch (5) who covered the field of industrial interest with a series of 
equations for compressed water and steam. Juza (6) has also presented equations 
of this type specifically for industrial calculations but no attempt to provide 
a single equation, as suggested by Bain, has yet succeeded. Haywood (7) at 
the instigation of the U.K. Committee on the Properties of Steam (ERA Research 
Advisory Committee 2B as it was then termed) made a preliminary investigation 
which was subsequently followed up by McLeod (8) at the National Engineering 
Laboratory. Taking the form of the surface as s = s(p,h) and using constraints 
McLeûdwas unable to obtain a surface from which satisfactory properties could be 
derived. As a contribution to the U.K. effort the authors (9) respecified 
the saturation properties in terms of equations suitable for computers and, 
following a computation of the properties of compressed water, moved on to 
the problem of the h-p-s surface. It is this latter work which is described 
here and which is believed to supply a valuable clue to any future fitting of 
this or similar thermo dynamic surfaces.
Surface fitting procedure
After successfully using orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials to represent 
the saturation properties (9), the method, which is now described, was 
extended to fitting the h-p-s surface. Initially enthalpy is fitted as a 
function of entropy along isobars in the form
n
h = E * a. T. Cx ) ____ (J )
i = 0  ^ ^
where x = C2s - 11.99)/12.01.
(A description of the Chebyshev polynomials, T^ C^x), is given in appendix 2).
The (n t 1) coefficients obtained from equation C7) were then fitted as
functions of pressure in the form
m
a. = S' b.. T.Cy) (8)
^ i = 0 ] -----
for i = 0, 1, 2  (n - 1% n
2p - 1000"hsre y = -tyôôô--
Equations (7 ) and C8 ) may now be combined to give
n m
h = S' S' b.. T.(x) T.Cy) _____ (9),
i = 0 j = 0 ^ ^  ^ ^
which is a representation of the h-p-s surface.
—  Lf _
In order to test the computer programs which were written to carry out 
the above process it was decided to use as input data the values of enthalpy 
and entropy tabulated in the 1964 NEL Steam Tables (10). Although an adequate 
fit in enthalpy as a function of entropy was obtained along any isobar the 
input temperature, T, could not be recovered through the relation T = .
In addition, values of volume, v, derivable through the relation v = ~  
were quite unsatisfactory. These troubles arose from two sources. As regards 
reproducing the original input temperature the fault was attributed to "round 
off" present in the tabulated values of enthalpy and entropy and small thermo­
dynamic inconsistencies in that part of the table relating to compressed water 
in the range 0 °C to 150 °C. In their study Haywood and Bott C7) warned against 
the possibility of this troublesome interaction between the smoothing of the 
table values and the fitting polynomials. Inability to derive satisfactory 
volume values stemmed from the fact that there was an insufficient number of 
temperature intervals. The coefficients a, when plotted, were not smooth and 
it followed that satisfactory values of v could not be obtained. It became 
clear that although these tables gave satisfactory entries, within the Skeleton 
Table tolerances, the entries could not be used to provide input data such as 
would seem necessary for generating the h-p-s surface.
Creation of new input data
At this stage it was decided to set aside the NEL Tables as a source of 
input data and to generate an entirely new set of values of h and s at such 
intervals of pressure and temperature as the preliminary surface-fitting work 
suggested. For this purpose the volume measurements of Kell and Whalley (11), 
through their correlating equation
5 3 .
- = 1 + E E d. . t (p - p j] (10),
''a i = 0 j = 1 ^  ------
were used to compute the thermodynamic properties of compressed water. Equation
(10) cannot be used without certain additional information relating to v^ and
the saturated liquid values. The necessary saturated liquid values were
obtained from the authors' earlier publication (9) and values of v^ were
derived from an expression established by one of us (MRG) and published by
Bruges (12). The expression for v^ is repeated here in appendix 1 for the
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convenience of the reader. In this latter publication the volume measurements 
of Kell and Whalley are compared with those of Amagat (13), Smith and Keyes (14), 
Kennedy, Knight and Holser (15) and Vukalovich (16). There is little doubt that 
the data of Kell and Whalley enable the best possible evaluation of the thermo­
dynamic properties of compressed water to be made and the next stage of the work 
was to repeat the earlier surface-fitting. Since the volumes were given to six 
significant figures it was decided to calculate all the input data to six signi­
ficant figures also and to have as many isobars as isotherms.
The values of enthalpy and entropy at intervals of 1 deg.C along the isobars 
were evaluated from equation (10), using the relationships in column 3 of Table 1. 
Then by fitting along each isobar using equation (7), the optimum value of n was 
found to be 4. The coefficients A^ thus obtained were then fitted from eqn.(8)
and a value of 3 for m was found to be adequate. The values of the coefficients 
b^j are now substituted in eqn.(9) to provide the new surface from which it is 
necessary to reform not only the input data h, p and s, but also T, v and c^. It
is also necessary to make a comparison with the values in the 1963 International
Skeleton Tables and their tolerances. It was found that over the whole region 
covered by the new equation agreement with the input data was extremely good and 
that the new equation gave values within the 1ST tolerances except along the 150°C 
isotherm at pressures below 150 bar and at 0°C and 1 bar. These discrepancies 
were overcome by a weighting procedure and the final form of eqn. (9), whose
coefficients are tabulated in table 2, was obtained.
This final equation meets the criteria laid down by the 1963 1ST. At all 
the skeleton table points the values of enthalpy lie within the tolerances while 
the values of volume also lie within the tolerance with the exception of the 150^0 
isotherm from p = 25 bar to p = 125 bar where the values take up all the tolerance. 
The saturation line provides a boundary to the equation from 100°C to 150°C and a 
comparison with the 1ST saturated liquid values is given in table 4. In addition, 
table 4 gives saturated liquid values from 100°C down to 0°C so that the possibility 
of using the equation below 1 bar paressure and so extrapolating its range to 
the saturation line from 0°C to 100°C may be considered. As can be seen from 
tables 3 and 4, with the exception of the liquid volume values at 0°C and 0.01°C 
all values are within the prescribed tolerances.
A comparison of the saturation values which may be derived from eqn. (9)
-.6 —
is made in table 5 with, the values, previously obtained by the authors C9 ).
Included are values of c which are calculated from the equation
Pf
- O p
where (-|^ ) is derived from equation (10) and the other quantities from 
P
reference (9).
In addition, values derived from equation (9) are compared in figures 
2, 3,4 and 5 with the corresponding values derived from the observations
of Kell and VJhalley. The comparison is made for the 0, 50, 100 and 150 °C
isotherms.
Efficiency of a water turbine
The efficiency of a water turbine or pump may be determined very elegantly 
by the'thermodynamic method', a method which depends not only on the thermo­
dynamic properties of water but also on the precision with which small temperature
changes can be measured. Evaluation of the thermodynamic properties in such
efficiency calculations may be carried out very easily using equation (9) and 
the following hypothetical results for a turbine are used to illustrate such 
an application.
The efficiency, of a turbine is given by
(h^  - hpio^ t - Z^) + v/)/2 _____
(h - h ) 10^ + i'(z - z ) + (V V_^)/2
P p p z p z
where the suffices refer to the measuring stations shown in figure 6. In 
the example shown a small flow of water is taken from a point upstream of the 
turbine and throttled in a calorimeter. The temperature difference (T^  - T^ )=fiT 
is measured, from which observation the necessary fluid properties can be 
deduced. The following constants, table 6, apply to the turbine for which the 
computed efficiencies are given in table 7.
TABLE 6
9.798 m/s
479.2 m 
476.9 m 
481.8 m 
0.5 m/s
5.2 m/s
zero (included in enthalpy term) 
1.1 X 10^  N/m^
"l =
(hi
(h
49.20 X 10^ N/m^
T = 10°C 
P
3- h )10 enthalpy change J/kg
h2 )glO isentropic enthalpy change J/kg
TABLE 7
p^xlO  ^N/m^
Thom’s 
method
Eqn.(9 ) Eqn. (10)
48.42 50.3 90.90 90.89 90.91
48.65 63.2 90.25 90.23 90.26
48.74 71.9 89.67 89.66 89.68
48.90 72.1 89.97 89.96 89 .99
48 .95 66.4 90.57 90.56 90.58
48 .88 72.8 89.88 89.86 89.89
Average 90.21 90.19 90.22
The efficiencies so derived are compared with the values which would 
have been obtained had the primary data, from which equation (9) was itself 
derived, been used instead. The efficiencies in the first column are. derived 
by using certain coefficients described by Thom (2) where a full account of 
the ’thermodynamic method’ is given. For the sake of completeness a revised
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set of coefficients 5 based on equation (10) is given here although the 
values differ only marginally from those quoted by Thom.
It is immediately seen from table 7 that equation (9) gives values
of n in excellent agreement not only with those which may be derived 
tu
from the primary data of equation (10) but also with the values obtained 
by Thom's method. The authors would commend equation (9) to the practitioners 
of the thermodynamic method, of which group Thom is a member, together with 
the values of the coefficients given in appendix 3. It is believed that 
considerable advantage would be derived by expressing all the quantities 
appearing in equation (12) in S.I. units as the authors have done.
Extension of the h-p-s surface to high temperatures
The successful development of equation (9) and its application, as 
demonstrated in the preceding section, encouraged the authors to believe 
that even if the whole field up to 1000 bar and 1000 could not be 
covered by a single equation of the h-p-s variety it seemed reasonably 
certain that the field could be divided up into a number of sub—regions.
Each sub-region would be represented by a suitable equation which more likely 
than not would match almost exactly with its neighbour along inter-regional 
boundaries, since it would only be a question of matching like with like.
Apart from finding out how to divide up the surface, shown in figure 1, 
assuming this to be necessary, there is the additional and all important 
task of providing consistent input data in the form of h and s at close 
intervals of p and T. Although the NEL Steam Tables had previously been 
discarded, for reasons already given, equations were provided from which a 
smooth set of input data could be derived. However, these equations would 
not take into account the latest specific heat capacity observations of Sirota 
at the high pressures (between 600 and 1000 atm) and it was decided to examine
other sources. The only other sources are the 1966 and 1967 formulations of 
the I.E.0.(1) and the formulation of Juza (17). Of these the only formulation 
worth considering is the latter since the 1966 and 1967 IFC formulations exhibit 
relatively large discontinuities at the inter-regional boundaries and near these
-9-
boimdaries first differences of enthalpy are easily shown not to be smooth. 
Previous experience showed smoothness and absence of discontinuities to be 
essential in the input data if a satisfactory h-p-s surface was to be generated. 
Consequently, it was decided that Juza's formulation should be used to provide 
the required input data repeating the fitting of the temperature range 0°C-150°C 
if necessary.
Juza's formulation, based on the equation of van der Waals, is one which 
has taken many years to develop and although its complexity may discourage 
many a user the authors have successfully checked its quality by evaluating 
h, V, s and c^  at close intervals and found no discontinuities or irregularities 
which could make it unacceptable for further surface-fitting work. Juza's 
formulation covers the fluid from 100,000 bar to 1000 with four regions 
and it is important to confirm that the functions h, p and s are sufficiently 
smooth across the three inter-regional boundaries. The adequacy of this 
formulation is shown in table 8 which gives the discontinuities in p, h and s 
as dp, dh and ds together with the maximum discontinuities recommended by the 
IFC which were 0.005 p, 0.2 J/g and 0.0002 J/gK respectively. The only 
boundary where the recommended values are exceeded is in a range of temperature 
255(t ) < t < 272 °C.
Conclusion
The authors have established an equation for compressed water of the 
form h = h(p,s) and have demonstrated its suitability for evaluating the 
efficiency of water pumps and turbines. They have also shown that consistent 
input data in the form of values of h, p and s at sufficiently close intervals 
of temperature and pressure is required to achieve the necessary result. An 
indication of how the work will now be extended to higher temperatures through 
the formulation of Juza is given together with a brief appraisal of this 
formulation. It is believed that an interlocking set of equations may now 
be derived thus providing the first formulation in the next generation of 
equations of state.
—1 0 —
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Table 1
given
function
h ( s , p ) f(v,t)
other ^  
properties
9 s
9 h
r v
9f
9 T
dv
9v
dv+pvpdv-T
o  -L .  g  J- 0 x _  -1
9lF 9T^ “ 9v9T9 h
9v 9v
rv
9 h
h - p
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Table 2
0 2 .29396778966^^4 9 .90221723853^^2  -9 .22809517786^^1  3 .44813660448^^0
1 1 .49785098900^^4  7 .05515999554^^2  -7 .4 6 4 3 6 4 0 4 8 1 6 ^ ^ 1 ..... 2 .77856793062^^0
2 4 .2 0 4 5 6 1 8 4 7 0 2 ,-3  3 .4 4 9 7 4 6 8 2 9 0 0 ^ 2  -3 .9 3 2 8 3 0 8 9 7 5 3 --1  1 .4 4 1 4 1 4 1 1 4 9 0 ,^0
XU XU XU : x o
3 6 .47843041947^^2  9 .93241195506^^1 -1 .24112560347^^1  4 .45137731177^^-1
4 4 .47369162798^^1 1 .36056524920^^1 -1 .85857 2 2 2 9 3 5 ^^0  .6 .57125442419^^-2
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Table 3
Comparison of values derived from equation 10 with. 
1963 1st values and tolerances
COMPRESSED WATER
Volume cm /g Enthalpy J/g
t°c
P bar
0 50 100 150 0 50 100 150
1(a) 1.00012 1.0121 0.059 209.38
(b) 1.0002 1.0121 0.06 209.3
(c) -0,8 0 -0.1 0.8
Cd) 1 2 1 1
5 0.9999 1.0119 1.0432 1.0905 0.465 209.7 419.4 632.0
0.9999 1.0119 1.0433 1.0906 0.47 209.6 419.4 632.2
0 0 -1 -1 -0.5 1 0 -2
2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3
10 0.9996 1.0117 1.0430 1.0901 0.97 210.2 419.8 632.3
0.9997 1.0117 1.0431 1.0903 0.98 210.1 ,419.7 532.4
-1 0 -1 -2 -1 1 1 -1
2 2 2 3 2 2 4 4
25 0.9989 1.0110 1.0422 1.0891 2.49 211.4 420.9 633.2
0.9989 1.0110 1.0423 1.0894 2.50 211.3 421.0 633.4
0 0 -1 -3 -1 1 -1 -2
2 2 2 3 5 2 4 4
50 0.9976 1.0099 1.0410 1.0875 5.02 213.6 422.8 634.8
0.9976 1.0099 1.0410 1.0878 5.05 213.5 422.8 634.9
0 0 0 -3 -3 1 0 -1
2 2 2 3 10 2 4 4
75 0.9954 1.0088 1.0397 1.0859 7.53 215.7 424.7 636 .3
0.9964 1.0088 1.0398 1.0862 7.58 215.7 424.7 636 .5
0 0 -1 -3 -5 0 0 -2
2 2 3 4 15 2 4 4
100 0.9951 1.0077 1.0385 1.0842 10.0 217.9 426 .6 637.9
0.952 1.0077 1.0386 1.0846 10.1 217.9 426 .6 638 .1
-1 0 4 -4 -1 0 0 "2
2 2 4 4 2 2 4 4
125 0.9939 1.0067 1.0373 1.0826 12.5 220.0 428.4 639.5
0.9940 1.0066 1.0373 1,0830 12.6 220.0 428.5 639.7
-1 1 0 -4 -1 0 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 3 2 4 4
150 0.9927 1.0056 1.0361 1.0811 15 .0 222.2 430.3 641.1
0.9928 1.0055 1.0361 1.0813 15.1 222.1 430.4 641.3
-1 1 0 -2 -1 1 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 3 2 4 4
175 0.9915 1.0045 1.0349 1.0795 17.5 224.3 432.2 642.7
0.9915 1.0044 1.0348 1.0798 17.6 224.3 432.3 642.9
0 1 1 -3 -1 0 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 4 3 4 4
T a b le  3 c o n t in u e d  . .
3
Volume cm /g
-1 6 -
E n th a lp y  J / g
t ° c
) b a r 0 50 1 0 0 150 0 50 1 0 0 150
2 0 0 0 .9903 1 .0035 1 .0 3 3 7 1 .0 7 8 0 2 0 ,0 2 26 .5 4 3 4 .1 64 4 .2
0 .9904 1 .0033 1 .0 3 3 6 1 .0 7 8 2 2 0 .1 226 .5 4 3 4 .2 6 4 4 .5
- 1 2 1 -2 - 1 0 - 1 -3
2 2 4 4 4 3 . 4 . 4
225 0 .9 8 9 1 1 .0 0 2 4 1 .0 3 2 5 1 .0 7 6 4 2 2 .4 2 28 .6 4 3 6 .0 6 4 5 .8
0 .9892 1 .0 0 2 3 1 .0 3 2 4 1 .0 7 6 6 2 2 .6 2 28 .6 4 3 6 .1 6 4 6 .1
- 1 1 1 - 2 - 2 0 - 1 -3
2 2 4 4 5 3 4 4
250 0 .9879 1 .0 0 1 4 1 .0 3 1 3 1 .0 7 4 9 2 4 .9 2 30 .7 4 3 7 .9 647 .5
0 .9 8 8 0 1 .0 0 1 2 1 .0 3 1 3 1 .0 7 5 1 2 5 .1 230 .7 4 3 8 .0 6 4 7 .7
- 1 2 0 - 2 - 2 0 ■"1 - 2
2 2 4 4 5 3 4 4
275 0 .9868 1 .0 0 0 4 1 .0 3 0 1 1 .0 7 3 4 2 7 .3 2 3 2 .9 4 3 9 .8 6 4 9 .1
0 .9868 1 .0 0 0 2 1 .0 3 0 1 1 .0 7 3 6 2 7 ,5 232 .8 4 39 .8 6 4 9 .3
0 2 0 - 2 - 2 1 - 1 -2
2 2 4 4 5 3 4 4
300 0 .9856 0 .9993 1 ,0 2 9 0 1 .0 7 2 0 2 9 .8 2 3 5 .0 4 4 1 .7 6 5 0 .7
0 .9856 0 .9992 1 .0 2 8 9 1 .0 7 2 1 3 0 ,0 2 3 5 .0 441 .8 650 .9
0 1 1 - 1 - 2 0 - 1 - 2
2 2 4 4 5 3 4 4
350 0 .9833 0 .9973 1 .0 2 6 7 1 .0 6 9 0 3 4 ,6 239 .3 445 .5 6 53 .9
0 .9 8 3 4 0 .9972 1 .0 2 6 7 1 .0 6 9 2 3 4 ,9 2 3 9 ,2 445 .6 6 5 4 .1
- 1 1 0 - 2 -3 1 “ 1 “ 2
2 2 4 4 6 3 4 4
400 0 .9 8 1 0 0 ,9953 1 .0245 1 .0 6 6 2 3 9 ,4 243 ,5 4 4 9 .3 6 5 7 .2
0 .9 8 1 1 0 .9 9 5 1 1 .0 2 4 4 1 .0 6 6 4 3 9 ,7 243 ,5 4 4 9 .4 6 5 7 .4
- 1 2 1 - 2 -3 0 - 2
2 2 4 4 7 3 4 4
450 0.9788 0 ,9933 1 .0 2 2 2 1 .0 6 3 4 4 4 .2 247 .8 4 5 3 .1 660 ,5
0 .9788 0 .9932 1 .0 2 2 2 1 .0 6 3 6 4 4 .6 2 4 7 .7 4 5 3 .2 66 0 .7
0 1 0 -2 -4 1 - 1 —2
2 2 4 4 8 4 4 4
500 0 .9766 0 .9913 1 .0 2 0 1 1 .0 6 0 7 4 9 .0 2 5 2 .0 256 .9 663 .8
0 .9766 0 .9912 1 .0 2 0 0 1 .0 6 0 9 4 9 .3 2 5 2 .0 4 5 7 .0 6 6 4 .0
0 1 1 - 2 —3 0 - 1 - 2
2 3 4 5 8 4 4 4
550 0 ,9745 0 .9 8 9 4 1 .0 1 7 9 1 .0 5 8 0 5 3 .7 2 5 6 .2 4 6 0 .7 6 6 7 .2
0 ,9745 0 .9892 1 ,0 1 7 8 1 .0 5 8 2 5 4 .1 256 .2 460 .8 6 67 .3
0 2 1 - 2 -4 0 —1 - 1
3 3 4 5 8 4 4 4
600 0,9723 0.9875 1 .0 1 5 8 1 .0 5 5 4 5 8 .4 2 6 0 .4 464 .5 670 .5
0 ,9723 0 .9873 1 ,0 1 5 7 1 .0 5 5 6 58 .8 2 6 0 .4 4 6 4 .6 6 70 .6
0 2 1 - 2 -4 0 - 1 - 1
3 3 4 5 9 4 4 4
650 0 ,9703 0 .9856 1 .0138 1 .0528 6 3 .1 2 64 ,6 468 .3 6 73 .9
0 .9703 0 ,9 8 5 4 1 .0 1 3 7 1 .0 5 3 0 6 3 .5 264 .6 4 6 8 .4 6 7 4 .0
0 2 1 - 2 -4 0 - 1 - 1
3 3 4 5 1 0 4 4 5
Table 3 continued...
3
Volume cm /g
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Enthalpy J/g
t°c
0 50 100 150 ■ 0 50 100 150
p bar
700 0.9682 0.9838 1.0117 1.0503 67.7 268.8 472.1 677.3
0.9682 0.9836 1.0116 1.0505 68.1 268.8 472.1 677.3
0 2 1 -2 -4 0 0 0
750 0.9662 0.9820 1.0097 1.0479 72.4 273.0 476 .0 680.7
0.9662 0.9818 1.0096 1.0480 72.7 273.0 476.0 680.7
0 2 1 -1 -3 0 0 0
3 3 4 5 11 6 5 5
800 0.9642 0.9802 1.0078 1.0455 77.0 277.2 479 .8 684.1
0.9642 0.9800 1.0076 1.0456 77.3 277.1 470.8 684.0
0 2 2 -1 -3 1 0 1
3 3 4 5 12 7 7 7
850 0.9622 0.9784 1.0058 1.0432 81.5 281.4 483.6 687.5
0.9622 0.9782 1.0057 0,0432 81.9 281.3 483,6 687,4
0 2 1 0 -4 1 0 1
3 3 4 5 12 8 8 8
900 0.9603 0.9767 1.0039 1.0409 86.1 285 .5 487,4 690,9
0.9603 0.9765 1.0038 1.0409 86.5 285.4 487.3 690.8
0 2 1 0 -4 1 1 1
3 3 4 5 12 9 9 9
950 0.9584 0.9750 1.0021 1.0387 90.6 289.7 491.2 694,4
0.9584 0.9748 1.0019 1.0386 91.1 289.6 491.2 694.2
0 2 2 1 -5 1 0 2
3 3 4 5 12 10 10 10
1000 0.9566 0.9733 1.0002 1.0365 95.1 293.9 495 .1 697.8
0.9566 0.9731 1.0000 1.0363 95 .7 293.7 495 ,0 697.5
0 2 2 2 —6 2 1 2
3 3 . 4 5 12 12 12 12
(a) equation (9) value 
(b ) 1ST value
(c) equation value - 1ST value
(d) 1ST tolerance
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Table 4
Comparison of saturated liquid values with 
1963 1ST and its tolerances
t°c p bar 3 . cm /g
eqn(10)
3,V. cm /g 
1ST
Av Toi. hf J/g
eqn(lO)
hf J/g
1ST
Ah Toi
0 0.006100 1.00013 1.00021 -8 5 -0.0415 -0.0416 1 4
.01 0.005112 1.00013 1.00021 —8 5 0.000611 0.000611 0 1
10 0.012271 1.00032 1.0004 -0.8 1 42.00 41.99 1 4
20 0.023368 1.0018 1.0018 0 1 83.91 83.86 5 8
30 0.042418 1.0044 1.0044 0 1 125.74 125.66 8 8
40 0.073750 1.0079 1.0079 0 1 167.52 167.47 5 8
50 0.12335 1.0121 1.0121 0 2 209.3 209 .3 0 1
60 0.19919 1.0171 1.0171 0 2 251.1 251.1 0 1
70 0.31161 1.0227 1.0228 -1 2 293.0 293.0 0 1
80 0.47358 1.0290 1.0290 0 3 334.9 334.9 0 2
90 0.70109 1.0359 1.0359 0 3 377.0 376.9 1 2
100 1.01325 1.0434 1.0435 -1 3 419.1 419 .1 0 2
110 1.4327 1.0515 1.0515 0 4 461.4 461.3 1 2
120 1.9854 1.0603 1.0603 0 4 503.8 503.7 1 2
130 2.7011 1.0697 1.0697 0 4 546.4 546.3 1 3
140 3.6135 1.0797 1.0798 -1 4 589.1 589.1 0 3
150 4.7597 1.0905 1.0906 -1 4 632.0 632.2 -2 3
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Table 5
C om parison o f  s a t u r a t e d  l i q u i d  v a lu e s
o
t  c p b a r v ^  cm /g v^ cm /g J / g h f  J /g s ^ J /g  K
s ^ J /g  K c J / g  K 
^ f
(9 ) e q n (1 0 ) (9 ) eq n (lO ) (9 ) e q n (1 0 ) e q n C ll) eqn(]
0 0.006107 1.00018 1 .00 0 1 3 -0 .0 4 1 6 -0 .0 4 1 5 -0 .0 0 0 2 -0 .0 0 0 1 4 .218 4 .2 1 4
•01  a  0 0 6 1 1 1 1 .00018 1 .00 0 1 3 0 .00631 0 .000611 0 .0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 4 .2 1 8 4 .2 1 4
10 0.012277 1.00039 1 .00032 4 2 .0 0 4 2 .0 0 0 .1 5 1 0 0 .1 5 1 1 4 .1 9 3 4 .197
20 0.023378 1 .0018 1 .0018 8 3 .8 6 8 3 .9 1 0 .2963 0 .2965 4 .182 4 .1 8 6
30 0.042433 1 .0 0 4 4 1 .0 0 4 4 125 .66 1 2 5 .7 4 0.4365 0 .4368 4 .179 4 .1 8 0
40 0 .073774 1 .0078 1 .0078 167 .45 1 6 7 .5 2 0 .5721 0 .5 7 2 4 4 .1 7 9 4 .177
50 0.123383 1 .0 1 2 1 1 .0 1 2 1 209 .25 20 9 .3 0 0 .7035 0 .7037 4 .1 8 1 4 .1 7 9
60 0 .19924 1 .0 1 7 1 1 .0 1 7 1 251.08 25 1 .1 1 0 .8 3 1 0 0 .8311 4 .1 8 4 4 .183
70 0.31166 1 .0 2 2 7 1 .0 2 2 7 292.96 292.98 0 .9548 0 .9549 4 .1 9 0 4 .189
80 0 .47364 1 .0 2 9 0 1 .0 2 9 0 334 .90 334 .92 1 .0 7 5 3 1 .0753 4 .196 4.197
90 0.70112 1 .0 3 6 0 1 .0359 376 .93 376.96 1 .1925 1 .1926 4 .205 4 .207
100 1.01325 1 .0435 1 .0 4 3 4 419 .05 4 1 9 .11 1 .3069 1 .3 0 7 0 4 .2 1 6 4.218
110 1 .4326 1 .0516 1 .0515 4 6 1 .3 0 461 .38 1 .4185 1 .4187 4 .229 4 .2 3 1
120 1 .9 8 5 3 1 .0 6 0 3 1 .0 6 0 3 5 03 .7 503 .8 1 .5 2 8 1 .5 2 8 4 .2 4 5 4 .2 4 4
130 2 .7011 1 .0697 1 .0697 5 4 6 .3 5 4 6 .4 1 .6 3 4 1 .6 3 5 4 .2 6 3 4 .2 5 9
140 3.6135 1 .0798 i .0 7 9 7 5 8 9 .1 5 8 9 .1 1 .7 3 9 1 .7 3 9 4 .285 4 .2 7 4
150 4 .7597 1 .0 9 0 5 1 .0905 6 3 2 .1 6 3 2 .0 1 .8 4 2 1 .8 4 1 4 .3 1 0 4 .2 8 9
- 2 0 -
TABLE 8
Boundary between Regions I and II
t°c p bar dp .0005 p h J/g dh s J/g K ds
1000 2806.3 .002645 1.40 4127.9 .000615 5 .9285 .000000
800 2011.1 .002645 1.01 3501.2 .000615 5.5444
600 1174.5 .002645 .59 2789.1 .000615 5.0223 I t
500 743.7 .002645 .37 2432.4 .000717 4.7099
450 530.1 .002645 .27 2248 .2 .000715 4.5299 IT
400 323,7 .002594 .16 2051.3 .000697 4.3164 I I
380 245.4 -.001440 .12 1966.9 -.000247 4.2166 I I
375 226.7 .000809 .11 1946.4 .000272 4.1917 I I
374 223.1 .002633 .11 1938.5 .000612 4.1810 I I
373 219.6 .004004 .11 1933.4 .000931 4.1744 I I
372 216.2 .002627 .11 1928.0 .000611 4.1673 I I
371.5 214.5 -.000563 .11 1925.2 -.000131 4.1636 I I
371.3 213.8 -.002612 .11 1924.0 -.000607 4.1620 I I
Boundary between Regions II and III
1000 9097.6 -.005620 4.5 4267.2 -.001108 5.2501 .000000
800 6837.5 -.006650 3.4 3470.7 -.001275 4.8136 I t
600 4473.6 -.008117 2.2 2647.6 -.001510 4.2728 I I
500 3234.6 -.009096 1.6 2221.4 -.001663 3.9450 I I
400 1947.8 -.0010289 .97 1782.3 -.001842 3.5623 I I
300 621.6 .117417 .31 1323.7 .014313 3.0942 I I
280 356.4 .117487 .18 1229.5 .014326 2.9865 I I
260 94.1 .117195 .047 1134.2 .014298 2.8722 I I
258 68.0 .117167 .034 1124.6 .014295 2.8604 I I
256 42.1 .117138 .021 1115.0 .014293 2.8485, I t
Boundary between Regions III and IV
1000 21433.5 .003366 10.7 5006.5 .000723 4.7837 .000000
800 17465.0 .003388 8.7 4095.6 .000752 4.3360 II
600 13334.1 .003374 6.7 3160.3 .000787 3.7765 It
400 9095.2 .003124 4.5 2187.7 .000815 3.0356 I
200 4698.4 .000904 2.3 1153.9 .000637 1.9485 I
0 1118.5 -.041505 .56 105.6 -.003885 -0.0125 -.000001
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A ppendix 1 
Summary o f  e q u a tio n s  and c o e f f i c i e n t s  
(1 ) Vapour p r e s s u r e  o f  s a t u r a t e d  w a te r  
11
InB = S '  A. T. Cq)
1=0  ^ ^
0 =
c l c l
( 2 ) S p e c i f i c  volum e o f  s a t u r a t e d  l i q u i d  B =
1 lOt
-  = Z B T ( r )
X i_ o
w here r  = 1 - 2 ( 1 -
c l
and X =
c l
= -8 .1 1 9 364 2 = 1 .245 539 9x10"^
= 5 .132 255 5
^8
= -4 .9 1 5 428 8x10“^
= -1 .1 8 4 240 7 ^9 = 4 .6 3 0 256 5x10"^
= 1 .1 7 7 959 2x1  o'-1 ^ lo ' 1 .5 3 0  133 4x10"^
= -5 .1 5 7 542 0x1  o'-3 \ l -2 .0 9 5 453 OxlO"^
- -1 .4 6 8 953 7x10'-3 ^ 2 = 1 .4 5 2 207 17
= 5 .362 281 8x 1 0 '-4 \ 3 = -0 .8 4 8 789 53
4 .332 053 ^6 -3 .7 6 5 370x10“ ^
h
= -1 .1 0 7 796 — 1 .1 2 3 345x10"^
= -5 .2 7 5 1 0 2 x 1 0 ” ^ ®8
= -2 .4 5 8 266x10"^
= 2 .173 547x10"^ ®9 = -1 .4 2 5 530x10” ^
= -1 .7 5 4 636x10"^ \ o
= -1 .3 0 4 721x10"^
®5
= 5 .125 009x10” ^
(3 ) S a tu r a te d  l i q u i d  a  e q u a tio n  
11
= V  (w)
^cl ^cl 1=0
w here w = ( 2 ( ^  -
= 2 .262 821 s
= 8 .949 914x10"^
" l 1 .1 6 4 542 % = -2 .3 0 9 905x10“^
S .
= -1 .5 2 9 470x10"^ =9 1 .3 5 2 658x10"^
= -6 .0 8 7 624x10"^ =10
= -5 .909 329x10”®
"4 = -1 .2 3 3 320x10"^ =11 - -2 .3 3 5 760x10”®
"5 = 6 .246
-It
461x10 =12
= 1 .2 7 4 531 9
"e 6 .365 584x10 =13 = -1 .0 7 4 631 9
a r e e v a lu a te d  from  t h e fo l lo w in g  e q u a tio n s  :
+ T Vf É2dT
[ s f J Î  = [h f ]^  t  f .  dT
(5 ) A tm ospheric  volum e e q u a tio n  
9
"A = iio "i ?i(Q)
w here Q = ’‘^ /75 -  1
®0 = 1 .035 337 8 ^5 -5 .7 5 8 072
■*55x10
\  ” 4 .5 8 6 415
9x10”^
° 6
= 1 .8 0 9 699 lx lO ”5
®2 = 9 .8 0 3 300
-3
8x 1 0 = -4 .8 5 0 423 9x10
" a - -5 .1 3 2 654 Ix lO ”^ “ e.
=: 2 .3 8 1 440 Ix lO ”®
2.855 835 -45x10 -1 .5 6 6 218 6 x1 0
- 2 2 -
(6) v-p-t compressed water equation
V
^A
= 1 t  Z Z d . . t ^ ( p  
i =0 j = l
-  P^)® (1 0 )
^01 = -5 .0 9 7 6 9 x 1 0 “ ^ d^2  = 8 .2 6 2 7 x 1 0 “® ^03 -9 .1 0 9 x 1 0 “^®
^ 11 = 3 .71999x10“ ^ d^2  = -1 .3 7 9 4 x 1 0 “^® S 3 =
-142 .626x10
^ 21 = -7 .0 1 7 6 0 x 1 0 “® d^2  = 3 .4 0 3 2 x 1 0 “ ^^ S 3 = - 8 .913x10“^®
S i = 6 .002 2 7 x 1 0 “^^
-14
S 2 -3 .6 4 3 2 x 1 0 S 3 = 1 .1 4 6 7 x 1 0 “^^
S i = -3 .0 9 0 4 1 x 1 0
—16d^ 2  = 2 .0836x10 S 3 = -7  .102x10“^°
S i = 5.93416x10"^® d^2  = -4 .1 7 4 4 x 1 0 “^® S 3 = 1 .4841x10
(7) h-p-s compressed water equation 
4 3
h= E’ Z'b. . T.(x) T.(y) (9)
i=0 j=0  ^ ]
where x = (2s - 11.99)/12.01
and y = (2p - 1000)/1000
The coefficients b^^ are given in Table 2
Defined constant quantities
T^ = 273.16 K t
Tel 647.3 °K 
p^^ = 221.2 bar
cl 3.17 cmi /g
All the equations to which reference is made in the text are reproduced 
in this appendix for the convenience of the reader so that he is not required 
to refer to the original papers.
The derivation of the saturation equations in sections (1), (21, (.3) and
(4) below is described by the authors (9), section C5) gives the equation for v^ 
published already (12), section (6) repeats the equation of Kell and Whalley (11) 
and section (7) gives the h-p-s equation of this paper.
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APPEMDIX 2
Chebyshev polynomial
The function T^^x) is the Chebyshev polynomial (or T-polynomial) of rth
degree with x normalised in the range -1 - x - 1. The first two T-polynomials
are T (x) = 1  and T,(x) = x. o 1
The remaining T-polynomials are calculated using the recurrence relation
T (x) = 2xT (x) - T _ (x). n n —1 n —z
Hence T2 (x) = 2x^ - 1 ; T^(x) = 4x® - 3x ; etc.
In a Chebyshev series of the form
n
y = Z ’ a T (x) (i)
r = 0 ^ ^
the a^ are the Chebyshev coefficients, and the prime indicates that the first
term of the sum is to be halved. Hence (1) can be written
y = ia^ + a^ T^(x) t a^T^ (x) + ....a^T^(x).
Summation
There is a simple method for the summation of a Chebyshev series, which
has the advantage of keeping round-off errors to a minimum.
The values b , b , b , ..... b are formed successively fromn n—1 n—z u
^  -  b r t 2  +  S  > b n + 1  = \ + 2  = °
Then y = Kb^ - b^)
Derivatives
On d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  y  w ith  r e s p e c t  t o  x in  e q u a tio n  ( i )  we o b ta in
n -  1
^  = Z . ' A T , .
dx p -  0 ^
w here A _ = A , + 2 r a  r - 1  r+ 1  r
and A = A _ = 0 n n+1
A d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  C hebyshev p o ly n o m ia ls  i s  g iv e n  in  C h a p te r  8 o f  Modem 
Com puting M ethods, 2nd e d i t i o n  (N .P .L . N otes on A p p lied  S c ie n c e ,  No,1 6 , 
H .M .S .O ., 1961 ) .
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Abstract
Equations specifying the dynamic viscosity of compressed water and 
steam are presented. In the temperature range 0 °C to 100 °C the location 
of the inversion locus (•”  = 0) is defined for the first time with some
precision. The low pressure steam results are recorrelated and a higher 
inversion temperature is indicated than that previously accepted. From 
100 to 600 °C values of viscosity are derived up to 3.5 kilobar and 
between 600 and 1500 °C up to 1 kilobar. All the original observations 
in the gaseous phase have been corrected to a consistent set of densities 
and deviation plots for all the new correlations are given.
Although the equations give values within the tolerances of the Inter­
national Skeleton Tables it is clear that the range and tolerances of the 
latter could with some advantage be revised to give twice the existing 
temperature range and over ten times the existing pressure range at low 
temperatures, A list of the observations used and their deviations from the 
correlating equations is available as a separate publication.
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Introduction
The first Skeleton Table (1) of the coefficient of viscosity of water 
and steam, covering ranges of pressure and temperature to 800 bar and 700 °C, 
were published by the Sixth International Conference on the Properties of 
Steam in November 1964. This table was drawn up on the basis of observations 
existing in 1962 and did not take account of work published later, in 
particular that of Latto (2) and Ray (3) at the University of Glasgow and
that of Tanaka and associates (4) at the Resources Research Institute, Saitama,
Japan. In view of this and as recently as 1966 the author (5) reviewed old
and new sources of experimental work and by means of new correlating equations
extended the upper limits of pressure and temperature to 1000 bar and 1000 °C. 
These new equations were marginally better than those appended to the Skeleton 
Table, if only, because the transition from the compressed water region (< 350 °C) 
to the supercritical steam region (> 375 °c)was improved.
The need to review yet again the current status of the viscosity of 
water and steam stems primarily from the observations of Bett and Cappi (6) 
and Horne and Johnson (7) on compressed water in the range 0 °C to 100 
and the high pressure observations of Dudziak and Franck (8) in the range 
16§C to 560 These works enable the upper pressure to be raised to
10 kilobar in the range 0 °C to 100 °C and to 3.5 kilobar in the range 
100 °C to 600 C^. At the same time it was decided to take the opportunity 
of revising all the older, and recognised, high pressure steam observations 
and relating them to one another through a consistent set of densities 
derived from the formulation of Juza (9). Account has also been taken of 
the measurements of Rivkin and Levin (10) in the low pressure region (< 300 °C) 
although the viscosity of superheated steam between 300 °C and 400 °C remains 
ill-defined due to the absence of experimental work.
1. Compressed water at sub-critical temperatures (< 375 °C)
The need to recorrelate the observations in the liquid phase stems from 
the recent work of Home and Johnson (7), Dudziak and Franck (8) and Bett 
and Cappi (6), the latter contribution being especially important. Unfortunately,
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these new observations are not of equivalent quality or quantity; in the 
temperature range being considered there are only 20 effective observations 
from the work of Dudziak and Franck and an uncertainty of about 5% has to 
be attached to each. The observations of Bett and Cappi cover the temperature 
range from 0 ^C to 100 °C and up to 10 kilobar whereas the observations of 
Horne and Johnson cover only the temperature range from 0 °C to 20 °C and up 
to about 2 kilobar. Further, the observations of the former, made with a 
falling cylinder viscometer, exhibit a higher reproducibility than those of 
the latter, made with a rolling ball viscometer. A preliminary examination 
of these two sets of data in their common range from 0 °C to 20 °C shows 
that agreement is best at the upper and lower limits of temperature and that 
the greatest discrepancy occurs in the middle of the range.
The development of a new correlation for the liquid phase has to resolve 
a numberof problems which may be summarised as follows:
(1) The new data, referred to above and discussed very briefly, 
is relative. In the works of Bett and Cappi and Home and Johnson 
the experimental results are expressed in the form ^^1 where is . 
the viscosity at some pressure, p, and is the viscosity at atmos­
pheric pressure at the same temperature. Dudziak and Franck related 
their observations to the values at BOO bar in the International 
Skeleton Table, which does not now reflect the current state of 
knowledge.
A new equation for the one atmosphere - saturation line has to 
be devised since neither that appended to the 1ST nor that derived 
by Bruges (5) reflects the recognised values with sufficient precision. 
Any new equation must reflect the value of 1002 x 10  ^kg/m s for the 
dynamic viscosity of liquid water at one atmosphere pressure.
(2) The new data has to be merged with the older data which was 
reviewed by Bruges (5) and includes the following leading works, 
Swindells, Coe, and Godfrey (11), Schmidt and Mayinger (12),
Moszynski (13), Tanaka (4) and Weber (14).
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(3) Towards the critical point the values given by any new 
correlation have to coincide more or less with the correlations 
of Rivkin (15) which, in turn, agree very well with the 1ST 
values. Further, Rivkin estimates the value of viscosity at
the critical point itself to lie between 40.2 x 10 ^and 41.8 x 10 ^kg/m s. 
Since equation 6, below, gives a value of 41.4 x 10  ^kg/m s 
at the critical point this was accepted as the end value for the 
saturated liquid line, thus relating the liquid values to the 
vapour values,
(4) The data of Bett and Cappi define very clearly the locus
of the quantity “  = 0. Previously, the inversion temperature,
0^ , was assumed to be independent of p, and, in fact, Weber 
estimated that viscosity was independent of pressure at 32 °C 
or 305 °K, The value was used by Kestin (16) in a correlation 
appended to the Skeleton Tables and later Bruges (5) used a value 
of 311 °K, in both instances the viscosity was expressed as a 
function of pressure and temperature. However, it is not possible 
to modify the previous approach and it is now essential to express 
the viscosity as a function of density and temperature, although 
the one atmosphere-saturation line remains as a function of 
temperature.
1.1 Correlation of Compressed Water at Sub-Critical Temperatures (< 375 ^C)
All the data noted in the preceding section was used in a number of 
attempts to fit the data either by the method of ’least squares', or by the 
use of orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials, using procedures which previous 
experience had shown might be suitable. For this purpose an equation in the 
form of a Chebyshev series was devised to represent the viscosity values along 
the one atmosphere-saturation line, from 0 *^C to 350 °C, which was to be used 
as a reference curve. However, due largely to the varying quality of the data 
and the need to apply the constraints referred to above it was decided to abandon 
this method of fitting. Instead it was decided to make a graphical representation 
of the data in terms of density and temperature, all the factors mentioned above 
being taken into account, and to fit the smoothed values so derived in place
of the actual observations themselves. The deviations of the actual experimental 
points from the final analytical expressions are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3.
The viscosity, y at density p and temperature T, was expressed in the terms 
of the viscosity, , at one atmosphere or saturation density, p^ , at the same 
temperature by an equation of the form
a. (p- p )
i = 0
A number of isotherms were so fitted using the graphed values of y and p 
after which the coefficients 'a' were then fitted as functions of temperature 
to give (y - y^ ) as a double power series in T and (p - p^ ).
The one atmosphere- saturation line from 0 °C to 350 °C was replaced by
two equations, one representing the viscosity of water at one atmosphere from 
0 to 100 and a second representing the viscosity of the saturated liquid 
from 100 to 350 *^ 0. Values of viscosity at one atmosphere pressure were 
generated at one degree intervals from 0 °C to 100 °C using the correlations of
y !
Bingham and White, Dorsey and others referred to by Bruges (5). The ratio ^20 
tfor equation 1 used here is compared with the older correlations in table 1.
Table 1 
Values of 4^/420 water
at one atmosphère pressure
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
Bingham 
& White 
(1912)
1.7864
1.5159
1.2932
1.1312
1.0000
0.8892
0.7948
Hardy & 
Cottington 
(1949)
1.5154
1.0000
Weber
(1955)
1.7885
1.5170
1.3043
1.1360
1.0000
0.8885
0.7959
This
(eqn 1)
work
1.7824
1.5110
1.3004
1.1347
1,0000
0.8891
0.7968
1, continued over...
Equation numbers as used in appendix, where equations and their coefficients
are listed.
Table 1 continued... -5-
t Bingham Hardy & Weber This
& White Cottington (eqn
°C (1912) (1949) (1955) work
35 0.7184 0.7179 0.7189
40 0.6522 0.6518 0.6518 0.6526
50 0.5958
60 0.4656 0.4664
70 0.4039
80 0.3541 0.3546
90 0.3150
100 0.2816 0.2827
[Bingham, E.G. and White, G.F. , Z. Phys. Chem. 80 (1912) 670
Hardy, R.C. and Cottington, R.L., Jl. Res. N.B.S., 48 (1949) 573
Weber, W., Z. Angew . Phys. 7 (2) (1955) 961
Above 100 °C a series of "best" values were obtained at one degree intervals to
375 °C from the earlier work of Bruges and ■the latest correlation of Rivkin.
The saturation values derived here from equation 2 are compared with those
obtained previously ;in table 2•
Table 2
Values of viscosity of saturated liquid water
. t 4 X 10^ kg/m s
°C Rivkin (15) This work 1ST
100 278.7 283.1 279.0
120 229.5 231.0 229.9
140. 194.7 194.1 195.0
160 168.9 167.7 169.1
180 149.3 148.5 149.3
200 133.3 133.9 133.8
210 126.2 127.9 127.3
220 120.4 122.4 121.5
230 115.1 117.5 116.2
240 110.8 112.9 111.4
250 106.9 108.7 107.0
continued over...
Table 2 continued  -6-
t U X 10 kg/m s
^c Rivkin (15) This work 1ST
260 103.2 104.8 103.0
270 99.8 101.1 99.4
280 96.4 97.5 96.1
290 93.2 94.1 93.0
300 89.9 90.7 90.1
310 86.5 87.2 -
320 83.0 83.5
330 79.0 79.5 -
340 74.8 74.8 -
350 70.0 69.4 -
360 64.4 62.1 -
370 56.4 51.8 ■ -
374.15 .40.2 4^1.8 41.4 , -
Because of their complexity none of the equations 1, 2, 3.1 and 3.2 for the 
liquid state is reproduced in the text and the reader is requested to refer 
to the appendix, where he is asked to note that the equations take the form of 
Chebyshev polynomials. The extent to which the equations represent the 
experimental observations may be judged by referring to the deviation plots of 
figures 1, 2 and 3.
Figure 1 (0 °C - 20 °C) shows the lack of agreement between the observations
of Bett and Cappi and those of Home and Johnson, except at 2 °C and 20 °C. The
correlation favours the work of Bett and Cappi because of the wide range of 
pressure and temperature covered. However, older measurements of Timrot and 
Khlopkina (22) and Tanaka are adequately fitted by the equation.
Figure 2 (0 °C - 150 °C) includes the older measurements of Schmidt and
Mayinger as well as those of Moszynski. At 75 °C the observations of Bett and 
Cappi could be low since there is good agreement at 50 *^C and 100 °C. The data 
of Moszynski was estimated previously to be about 1% low and the new correlation 
bears this out.
-7-
Figure 3 (100 °C - 350 °C) shows the large scatter in the observations 
of Dudziak and Franck to which reference has already been made. The rest of 
the data is for the most part included within a band of _+ 3%,
2. Steam at sub-critical pressures and temperatures
The viscosity of superheated steam, at temperatures between 100 °C and 
300 °C, decreases with increasing density, a characteristic measured by Kestin 
and Wang (17) and earlier by Moszynski (18) using oscillating disc type visco­
meters. Later Kestin and Richardson (19), using the same type of instrument, 
refined the earlier observations and their simple correlating equation was used 
to generate the entries in the pertinent region of the 1964 International 
Skeleton Table. In 1966 the negative value of ^  was confirmed by Rivkin and
d p
Levin, using a capillary viscometer, and the previous upper limit of temperature, 
275 C^, achieved by Kestin and Richardson, was raised to 300 °C. Unfortunately, 
this temperature is still below that at which = 0 or becomes positive, and 
the inversion temperature can only be found by extrapolation. A fairly good 
estimate of the inversion temperature can be obtained by plotting the actual 
experimental results to a convenient base, say pressure, and finding the value
of viscosity, and hence the temperature, at which the viscosity is judged to be 
unvarying with pressure. The author carried this out and estimated the inversion 
temperature to be between 320 °C and 330 °C although the correlating equation of 
Kestin and Richardson indicates a value of 315 °C.
At the lower temperature (175 °C) the observations of Rivkin and Levin 
confirm those of Kestin and Richardson within 0.2% but along the 275 °C isotherm 
there is a systematic discrepancy reaching 2% between the two sets of results. 
Although the observations of the latter show a higher degree of reproducibility 
than those of the former the authois decided to include both sets in any 
correlation, being particularly anxious to derive all possible advantage from 
the 300 °C observations.
A number of attempts were made to correlate this low pressure data with 
the atmospheric pressure observations of Shifrin (20) and Latto over the 
temperature range 100 °C to 350 *^ C, giving various weighting factors to the 
low pressure data. None of the results was satisfactory since the purpose
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was to provide simultaneously a good fit to the low pressure data and a 
consistent atmospheric line. Eventually the low pressure data, some 64 
observations, were correlated using the same form of equation in density and 
temperature as that used by Kestin and Richardson. No advantage could be derived 
from a more elaborate equation and an improved correlating equation for this region 
can only be derived when additional observations above 300 °C become available.
2.1 Correlation for steam at sub-critical pressures and temperatures
The correlating equation, derived using the method of least squares, has 
the form
]i = a t b(-| ) + c Æ  
o o
- {d + eC^ ))  _(4)
o
and may be considered valid in the ranges
0 _< t _< 325.93 °C 
0 _< p £ 165 xlO^ N/m^
A deviation plot for the assembly of observations is given in figure 4 
from which it is readily seen that the equation represents a compromise between 
the two sets of data used. The temperature, at which the negative coefficient 
vanishes, is derived from the fourth term of equation 4 and is found to.be 
326.93 °C. Since- there seemed no special merit in rounding this figure to 
327 the authors retained the value of 326,93 °C.
3. Steam at atmospheric pressure
In view of the difficulty in fitting,simultaneously the low pressure 
observations of Kestin and Richardson and Rivkin and Levin with the atmospheric 
measurements of Latto and Shifrin it was decided to accept the atmospheric 
values calculable from equation 4 in preference to those deduced from any 
correlation of the atmospheric observations. This means that the atmospheric 
line has to be constrained to give the values generated from equation 4 in the 
range 100 °C to 326,93 °C, Table 3 shows the intercomparison of four possible 
interpretations of the atmospheric line in the range 100 °C to 400
-9-
Table 3
Intercomparison of atmospheric equations in the range 100 °C - 400 °C 
Dynamic viscosity, kg/m s x 10^
Latto (2) Latto (2) & 
Shifrin (20)
L.P.data 
Eqn .4
Latto & 
Shifrin 
modified Eqn.5
100 12.14 12.154 12.064 12.072
110 12.54 12.474 12.476
120 12.94 12.884 12.882
130 13.34 13.295 13.288
140 13.75 13.705 13.697
150 14.15 14.150 14.117 14.106
160 14.56 14.528 14.516
170 14.97 14.940 14.928
180 15.38 15.352 15.341
190 15.79 15.765 15.754
200 16.21 16.182 16.178 16.169
210 16.62 16.591 16.584
220 17.04 17.005 17.000
230 17.45 17.419 17.417
240 17.87 17.834 17.834
250 18.29 18.241 18.249 18.252
260 18.71 18.664 18.670
270 19.13 19.080 19.089
280 19.55 19.497 19.508
290 19.97 19.914 19.927
300 20.39 20.319 20.331 20.347
310 20.81 20.749 20.767
320 21.23 21.167 21.187
330 21.66 21.586 21.607
340 22.08 22.005 22.027
350 22.50 22.408 22.424 22.447
360 22.92 22.866
370 23.34 23.286
380 23.77 23.705
390 24.19 24.124
400 24.61 24.500 24.543
The first column gives values of viscosity in micropoise derived from 
the publication of Latto and used by the author (5). The second column gives 
values, derived from a least squares fit to the fourth power in temperature of 
the data of Latto and Shifrin, and the third column gives the values derived 
from equation 4. Agreement between the entries in the three columns is 
remarkably close, better than 10  ^kg/m s except at the lower temperatures.
It seemed likely that the atmospheric line could be represented over the range 
0 *^C to 1000 °C by an equation similar to that used to fit the data of Latto 
and Shifrin (column 2) but constrained to give the values of equation 4. The 
fourth column gives values derived from such an equation, which is not only a 
good fit at the lower temperatures but is also more than adequate at temperatures
up to 1000 C as can be seen from Table 4.
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Table 4
Intercomparison of atmospheric equations, 500 °C-1000 °C 
Dynamic viscosity, kg/m s x 10^
.......... Latto (2) Latto (2) & 
Shifrin (20)
Latto & Shifrin 
• modified Eqn. 5
500 28.79 28.664 28.700
600 32.87 32.756 32.769
700 36.81 36.727 36.710
800 40.57 40.531 40.488
900 44.13 44.131 44.077
1000 47.50 47.492 47.459
3,1 Correlation for steam at atmospheric pressure
The correlating equation, derived as described in section 3, has the
form
4 T ^
M = Z f . e  )  .(5)
i=0 ^ o
and may be considered as valid in the range 100 °C to 1000 °C at atmospheric 
pressure (1.01325 x 10^ N/m^). Equation 5 gives the value of y as 21.478 x 10  ^
kg/m 8 at 326.93 °C as compared with 21.4570 x 10  ^kg/m s from equation 4.
No plot of deviations of experimental points from equation 5 is given *
since this would be virtually the same as those already published (2, 5).
4. Steam at supercritical temperatures (> 375 °C)
The leading works in this region are those of Timrot (21), Timrot and 
Khlopkina (22), Nhitelaw (23), Ray (3), Schmidt and Mayinger (12) and Tanaka (4), 
to which list must be added the work of Dudziak and Franck (8). Apart from 
the latter reference all the other references have been discussed (5) and no 
further argument will be advanced here as to their quality as primary sources.
The measurements of Dudziak and Franck are related to the values of viscosity 
quoted by various sources, including the author (24), at SOObar, and con­
sequently are not primary determinations. Nevertheless, their observations 
provide the only guide, so far available, to the behaviour of the coefficient
,11-
5 2 5 2.of viscosity at pressures between 1000 x 10 N/m and 3500 x 10 N/m in the
temperature range up to 500 °C. The scatter of their observations is such
that an uncertainty of ^  5% has to be attached to their smoothed data.
In this region the "excess viscosity" is easily expressible as a function
of density, the excess viscosity being equal to the difference between any
measured value at a given pressure and temperature and the zero density value
at the same temperature. In this case the zero density value was considered
to be equivalent to the atmospheric value to a close approximation.
4.1 Correlation
(6 ) ,
The correlating equation has the form
y - = m(-^  ) + n(~ _
c c
where y^ is the atmospheric viscosity given by equation 5, and correlates all 
the data noted in section 4 with the exception of the observations of Dudziak 
and Franck. A deviation plot for the assembly of data used in the correlation 
is shown in figure 5.
Although it was decided to exclude the data of Dudziak and Franck, for 
the reasons given above, equation (6) is found to give values of viscosity 
which are nevertheless in good agreement with the smoothed data of Dudziak 
and Franck. Table 5 shows values of viscosity derived from equation 6 and
the corresponding values from the aforementioned work.
Table 5
Viscosity values and ratios from Dudziak and Franck and equation 6 
Dynamic viscosity, kg/m s x 10^
-5 2 400° 
p X 10 N/m D & F
C
Eqn. 6
500 °C 
D & F Eqn.6
560
D & F
°C
Eqn. 6
800 8.15 7.974 5.90 5.961 5.10 5.153
1000 . 8.75 8 .444 6.65 6.742 5.85 5 .922
2000 10.5 9.971 8.60 8.855 8.05 8.253
3000 11.6 10.98 9.65 10.09 9.15 9.592
3500 12.1 11.40 10.0 10.58 9.50 10.12
Ratios ^/^800
800 1 1 1 1 1 1
1000 1.07 1.05 1.13 1.13 1.15 1.15
2000 1.29 1.25 1.46 1.49 1.58 1.60
3000 1.42 1.38 1.64 1.69 1.79 1.86
3500 1.48 1.43 1.69 1.77 1.86 1.96
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It would seem that extrapolation of equation 6 to give viscosity values 
UTi to 3 5 0 0  X 10^ N/m^ is justified within the temperature limits 375°C and 
éOO^G, It is of interest to note that equation 6 involves terms in ^  and 
only, previously it had been thought necessary to include terms in In
fitting the data so small a reduction in the standard deviation occurred, if
3 3a term In j? was included, that it was decided to omit the term in ^  *
Tables and Diagrams
The equations and their coefficients enable values of the dynamic viscosity 
of compressed water and steam to be calculated within the specified ranges of 
pressure and temperature. These ranges are shown in figure 5> together with 
upper limits of pressure and temperature of the Skeleton Tables, and those areas 
where graphical interpolation has still to be employed are identified. The 
equations give values which lie within the tolerances of the Skeleton Tables 
and table 6 sets out this comparison for a limited number of grid points, , As 
might be expected the discrepancy between the 1ST values and those presented 
here is greatest for the liquid phase, particularly along the 0°C Isotherm,
The new correlation for the liquid phase shows that the temperature at which 
the negative density coefficient vanishes is 45°C, which is the same temperature 
at which the compressibility of the liquid is a minimum and is in accordance 
with the estimate of Horne and Johnson, Unfortunately the observations of 
these workers are not in very good agreement with the correlation except at 
2°C and 20°C, However, some recent observations made by Wonhem (25) using 
a rotating cylinder viscometer substantiate the work of Bett and Cappi and 
hence the correlation given here.
Values of dynamic viscosity at fairly wide intervals of pressure and 
temperature are given in tables 7 and 8 and a number of diagrams, figures 7 
to 1 3 , are presented which show the behaviour of this property over specific 
ranges of pressure and temperature. The magnitude of the density coefficient 
is particularly well displayed in figure 7 from which it may be seen that the 
negative coefficient vanishes about A5®C, Above this temperature the viscosity
of the liquid behaves normally and the Isobars of the supercritical low 
temperature fluid merge smoothly with those of the high temperature fluid in 
the temperature range 250^C-375^C, particularly at pressures up to 1500 bar, 
as in figure 8, Steam at sub-critical pressures, like water at low temperatures, 
also exhibits a negative density coefficient and this is shovm in figures 9 and
11. The blending of the isobars where the coefficient is negative (<i326.93^ 0) 
with the corresponding isobars at higher temperatures (j>375^0) is troublesome 
due to the absence of experimental data. However by cross-plottingytt with p 
and t a reasonable merging is achieved as may be seen in figure 10, Figures 
12 and 13 show the behaviour in the high temperature ranges up to 700^0 and to 
1500^0 respectively.
Tables and diagrams at close intervals of temperature and pressure to 
permit easy interpolation have been prepared by the authors, from the equations 
presented here, for the Engineering Sciences Data Unit and these are available 
from the Institution as Engineering Sciences Data Item No, 68009*
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Tàble 6
Comparison with 1ST values and tolerances 
Dynamic Viscosity kg/m s x 10^
pxlO N/m - -_ 0 100 200 300 400 500 , 600 . 700
1 (a) 1750 12.11 16.18 20.25 24.3 28.4 32.5 36.5
(b) 1786 12.06 16 .18 20.33 24.5 28.7 32.8 36.7
(c) 40 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1
200 1740 283 138 93.0 28.6 31.1 34.6 38.4
1740 286 138 94.6 28.5 31.2 34.7 38.4
40 7 4 2.3 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5
400 1730 287 143 98.1 62.8 36.9 37.9 40.8
1703 289 142 99.9 62.7 36.8 37.8 40.6
70 12 6 3.9 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.6
600 1720 291 148 103.0 73.6 48.5 42.8 43.9
1676 294 147 104.3 73.5 48.4 42.6 43.7
70 12 6 4.0 2.9 1.9 1.7 1.8
800 1710 ’ 295 152 108 .0 79.8 59.6 49.1 47.8
1656 298 151 108.3 79,7 59.6 48.9 47.5
70 12 6 4.0 3.2 2.4 2.0 1.9
(a) International Skeleton Table
(b) This work
(c) Tolerance
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Table 8
Dynamic viscosity at saturation kg/m s
6t C li^ X  1 0 U X  10 
g
0 1786 8.105
2 0 1 0 0 2 8 .903
40 653.9 9.701
60 467.3 10.50
80 355.4 11.29
1 0 0 283.1 12.06
1 2 0 231.0 12.83
140 194.1 13.57
160 167.7 14.30
180 148.5 15.02
2 0 0 133.9 15.72
2 2 0 122.4 16.42
240 112.9 17.14
260 104.8 17.90
280 97.5 18.74
300 90.7 19.73
320 83.5 20.95
340 74.8 22.70
360 62.1 26 .5
370 51.8, 30.6
374.15 41.4 41.4
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APPENDIX
EQUATIONS FOR THE DYNAMIC VISCOSITY 
OP LIQUID AND GASEOUS ILO
The following equations specify the dynamic viscosity (y) of water 
and steam in Ns/ra^ where T is in °K, t in °C, p in N/m^, p in kg/m^. They 
give values which are within the tolerances of the International Skeleton 
Tables.
Several of the equations take the form of Chebyshev series where T^(x) 
is the Chebyshev polynomial of m th degree with x normalised in the range 
“1 _< X _< 1, The polynomials are calculated using a recurrence relation 
as follows
- T^_2(x)
Tg(x) - 1
T ^ ( x )  =  X
Hence T_(x) = 2x^ - 1
3T^(x) = 4x - 3x etc.
1 Water at atmospheric pressure
Equation (1) applies in the range 0°C t _< 100*^0
where x ~ C2(y ) - 2.36609921 | /O.36609921 and the coefficients are 
o
a^ = 7.654 497 35 x lo“  ^ a, = 2.541 962 82 x lo"^
0 _4 4
a^ =-6.628 585 16 x 10  ^ a^ = -8.059 669 3 1 x 1 0
a„ = 2,408 023 47 x lo"^ a, = 2.589 903 20 x lo”^
-5 “7
=-7.973 601 35 x 10 = -8.329 834 33 x 10
Eg = 2.751 794 88 x lo“^.
2 Saturated liquid water
Equation (2) applies in the range 100 ^  t _< 350 °C
5
“f'mSo
where x = f2(“  ) - 3.7358594 ] /I.0036610 and the coefficients are
o
bg = 1.381 879 27 x lo“  ^ bg = -1.533 888, 02 x 10^^
b, = -9.908 862 92 x lo"^ b, = 2.421 351 63 x lo"^
1 4 -.5 •
bg = 2.640 790 92 X 10 b^ = -1.622 637 68 x 10
3 Compressed water
Equation (3.1) applies in the range 0 °C _< t _< 100 *^ C and p P. iO 000x10 
N/ri\^  and in the range 100 °C < t _< 130 °C and p^ _< p 3500 x 10^ N/m^
5 5
P = Pf + iio j^O Cij T.(y) C3.1)
—  3
where x = (p ~ p^) 10 - 1
y = T-373.15
100
“ 2 -
Equation (3.2) applies in the range 130 ^  t ^  300 °C and
p < p < 3500 X 10^ N/m^ and in the range 300 °C < t < 350 °C and
® 5 2
Pg p _< 1000 X 10 N/m
4 3
where
y = y. + 2 E d.. T .(x) T.(z) (3.2)
.  ^ i=0 j=0 1 :
T - 523.15
150
The values of y^ used are either equal to y from equation (1) or y 
from equation (2) depending on.the temperature t. The coefficients ^
c^j and d^j are tabulated below.
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4 Superheated'steam at low pressures
Equation (4) applies in the range 0 °C t  _< 326.93 °C and 
0 p < 165 X 10^ N/m^.
2
y « a  + b(-^) + c ( ^ )  {d + e(“ )) (4)
where a = -2.618 79 x 10 ^ d = 9.264 99 x 10 ^
b « 1.052 82 X lo”  ^ e = -4.217 33 x 10“^
c - 1.961 01 X 10“^
5 Superheated steam at atmospheric pressure
Equation (5) applies in the range 326.93*^0 < t < 1000 °C and p =» 1.01325x10"
N/ra^ .
A T ^
h. = Z f. e  ) . (5)
1 i=0 1 ?o • •
where = -1.194 705 8 x 10  ^ = -3.530 246 4 x 10 ^
f, = 7.839 813 6 x lO"^ f, = 1.765 5600 x lo”®
I 4
fg = 1.819 397 9 X 10"G
Values may also be derived from equation (5) in the range 100°C t 326.93*^0
"9 2and will be found to differ by no more than 22 x 10 Ns/m or about 0.1%. At
326.93^0 equation (4) gives 21.457 x 10  ^Ns/m^ and equation (5) gives
21,478 X lO"^ Ns/m^.
6 Steam at supercritical temperatures
Equation (6) applies in the range 375 °C t _< 600 °G and 1.01325x10^
K/m^ and in -the range 600 ^  t _< 1000 *^ C and 1.01325x10^ N/m^ ^  p ^  1000x10^
N/m^.
y = y, + m (— ) + n (— )^ (6)
where Uj^  is the dynamic viscosity at atmospheric pressure given by equation (5)
and p density at pressure, p, and temperature T.
Ihc values of the coefficients are 
m = 9.834 76 X  10 ^
and n = 8.082 79 x 10 ^ .
- 1 2 1 -
APPENDIX VI
Th# dieooati&witÎGS exhibited by.the equation atafee £ox watey
Jtîg;a*a fom\îlati#n eov^ eta th# 51iiti«l Itom 100,000 hat to 1000 with 
£owr ragiows a W  it is important to confit# that the functions h, p and s 
are anfficiently smooth across the three inter-regional boundaries which 
are defined by the isochores v *» 2*3256, 1.2658, 0,9524 em^ /g, Tîie 
adequacy of this formulation is shown in the accompanying table which 
gives the discontinuities recommended by the 1st IFC which were 0,005 p, 
0,2 J/g and 0,0002 J/g î< respectively. The only boundary where the 
recommended values are exceeded is in the range of temperature 255(t )
< t < 272 G^,
—1 2 2 -
Table of discontinuities 
Boundai-y between Regions I and II
t°c p bar dp .0005 p h J/g dh s J/g K ■ ds
1000 2805.3 .002645^ 1.40 4127.9 .000615 5 .9285 .000000
800 , 2011.1 .002645 1.01 3501.2 .000615 5 .5444 II
600 1174.5 -.002645 .59 2789.1 .000515 5.0223 II
500 743.7 .002645 .37 2432.4 .000717 4.7099
450 530.1 .002645 .27 2248 .2 .000715 4.5299 I t
400 323.7 .002594 .16 2051.3 .000597 4.3164 II
‘380 245.4 -.001440 .12 1966 .9 -.000247 4.2166 11
375 226.7 ,000809 .11 1946 .4 .000272 4.1917 I t
374 223.1 .002633 .11 1938.5 .000612 4,1010 t i ­
373 219.6 .004004 .11 1933.4 .000931 4.1744 l t
372 216.2 .002627 .11 1928.0 .000611 4.1673 11
371.5 214.5 -.000563 .11 1925.2 -.000131 4.1636 I t
371.3 213.8 -.002612 .11 1924.0 -.000607 4.1620 I t
Boundary between Regions II and III
1000 9097.6 -.005620 4.5 4257.2 -.001108 5.2501 .000000
800 6837.5 -.006650 3.4 3470.7 -.001275 4.8136 I t
600 4473.6 -.008117 2.2 2647.6 -.001510 4.2728 t t
500 3234.6 -.009096 1.6 2221.4 -.001663 3.9450 II
400 1947.8 -.0010289 .97 1782.3 -.001842 ■ 3.5623 II
300 621.6 ,117417 .31 1323.7 .014313 3.0942 11
280 356.4 .117487 .18 1229.5 .014326 2.9865 I t
260 94.1 .117195 .047 1134.2 .014298 2.8722 II
258 68.0 .117167 .034 1124.6 .014295 2.8604 II
256 ' 42.1 ,117138 .021 1115.0 .014293 2.8485 II
Boundary between Regions III and IV
1000 21433.5 .003366 10.7 5006.5 .000723 4.7837 .000000
800 17465.0 .003388 8.7 4095.6 .000752 4.3350 ■ I t
600 13334.1 .003374 6.7 3160.3 .000787 3.7765 11
400 9095.2 .003124 4.6 2187.7 .000815 3.0356 II
200 4698.4 .000904 . 2.3 1153.9 .000637 1.9485 I t
. 0 1110.5 -.041505 .56 105 .6 -.003885 -.0.0125 -.000001
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APPENDIX VII
An equation to represent the spécifie volume of watecr at atmospheric pressure, 
in the yang# 0 to ISO m  a function of temperature 
This note which appeared as an appendix in reference (93), describes an 
equation which represents the * atmospheric volume' of water as a function of 
temperature in the range 0 to 150 using a Chebyshev series. An equation, 
devised by Tilton and Taylor (97) already exists for calculating atmospheric 
density, but it is only valid in the range 0 to 45 C^,
Kell and Galley (74), who have been making p-v-T measurements for water 
in the range 0 to 150 produced an equation of the form
Ç « f (psfc) ,,,,.(161)
where v^ is the atmospheric volume.
They used Tilton and Taylor's equation from 0 ^G to 45 C^, a table of at 
5 degree intervals from Otfen, White and Smith (98) in the range 50 to 80 
and their oxm measurements (74) of v^ at 5 degree intervals in the range SO ^G 
to 150 C^* The volumes above 100 are those for the metastable superheated 
liquid and not the volumes for the equilibrium state.
In order to make the use of equation (161) more straightforward, especially 
for the calculation of other properties by differentiation* it was decided to 
represent v^ by a single equation over the complete range* This would also 
ensure that v^ was absolutely smooth.
Using the values of obtained from the above sources the following 
equation (162) was formulated to fit v^ to I p.p.m, up to 45 to 2 p.p.m. 
up to 80 and to 3 p«p,m, up to 150 ^0, The volumes obtained from equation 
(162) are tabulated at 5 degree intervals in the attached Table along with 
the differences * (v  ^experimental “* v^ equation (162) x lo\ in parts per million.
* r * o \  *,,,.(162)
where x t/75**I,
The values of are as followss
Ug « 1*0353 a^  «. ■•5,7580
« 4,5864 159gQ-2 a^  - 1,8096 991.^"5
Og « 9,8033 008iQ"3 « 4,8504 239,Q-'6
Ug « 5.1326 Ag « 2,3814 401^ *^“6
a^  w 2,8558 355^^”*4 a^  « 1.5662 ISb^^-b
1^24"
Deviations and evaluation of equation (162) from original data
'A
t Equation (162) Difference
3, 
cm /g ■ * ' p.p.m.
0 1,000160 0
S 1*000035 I
10 1*000300 0
15 1*000900 0
20 1*001797 0
25 1.002961 1
30 1*004367 1
35 1*005999 1
40 1*007841 0
45 1,009881 0
50 1,012108 -I
55 1*014514 -1
60 1,017091 0
65 1*019835 0
70 1,022740 2
80 1*029025 -1
85 1,032400 "2
90 1*035929 -1
95 1*039613 1
100 1*043450 0
105 1,047443 1
110 1,051392 1
115 1,055899 1
120 1,060336
125 1*064996 2
130 1.069791 -1
135 1,074758 2
140 1,079901 -1
145 1*085225 1
ISO 1,090734 0
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Stwmary of compressed water equations 
"t compressed water equation (154)
« 1 +
E % « -5*09769x10 
<" 3*71999x10
A
-5
E,21 "7*01760x10
^31 " 6,00227x10
E41
51
'3,09041x10
5,93416x10"
11
43
46
i » 0 5 e* 1
#* 8,2627x10' 
w -1*3794x10' 
^22 ^ 3.4032x10" 
= -3.6432x10"
2,0836x10
32 
%42 *
Ega « -4*1744x10
10
42
44
46
49
:o3 # -9.109x10
Egg # 2,626x10 
ELg * -8,913x10 
« 1,1467x10
"13
-14
-16
« -7,102x10
33 
^43
Egq *< 1,4841x10
-17
40
22
h"I)-s compressed water equation (155)
h
4 3
s’ E’ B., T,<X)ï.(’ï)
i w O j w O  ^  3
where % « (2s - 11,99)/12.01
and Y (* (2p-1000)/1000
iV 0
”ij
1 2 3
0 2,29396778066^ ^^ 4 9.SOZ217238S3jq2 -9,22809517786jq1 3.44B1366044Bj^ gO
1 1.49785098900^ 04 7.0551S999SS4jq2 -7.46436404816iol 2.77856793062jgO
a 4,2O4561847O2%03 3,44974682900j^gZ -3.93283089753jqX 1.44141411490jg0
3 6,47843041947gq2 9.93Z4U9SS06j,q1 -1.24ll2560347^ j,l 4.4S137731177j,jj-:
4 4,47369162798%ol l,36056S24920j^ jl -1.8S8S722Z935jqO 6.S712S442419j(j-:
“" 1 2 6 " "
APPENDIX IX
Calculation of the efficiency of a water turbine
The efficiency of a water turbine or pump may be determined very elegantly 
by the ' thermodynamic method', a method which depends not only on the thermo- 
dynamic properties of water but also on the precision with which small temperature 
changes can be measured. Evaluation of the themodynamic properties in such 
efficiency calculations may be carried out very easily using equation (155) and 
the following hypothetical results for a turbine are used to illustrate such 
an application.
The e f f i c i e n c y o f  a turbine is given by
( h ,  -  h „ ) 1 0 ^  +  s ' ( a .  -  3 „ )  +  ( 9 Y  “  V , S / 2  j, *H* Ju iC* (1* ^ \ ' / 1 /" 1 \
10=» + s' (3p - + <Vp " v/)/2
where the suffices refer to the measuring stations shown in the accompanying 
figure* In the example aliomx a small flow of water is taken from a point 
upstream of the turbine and throttled in a calorimeter* The temperature difference 
(Tp - Tg) » AT is measured, from which observation the necessary fluid properties 
can be deduced. The following constants apply to the turbine for which the 
computed efficiencies are given in the table,
s' 9,798 m/a»''
479.2 m
476*9 m
a 481,8 m
P
0*5 m/s
5.2 m/s
V zero (included in enthalpy term)
F
Pg 1*1 X 10*' N/m2
S 2p^ 49.20 X 10"' N/m'
T- « T *» 101 p 3
(hg, - h2)10 enthalpy change J/kg
(h^  - isentropie enthalpy change 3/kg
427'
ATxlO^
Thom's Eqn.(9) Eqn.(lO)
method
48.42 50.3 90.90 90,89 90,91
48,65 63,2 90.25 90.23 90.26
48,74 71.9 89,67 89.66 89.68
48,90 72.1 89.97 89,96 89.99
48,95 66*4 90,57 90.56 90.58
48.88 72.8 89.88 89.86 89.89
'Average 90,21 90.19 90.22
...., ..________ _
The efficiencies so derived are compared with the.values which would 
have been obtained had the primary data* from which equation (155) was itself 
derived, been used instead, The efficiencies in the first column are derived 
by using certain coefficients described by Thom (99) where a full account of 
the 'thermodynamic method' is given* For the sake of completeness a revised 
set of coefficients, based on equation (154) is given here although the 
values differ only marginally from those quoted by Thom,
It is immediately seen from the above table that equation (155) gives 
values of in excellent agreement not only with whose which may be derived 
from the primary data of equation (154) but also with the values obtained 
by Tiiom's method. The authors would commend equation (155) to the practitioners 
of the thermodynamic method* of which group Thom is a member, together with 
the values of the coefficients given in Appendix III of reference (100), It 
is believed that considerable advantage would be derived by expressing all the 
quantities appearing in equation il63): '& 1%% 8,1. units as shown.
The calculation of pump efficiencies is carried out in an identical manner 
and for this reason it is not shown.
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Table  3
Differences in entropy and enthalpy caused by incorrect use 
of the different temperature scales
temperature Zàa pressure ^XST Tolerance Ah
bar ______...... .
0 0,044 1 0*06 0.01
200 20,1 0*4 1.2 0^-6
1000 95.7 1,2
200 -0,058 1 2876 2 -0,18
200 860,6 0,6 -0,05
1000 903.8 1.5 —0.05
400 0,013 1 3278 3 0.17
200 2819 8 0.11
1000 1796 8 0.08
600 -0.13 1 3705 3 -0.95
200 3538 10 -0,68
1000 2861 10 -0*54
800 -0,17 1 4159 4 -0*93
200 4065 11 -0,68
1000 3715 20 -0,59
I2
VOC*01 SO
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Oompajrison of the entropy equation values with the BBh Table value»
temp#
%
Bremsute
bar
biquid Entropy 
HBb Equation Deviation
Vapour Entropy 
BBb Equation Deviation
üîabB». ..(133).. table» (132)
0 0*006107 -0.0002 -0.0002 0 ' 9*155 9.155 0
0.01 0.006112 0.0000 0,0000 0 ! 9*155i
9,154 0,001
20 0*023368 0,2963 0,2964 -0,0001 8.666 8,666 0
40 0.073750 0,5721 0,5722 -0,0001 8.256 8,256 0
60 0,19919 0,8310 0.8310 0 7,909 7.908 0,001
80 0,47339 1.0752 1,0751 0,0001 7.611 7,611 0
100 1,01325 1,3069 1.3068 0.0001 7,355 7.355 0
120 1.9833 1,528 1,528 0 7,130 7,130 0
140 3.6136 1.739 1.739 0 6.930 6.931 -0,001
160 6.1805 1,942 1,943 -0,001 6,751 6.751 0
180 10.0271 2.139 2.139 0 6.586 6,586 0
200 15.551 2.331 2,331 0 6.431 6,432 “0,001
220 23.201 2,518 2.518 0 6,285 6,285 0
240 33,480 2.702 2.702 0 6,142 6.143 -0,001
260 46.940 2.885 2.885 0 6.001 6.001 0
280 64.192 3,068 3,068 0 5,857 5,857 0
300 85.92 3,255 3,255 0 5,705 5,705 0
320 112.90 3,449 3,449 0 5,535 5,536 -0,001
340 146,08 3,661 3.661 0 ! 5.336 5.336 0
360 186,74 3.916 3,917 -0.001 5,053 5,053 0
370 210,52 4,114 4,114 0 4.795 4.796 —0,001
372 215.62 4,181 4*180 0*001 4,702 4.701 0,001
374 220,86 4,326 4,326 0 4,503 4,503 0
221,2 4,406 ___g.___ 4.406 4,406 0
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VApom; pïpoaeuw coaripelatWaG
W & m m  qon:A$- m m c W m  Aoerea- m a % W m  co^y%$- ataMaW
positive poW&%i5 pôW$À^ pa%x:AAt po&dW;^
4 o v W W  tgmp* <3wlatlw Rg!q>* dovlatlo» gcmp* d e w W t W
(Iv) ,0340. 374.10 -,0356 374 “64,68 0 3‘^ V *
W - .0368 374.is -.0331 374 ",0150 374 2.S0jq”3
(vl) X .04%! 362 -.1197 374 •♦,0542 374 i.iSjg-a
(vl) #5 ,oa7s 304 “,0738 374 .0357 374 7.l6jg--3
w .4 ,0330 364 -.0726 374 “.0329 374 6,47jg-3
W ) «* #3 ■ .ease 335 ”,0671 374 , *♦,0301 374 5.8Sjg”3
(»ii) .3 ,0120 373 ”.0200 374 . «•♦0091 374 1.62jg-3
(vii) «. *4 ,0083 374 ”*0055 370 “,0063 0 1.16^ 0-3
(viiî #3 .0234 373 ~,0106 •S69 ”,0W7 373 2,l9jg“3
(via) I> 1 ' ,0421 ' 36S ”,1197 m ",0542 374
(vlii) 1 .3 ,0131 a?» ",0097 374 .0060 373 1.31jg”3
(viii) 1 #4 ,0085 ' 374 ",0054 370 ",0064 0 1.17jg”3
(via) 1 #3 .0236 373 “,0108 309 ,0108 373 2'21lO-3
(viii) i #3 ' .0319 373 “,0252 371 .0146 373 3.65jg"3
(via) *$ ♦4 ,0287 374.15 '“‘.0342 374 “.0155 374 2,66jjj"3
(viii) #0 .4 .0336 374.13 “,0269 374 .0152 374.IS 3#$y^ 0*"3
(viii) #93 *4 ,0347 374,15 “.0259 374 .0157 374,15 2.3Sjg“3
(via) #9@ •4 .0263 374.13 “,0313 374 -.0142 374 % « 3^.1
Table a
Vapour pressure derivatives at the c r it ic a l  point
p"-t equation
3,
,65 
*9
.99 
,995 
,9995 
,9999 I
170,97
171,10
171,24
171*27
170,00
168,70
156,21
120*44
0
t-p  equation
K
4«MwUfv*
1,4 
1,3 
1,2
1,1 
1*001 
1,0001
1,000001 
1
171,05
171.29
171,39
170.33
139.33 
96,90 
20,15
Compaciaon of vapowK psasaure equation ifith 1963 1ST
egn®
0
0,01
10
20
30
40
SO
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
ISO
170
180
200
210
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
3oo
310
320
330
340
3SQ
360
370
371
372
,006108
.006112
.012271
.023368
.042410
*073730
,31161
,47338
374
374,15
1.01325
1,4327
1.9854
2.7011
3,6136
4.7597
6.1804
7.9202
10.027
12.553
15,530
19,080
23.202
27.979
33.480
39,776
46,941
55,032
64,191
74.449
85,917
98.694,
112.89
128,65
146,08
165,37
186.74
210,33
213,06
215,63
218.2
220*9
221,2
pveaauve, bat 
Equation
,006107 
.006112 
,012271 
.023368 
.042417 
.073749 
,12335 
.19919 
.31161
*70108
1,01325 
l.<
1.!
2,7012
3.6136 
4.7397
6.1804
7,9202
10.027 
12,552' 
15,550 
19*080 
23,201
27.979 
33*480
39.776 
46*940 
33,051
64.191 
74.448
85,917 
98.696
112,90
128.65
146.08 
165*37
186,74 
210.53
213.06 
215,62 
218.21 
220,84- ' 
221,23
-1/6
0/6
O/IO
0/20
1/38
0/6
0/10
0/16
-1/24
1/36
0/#
1/10
0/13
-1/16
0/21
0/32
0/42
0/53
0/7
0/8
1/9
0/10
0/12
1/15
1/17
0/20
1/22
0/24
•2/30
"1/3
0/4
0/4
0/4
0/5
0/5
0/10
*1/1.6/1
.3/1
S A I U S .
Supplemantftiey equation coirrelationa
maximum eorréô** maximum eorrea** maximum coryes- standard
K k positive ponding negative ponding percentage ponding deviation
deviation pressure deviation pressure deviation pressure
_ dug C., bar , . ,,,..4*6 0,,, bav bar ___4,06 0..,
I «5 ,0046 220.86 -.0045 218.22 220.86 S'4?10-4
1 ,4 ,0027 208.02 -.0038 218.22 *‘S,96|q*^4 218.22 8.17io-4
1 ,3 ,0027 208.02 -.0051 218.22 -7.93jo-4 218.22 6.46^Q-4
I ,2 ,0077 213.06 -.0094 218.22 -1.46^0-3 218.22 1.73i„-3
10 ,4 ,0148 220.86 -.0079 221,2 2.28jo“3 220,86 1.29^0-3
1,4 ,4 ,0091 220,86 -.0139 221.2 -2.15iq-3 221,2 9.03JO-4
1,1 ,4 ,0115 220.36 -.0108 221.2 1.77^0-3 220,86
1,05 ,4 *0121 220.86 -.0093 221.2 1.88j(,"3 220.86 9.51^0-*
StCble 11
pf primary and supplementary equations in conjunction
temperature pressure
c bar
temipgrature
0
0 .006107 0.0006
20 .023368 20.0005
40 ,073749 40.0005
60 .19919 60,0004
80 ,47359 80.0005
100 1,01325 100,0006
120 1.9854 120.0006
140 3.6136 140,0002
ISO 6,1804 159.9999
180 10,027 179.9999
200 15.551 200,0001
220 23.201 220.0002
240 33.480 240.0000
260 46,940 259.9994
200 64.191 279.9992
300 85.917 299,9999
320 112,90 320,0002
340 146.08 339.9987
360 186.74 360,0008
370 210.53 369.998
372 215.62 371,997
374 220.84 374,001
374.15 221.23 374,152
Table 12
Use of supplementary and primary equations in eonjmietion
pressure temperature pressure
bar bar
.01 a»9$28 *0100004 \
,05 32,808 .0500014
.1
,1 45.834 ,100002 Ü 4
iM
.5 81,346 .500010 |
1 99,832 1,00002 I
5. 151.85 5.00000 !
10 179,88 9,99997 (
50 263,92 49,9995 .
100 310.96 100,0004 ;
150 342,12 149.997 :
200, 365,71 200*002 !
220 373,68 219.999
231,2 374,14 221,205
lable 13
C0Bï>airi80n of the vapour preaaure equationa (137) and (137b) with API 44
%  I . w  44 : equation (137b) . I e^Wion (137)__
0 ( ,006107
1
.006107 i .006107
o a ,006112 : .006112 1 .006112
20 ■ ,023379 .023379 ! ,023368
40 ,073773' .073774 1 ‘ .073749
60 ,19924 .19924 ■ .19919
80 ,47364 ,47364 .47359
100 1,01325 1.01325 1.01325
120 1,9853 1.9853' 1 ; 1,9854
140 3,6136 3.6135 3.6136
160 6*1805 : / 6.1804
180 10,027 1 10.027
200 •w 15.551 ; i -.,-15.551 ' -
220 23.201 ] 23.201
240 33.480 i 33.480
260 46.940 1 46.940
280 64,192 64.191
300 85,916 85.917
320 , », 112,90 ; 112.90
340 «M 146.08 ; 146.08
360 186.74 1 186,74
370 210,53 210,53
371 213.06 213.06
372 215.62 I 215,62
■373 *» • 218.21 ! 218,21
374 "V 220.84 220.84
374,15 221.23 i
!
221.23
el iwm (I$7) m4 (137b) ultîi ABI 44
, TmRpeWtW#
i
' , ,, ,,^, , ,,,,,,,,, m i  46 «„„jiasâÈâB«!üSE»w.~‘.ssE^saJBl^^
1
: 0 ,012137 ,012140 1 .0 1 2 1 2 1 j 1
; m  ! ,023293 ,023291 *023277 j
20 i .042635 ,042437 ,042424 !
! 40 ,12319 .12314 ,1*311 i
60 ,30720 .30719 ,30719 ' 1
60 ,67739 ,67738 .67741 ■
! 100 1.3499 1,3497 ■ 1,3498 : i
! 120 2,4728 2,4729 ' i 8.47*9
1 140 4,2296 4,2257 Î :, 4.2299
! W m • 6.8117 J'",. 6,6115 !
! ' 160 ; 10,439 : i:' \ ,'10*455 S ■■ '
; 200 m , 19,399 ;'1S*396 ■. i
1 m  ! , 21.889 . ■":-'*l,889 I
I 2 #  i #k , 30,207 '■ '30,206 i ■ ■ ■ \ÿt
1 2# :; ïrtü 40,649 40.648 ; : ■; 1
i # 0  1, ## , 53.569 ' 53,569 !
! 300 1 m 69.386 : ' \ 69.389 1 ' '1
320 ( m 88,694 • '88.694 ; ' ' ;:l
r "340 ; ■m- , 112,39 112,38
360 #«* . 142.51 i '. 142.52 i ■ 'I
i 370 i m : . 161,85 ■!' :\161.83 ; ' ■«
! - 371 , 164,03 164,02 . ;ï
1 373 j. 166,27 ' '166,25 i
: 373 : ■ , 168.36 ! . 168.59 !
! 374 ■. 170*92 ;. 170.91 i , 'V
! . 374*13 :.
f Î
 ^171,28 ! , ;.171*27
' : :
i ♦ } ' ■ . I: ■• ; / ' a
Table IS
eritetia for Judging, equations
Equation
08G
. BA
w e  :&
1967 K
0
100
10
93
Û
0
i  0
aquation (137)I 0
max.t Ho# of 
G çooffs,o
100
374*11 
93 
373*9 
374*15 
374+15 
374*is 
374+15
10
4
6
14
13
8
16
Hmber of operation#
4
6
4
5 
12 
10
8
X I
.  ^
; 0 
>5
.Ï2
10
15
%
4
1 
,. i
/ Î
■ i
Total time a# 
moltiplea of,.t;
80 ■ ' ;
152 ;
70 
73
■ 97(also coataif^ 
"ooah*%:'$ 
164 ' .
58 .
123 -
Algol tme facisoïfs om the KDF 9
\
Sable 17
ïiiaas Soif «valuBeing the vapoas piîGaauro aquations
Formula
1966 K Ftmafciom
1967 K Fwattiom
Eqwatioa (137)
u/oom siomGE 
læî mm)8
36
38
mE* TIME . 
OZCODB
2.47
0.92
2.10
MII,1gj8BC0NI)S 
ALGOL
3.89
1.43
3.46
00M
0
I
I
I
I
%
«
a
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Liquid voluma ooryelatiouis
Bquu, k
maximum Qo%v08' 
poai&iVG poad&m#
maximum ooBras" maximum eo#r@8* ataadard
negative pouding percentage ponding deviation
deviation 
cm /g
deviation t deviation t 
cm^/g %  % cm'Vs
w iji ,00190 372 "*00137 366 7,000 372 . 3.13io-%
w a *00126 372 ",00110 366 ",058 335 S'lSio"*
(xi) *4 ,00998 374 ",00818 373 .357 374 1,02,Q~1
(xi) #3 ,00137 357 -.00117 335 ,075 357 2,72iQ-2
(k ü ) ,4 *00138 372 ",00158 372 ,066 372 B.ao^Q-A
(xii) $3 ,00200 372 ",00238 373 ",095 373
(xiii) #4 ,00999 374 ",00496 373 .357 374 7.35,0-4
( x i i i ) .3 .00348 373 ",00184 369 *139 373
Sable 21
Compaarise» of liq u id  volume equation tfith  1963 1ST
temperature liq u id  volume, c&'^/g
wtvitfri^ T'-l iTtfj
ISS E^tiioa (139) àv /Tolerance
0 1.00021 1.00018 3/s
0,01 1.00021 1.00018 3/S
10 1,0004 1.0004 0/1
20 1.0018 1.0018 0/1
30 1.0044 1.0044 ■ 0/1
40 1.0079 1.0078 1/1
50 1.0121 1.0121 0/2
60 1.0171 1.0171 0/2
70 1.0228 1,0227 1/2
80 1.0290 1,0290 0/3
90 1.0359 1,0360 -1/3
loo 1.0435 1.0435 0/3
110 1,0515 1,0516 -1/4
120 1.0603 1.0603 0/4
130 1,0697 1,0697 0/4
140 1,0798 1.0788 0/4
150 1.0906 1,0905 1/4
160 1.1021 1.1020 ' 1/4
170 1,1144 1,1143 1/4
180 1,1275 1.1274 1/4
190 1,1415 1.1415 0/4
200 1.1565 1.1565 0/4
210 1.1726 1.1727 -1/4
220 1.1900 1.1901 "1/4
230 1,2087 1,2088 —1/4
240 1,2291 1.2291 0/4
250 1,2312 1,2512 0/4
260 1.2753 1.2754 1/4
270 1,3023 1,3022 1/4
280 1,3321 1.3320 1/4
290 1.3655 1.3655 0/5
300 1,4036 1,4036 0/7
310 1.4473 1,4477 -2/7
320 1.4992 1,4995 -3/7
330 1.562 1.562 , 0/1
340 1.539 1.639 0/1
350 1.741 1.741 0/1
360 1.894 1,893 1/4
370 2,22 2,22 0/2
371 2.29 2.29 0/2
372 2.38 2.38 0/3
373 2,31 2.31 0/4
374 2,80 2.80 0/15
374.15 3,17 3,IS 2/15
maximum oorres- maximum eorreo- maximum oorree- etandard
k G positive ponding negative ponding peroontngo ponding deviation
deviation t deviation t deviation t «
% ....4/a....... ”e.% ........... ..°e_____m„/R_,
*s I #0078 374 ",0078 108 ? *4 *01 ,0031
.4 1 ,0069 136 "*0080 108 10*1 *01 *0030
.3 1 *0284 373 «•#0134 366 42*5 *01 ,0064
*S ,D9 *0067 136 "*0068 108 0*46 *01 *0028
.5 #95 *0059 136 "#0064 108 4*4 .01 .0027
fS .9 *0058 136 "*0065 108 5*7 *01 *0027
Sabla'23
CoHqparison of finm saturation equations with $ïBS values
temperature
0% j/f
#=io*4ilWVim(imMkr*k*KÀ«#'.«*#^'ü^4#W*aAwWA%a,4KW'^Wi'
____ . S g G _ _ _
Sàjy+3e»MiFEf«^FW.9iW*6*eaeH»îteKri».te^
eaturatiou
equations
A8*
#/#HUJ+SMj W%*,f «fM4W&V43WA'Kv4%f^A* ^AKU.- 1
0 0+0121 o.om 0
20 0+0425 0iO42S 0
40 Oil24l 041241 0
60 0+3124 043124 . 0
80 ' 0+6971 046971 0
100 1+4084 l.toè ■
/ , ■
o+oooi
120 2,62 2+62 0
140 ■ 4+56 4,56 0
160 7+51 7,51 0
180 11+79 11,79 0
200 17+80 17,81 0,01
220 26+04 26,05 0,01
240 37+13 37,13 0
260 51,85 51,85 0
280 71,35 71,35 0
300 97,39 97,39 0
320 132,96 133,00 . 0,04
340 184,25 184,20 "0,05
360 ' 269,85 269,85 0
370 360f30 360,13 0^,17
372 396,66 395,94 "0,72
374 683,57 ^y 678,53 "5,04
374,15 535,2 539,1 3,9
Table 24u # «■ i t* 1 et*
Comparison of liquid enthalpy from
saturation equations with 1963 I8T
temperature
Go
0*01
10
20
30
60
70
80
90
110
120
130
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
2 7 0
280
290
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
371
372
373
374
374.15
liquid enthalpy j, J/g
1ST
-0.0416
.000611
41,99
83.86
125.66
167,47
209.3
251.1
293.0
334.9
376.9
461.3
503.7 
546*3
589.1
632.2
675.5
719.1
763.3
807.5
852.4
897.7
943.7
990.3
1037.6
atî5. t)
1135.0
1185.2
1236,8
1290
1345
1402
1462
1526
1596
1672
1762
1892
1913
1937
1969
2032
2093
saturation equations A h/Tolerancc
0/4
0/1
"0.0416
.000611
42.00
83.86
125.66
167.45
209.3 
251.1
293.0
334.9
376.9
419.1
461.3
503.7 
546*3
589.1
632.1
675.5
719.1
763.1
807.5
652.3
897.7
943.7
1037.6
1085.8
1135.9
1185.2
1236.8 
1290 
1345 
1402 
1462 
1526
1671
1762
1892
1912
1936
1967
2027
2088
0/0
2/8
0/1
0/1
0/1
0/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
0/3
0/3
1/3
0/3
0/4
2/4
0/4
1/4
0/4
0/4
0/S
0/5
0/5
1/7
0/8
0/8
0/1
0/1
0/2
0/2
0/2
1/3
1/3
0/3
0/6
1/6
1/9
2/14
5/20
Table 25
Comparison! of liquid entropy from saturation
equations with l^ EL Table values
temperature ^iu '
î/{5 K
saturation
equations _ _____m  Tables
0 -0*0002 -0,0001 0 . 0 0 0 1
20 0*2963 0*2963 0
40 0.5721 0*5721 0
60 0*8310 0,8310 0
60 1,0752 1*0752 0
100 1,3069 1,3069 0
120 1,528 1,528 0
140 1*739 1 , 7 3 9 0
160 1,042 1*942 0
ISO 2,139 2,139 0
200 2,331 2,331 0
220 2,518 2'*'518 0
240 2,702 2,702 0
260 2,885 2,885 0
280 3,068 3,068 0
300 3,255 3,255 0
320 3*449 3,449 0
340 3,661 3,660 "0,001
360 3*916 3,916  ^ 0 ,
370 4,114 4,113 -0*001
372 4,181 4,180 -o .oo l
374 4,326 4,318 "0 , 0 0 8
374,15 4,405 4*412 0*006
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i
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m
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t;
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Table 27
Gompariaon o£ vapeur enthalpy equation with 1963 1ST
temparatuifé
*G
vapeur enthalpy. J/g
1ST Equation (143) 4h/Toletaaoe
0 2501 2501 0/3
0.01 2501 2501 0/3
10 2519 2519 0/3
20 2538 2538 0/2
30 2556 2556 0/2
40 2574 2574 0/2
50 2592 2592 0/2
60 2609 2609 0/2
70 2626 2626 0/2
30 2643 2643 0/2
90 2660 2660 0/2
100 2676 2676 0/2
110 2691 2691 0/2
120 27o6 2706 0/2
130 2720 2721 -1/2
140 2734 2734 0/2
150 2747 2747 0/3
160 2758 2758 0/3
170 2769 2769 0/3
180 2778 2778 0/4
190 2786 2786 0/4
200 2793 2793 0/4
210 2798 2798 0/4
220 2802 2802 : 0/4
230 2803 2803 0/4
240 2803 2803 0/4
250 2801 2801 0/4
260 2796 2796 0/4
270 2790 2789 1/4
280 2780 2779 1/4
290 2766 2766 0/4
300 2749 2749 0/4
310 2727 2727 0/5
320 2700 2700 0/6
330 2666 2666 0/6
340 2623 2622 1/7
350 2565 2564 1/8
360 2481 2481 0/8
370 2331 2331 0/12
371 2305 2305 0/14
372 2273 2272 1/16
373 2230 2229 1/18
374 2146 2147 -1/30
374.15 2095 !. 2083 7/30
v\
V
I
1
m i s  2S
O0#a*iaoa vapaw volume eaturatlou equatiom i^ lth 1963 1ST
"0
0 
0*01 
10 
20 
30 
40 
30 
00 
y*
80 
80 
100 
110 
120 
130 
1 #  
190 
180 
m  
leo 
180 
'200 
210 
220 
W  
240 
290 
280 
270 
280 
280 
300 
310 
320 
990 
340 
390 
380
370
371
372
373
374
374*19
3 'v#our WLimep em /$
286288 
206146 
106422 
57836 
32929 
W 46  
12045 
7677,A
5045,3 
3408*3 
2368*9
1673.0
1210.1 
091,71 
668,36
508.68 
392,57
306,85
242,62 
193,83 
156*33
127.19
104,263
86,065
71.472
59.674
50,056
42,149
30,133
25,537
21.643
18,316
15,451
12,967
10.779
8.805
6,943
4,93
$;«
4.40
4.05
3,47
3.17
206328
206185
106420
57838
32931
19547,
12045
7077,6
3043.3
3408.4 
2361*0
1673.0 
1210*1
891*74
668,36
308,69
392,60
306,86
242,62
193,85
156.35
127,19
104.264
86.065
71.478
59,682
58,062
42,153
35.601
30.132
25.534
21,639
18,315
15.450
12,978
10,770
8,804
6,943
4,94
4.09
4.41
4.07
3,50
3.15
-40/210
■39/210
2/110
-2/58
-2/33
“1/19
0/12
0/50
“1/34
“1/24
0/17
0/12
“3/89
-4/67
“1/51
“3/39
“1/31
0/24
0/19
0/16
0/13
1/104
“3/86
“6/71
“8/60
“6/50
“4/42
-2/36
1/30
3/30
4/35
1/35
-5/35
“3/35
0/35
1/35
0/40
-1/10
“ 1/10
“ 1/11
”2/12
-■3/12
2/15
Table 29
Comparison ojî vapour entropy from saturation 
equations aW IiïEL Tables
tenQiorature
6
As
8
mi, Tables saturation,equations J/& K
0 9,155 9,155 0
zo 8.606 8,666 0
40 8.256 8,236 "0
60 7.909 7,909 0
80 7 .6 Û 7.611 . '• ' 0
100 7.355 7'.33S 0
180 7.13Ô 7*130  ^ ' 0-
l4o 6.930 6*031 0»001
160 ' ■ 6.751 ' s', 731 ' O'
180 0.586 6,586 0
800 6.431 6,432 0*001
880 0.285 8,285 0
840 0.142 6,143 0*001
260 6,001 6Î001 0
280 5,857 3.857 0
300 5,705 5.705 0
380 5,535 5.536 0*001
340 5,336 5.336 0
360 5.053 5.053 0
370 4.795 4.795 0
372 4.702 4.701 -0*001
374 4,303 4,504 0*001
374.13 4,406 _^412______ 0,006
Table 30 
Oritlaal point values
Investigator Year l>^ Eeierence
Traube & Teichuer 1904 374 .  - - (76)
Holbora & Bammam 1910 374.07 220,9 , - (77)
Scbroer 1927 374.2 - (78)
%0yes & 8M tb , 1931 374.1&; 221.43 , 3,085 (79)
ICeyea* Smith & Oerry 1934 374.11 221.051 , *- (20)
ReiohGufield ê Chang ,1935 374.ZO 3.04 (80)
Bob 1937 374.2 •221.13 , 3.063 (81)
Osbome* Stimaon & Gim&inga 1937 374.15 ‘221,28 . 3,1 (82)
Timrot 1952 374.15 '221.29 3*3 (83)
‘Hovrab & Groah ■ 1959 374.15 221.18' ■ 3,28 (84)
I8T 1963 374.15
+0.10
221.02 . 
♦0.1
3*17
±0,15
p
Rivkin 1964 . «. 3*165
+0,019
(85)
Bridgeraan ê Aldrioh 1965 374.02 232,261 3,1547 (75)
Jusa ' 1966 374.07 221*06 3*16 (45) ,
Present work 1967 374,13 231,23 3,15
Blank 1968 373,91
+0.03
220,45
+0,03
«« (86)
1 ' .
Table 31
Comparison of eorelated and experimental vapour 
pressure values at the critical point
preaaure# bar
temperature • , 1966 1967 equation Measured
BA Investigator
®C K function IC function , (137) Value
373,91 820,62 220,57 220,5? 220.60 220,45 Blank
374*02 220.91 220,86 220,86 220.89 220,61 BA
374^07 221.04 220,99 220,99 221,02 221.06 Juaa
374,11 221,15 221,09 221,09 221.13 221,06 Smith & Keyes
374,15 221,256 221,20 221.20 221.23 221,2 09G & 1ST
SaMe 32
Cmpariacn of vapour preoeure darlvativea above 370 ^ 0
tmp
W S  I Bgertm f Keyeg I # S  Bridgemn| 1966 | I Averages { 
and I ( I a W  | K (Bquation
! 1032 i O a l l m d a r ; (M #% # & )  % 1030 i  A l # i q h  O'»?) w i t h  K w i t h o u t  K i
 _ , -------- -^----- - r — 1- — I------ —^ — - — —  ■-;
370 :161,91' 162.40 161.40 ■ 161,94 ! 161.97 >164,32 161,83 162.85 161.92 |
r  . i. ' ' ' ■ !
: I I - I
372 .106,31 166,82 , 165,69 | 166.60 I 166.57 166.63 166.85 166.69 .166.37 |;
374 '170,63 171.41 : 170.08 ■■ 172.93 t 171.97 173.27 170.91 171.58 171,84 I'
374,13 -   ^ -  ' “ ' 173,13 171.91 ,»3.eS,,- 171.27 172.48 • 172*10. '#
Ternie 33
C rit ic a l point derivatives
Property Y
p-
£^oh«,0^ ,l
V „ , ! ï „ , S  ,-Y
*3
a
Derivative ^
Theoretical
finite 0.26459 J/cm K
f in ite
Saturation equations
ût( WUW*RAW+fffmwk#Jf*Uc«**'^  «*< MM^ lun l»ilùOat.6«ti<.,,ei^ to't6a«}lWf*''»^  •*■
4,0302 J/8 K
Tablé 34
Evaluation of the thermodynamic oonsiataney for the saturafcioa ©quations
omparafeure epecific free enthalpy e, J/g derivatives J/cm^
%  " ®s ®S ®g
0 #001 "7 * .01212 -2.84^g-14
20 —2*998 : -7,M^-9 .04242 0
40 -11*709 6*05jg"9 ' .12311 ; -6*82%o"l3
60 -25*753 1*4O^0"9 ' .30715 0
80 -44*810 "7*45,Q"9 ; .07/41 0 '
100 -68*594 "4*66j^ q"9 1.3498 3*64^ (,"12
lao -96*853 2*79^0-9 2*4/39 ' 0
140 -139*36 -3+?3lO-9 ' 4.2255 . '■ 1 0
160 -165*90 -1.85.j^ o“® ; 0.8115 0
180 -206*30 -l'S6io-9 ■,. io.4ss 0
200 "250*38 "3*73j,Q"9 15*3% ■ 0
220 "297*97 0 ' ' 
i '
'21.889 "1*16^Q"10
240 "348*93 0 30*206 0
260 "403*11 3.73,^ 0"® : 40.648 "l*l6^0"lo
280 "460,39 , 3'?3iO-9 ; 53.565 "i*l^^Q"io
300 "520*64 69.389 “2.33^0-10
320 -583*74 3,'?3jg-S 88.694 , : 0
340 "649*60 7,4Sj^q-9 112.38 "6*98^^-10
360 "718*11 0 142.52 4*6êjQ-l0'
370 "753*33 ! 3,?3^g-9 ' 161.83 "l,40jq"9
372 "760*45 . ' 0 . 166.25 ■ 0
374 "767,59 3.?3j^ „--9 ; 170.91 ; ' -3.73^0-9
374,15 ,zZÉsna____u 0 171.27 . : ..
Table 35
Derivation of thermodynamic properties for equations in different variables
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Tâble 37
Evaluation qf equation for p * 700 bar
entropy
J/g K
enthalpy
\mh
J/s
Ah
temperature
At
-0*002 68,4 68.4 -0,01 0 2.24
0,672 268.9 268.7 ”0,21 50 ”0,09
1*257 472,6 472.2 "•0,02 100 0,01
1,772 677,0 677.2 0,17 150 0.02
2,239 886.1 886.3 0,18 200 0,04
2,671 1101,2 llOl -0 .24 250 -0.29
3,076 1323,3 1324 0,69 300 -0,38
3,47.3 1560.9 1561 0,06 350 -0*41
3,886 1829.0 1829 0.01 400 -0.89
4,312 2126.6 2127 0,59 450 0,50
4,769 2468.3 2468 -0,30 500 0.27
5,176 2792.7 2793 0.27 550 0.05
5,494 3062,1 3062 -0,09 600 0.03
5.746 3238.2 3288 -0.23 650 -0*31
5,955 3486,3 3486 -0.35 700 -0.52
6,137 3668.0 3668 0,00 750 -0.22
6,300 3838.7 3839 0,31 800 1.78
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Table 39
Effects of derivatives on the equation for p « 700 bar
X
standard deviation Maximum At» deg* C
hjJ/g t, ®G 0®G 390®C 720*0 790*0 800*0
0 0.306 0.490 -2,235 0.984 0.657 -1.069 -1.775
0.308 0,491 -2.186 0,977 0.671 ”0.998 -1.703
loT* 0.310 0.502 -2.120 0,940 0,872 -0,836 -1.536
loT^ 0.549 1,174 -1.726 0,586 2.789 1,300 0.631
Table 40 
High pressure correlations
1000 bar 900 bar 800 bar 700 bar
n m h t V h t V b t V h t V
9 1 1.09 1,10 0.203 0.53 0*52 0,087 0,72 0,35 0.081 1.43 1.09 0.331
9 2 0,31 0.49 0.025 0,35 0,44 0.006 0,36 0.34 0.008 0*32 0,57 0,040
9 3 0.31 0.46 0,0X5 0.35 0,50 0.004 0*36 0*32 0*007 0.31 0.39 0,041
9 4 0.31 0.45 0.040 0,35 0.49 0*010 0.36 0.33 0,006 0*31 0.66 0,037
9 5 0.31 0*42 0.050 0,34 0,47 0,010 0.35 0.33 0,007 0.31 0.63 0,066
9 6 0.31 0,43 0,098 0,34 0*50 0,013 0,35 0*33 0,014 0.31 0,52 0*074
6 3 0.35 1.08 0.014 0,41 1.32 0 , 0 0 6 0.42 1.55 0*007 0,47 2.03 0,016
7 3 0.32 0.80 0.015 0,34 1*07 0*009 0,36 1.49 0*014 0*42 2,29 0.018
8 3 0.31 0.47 0*015 0,35 0*68 0*005 0,35 0*84 0*010 0*34 1*22 0.022
9 3 0,31 0.46 0.015 0.35 0.50 0,004 0*36 0*32 0.007 0,31 0.39 0.041
10 3 0,31 1.03 0,022 0,35 0.47 0,007 0,36 0.39 0.005 0*31 0.38 0*027
11 3 0.31 2,14 0,048 0,33 0,94 0*011 0,37 1,31 0.018 0,31 0,77 0*040
Table 41
Comparison of equation with 1963 1ST
p
bar
max
Ah
h
J/g
Toi. maxAt
t
oc %At
max
Av s,.era /C
Toi.
1000 -0,87 2102 8 1*48 0 0*54 0.030 1,513 0.003
900 ”0.97 1413 2 2.04 800 0,19 0.019 4.841 0*02
800 0*89 1508 2 1.02 390 0*15 0.037 5.484 0*02
700 0.74 3805 14 •"1.92 0 -0*70 -0,187 6.326 0,02
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Table 43
Evaluation of equation for p « 1000 bar
entropy 
J/S K
enthalpy
J/s
Ah
J/g
temperature At
deg C
“0.008 95,5 0.005 0 0,098
0.337 194,0 -0.001 25 -*0.025
0.658 293*8 0,001 50 “0,010
0.958 394.2 0,000 75 ”0,009
1,237 495.0 0.001 100 -0.022
1.500 596,2 0,001 125 “0.008
1.747 697.8 “0.002 ISO ”0,009
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Table 45 ,
Comparison of values derived from equation (155) with
1963 1ST values and tolerances
C01ÎPRËSSED WATER 
Volume cm^/g Enthalpy J/g
t"^ C
0 50 100 150 0 50 100 150
1 bar
1(a) 1.00012 1.0121 0.059 209.38
(b) 1,0002 1.0121 0.06 209.3
(c) -0.8 0 —0 • 1 0.8
(d) 1 2 1 1
5 0.9999 1.0119 1.0432 1.0905 0.465 209.7 419.4 632.0
0,9999 1.0119 1.0433 1.0906 0.47 209 .6 419.4 632.2
0 0 -1 -1 -0.5 1 0 ~2 .
2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3
10 0,9996 1.0117 1.0430 1.0901 0.97 210.2 419.8 632.3
0.9997 1.0117 1.0431 1.0903 0.98 210.1 419.7 632.4
-1 0 -1 -2 “1 1 1 -1
2 2 2 3 2 2 4 4
25 0.9989 1.0110 1.0422 1.0891 2.49 211.4 420.9 633.2
0.9989 J.. 0110 1.0423 1.0894 2.50 211.3 421.0 633.4
0 0 — 1 -3 -1 1 -1 —2
2 2 2 3 5 2 4 4 .
50 0,9976 1.0099 1,0410 1.0875 5.02 213.6 422.8 634.8
0.9976 1.0099 •1.0410 1.0878 5 .05 213,5 422.8 534.9.
0 0 0 -3 -3 1 0 -1
2 2 2 3 10 2 4 4
75 0.9964 1.0088 1.0397 1.0859 7.53 215.7 424.7 636.3
0.9964 1.0088 1.0398 1.0862 7.58 215.7 424.7 636 .5
0 0 -1 -3 -5 0 0 -2
2 2 3 4 15 2 4 4
100 0.9951 1.0077 1.0385 1.0842 10,0 217.9 426 is 637.9
0.952 1.0077 1.0386 1.0846 10.1 217.9 426.6 638.1
rl 0 4 -4 rl 0 0 -2
2 2 4 4 2 2 4 4
125 0.9939 1,0067 1.0373 1.0826 12.5 220.0 428.4 639.5
0.9940 1.0066 1.0373 1.0830 12.6 220.0 428.5 639.7
-1 1 0 -4 -1 ■ 0 -1 -2
2 2 4 3 2 4 4 .
150 0.9927 1.0056 1.0361 1.0811 15.0 222.2 430.3 541.1
0.9928 1.0055 1.0361 1.0813 15,1 222.1 430.4 641.3
-1 1 0 -2 -1 1 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 3 2 4 4
175 0.9915 1.0045 1.0349 1.0795 17.5 224.3 432.2 642.7
0.9915 1.0044 1.0348 1.0798 17.5 224.3 432.3 642.9
0 1 1 -3 -1 0 -1 -2 .
2 2 4 4 4 3 4 4
Table 4'5 con tinued
Volume cm /g Enthalpy J/g
t°C
p bar___
0 50 100 150 0 50 100 ISO"
200 0.9903 1.0035 1.0337 1.0780 20.0 226,5 434.1 644.2
0.9904 1.0033 1.0336 1.0782 20.1 226.5 434.2 644.5
-1 2 1 -2 -1 , 0 ”1 -3 ■
2 2 , 4 4 4 ' 3 4 4
225 0.9891 1.0024 1.0325 1.0764 22.4 228.6 436.0 645.8
0.9892 1.0023 1.0324 1:0766 22.6 228 .6 436.1 646.1
-1 1 1 ‘ -2 -2 0 -1 -3
2 2 4 ' 4 5 3 4 4
250 0.9879 1.0014 . 1.0313 1.0749 24.9 230.7 ■ 437.9 647.5
0.9880 1.0012 1.0313 1.0751 . 25 .1 230.7 438 .0 647.7
"1 2 0 -2 -2 0 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 5 3 4 4
275 0.9868 1.0004 1.0301 1.0734 27.3 232.9 439 .8 649.1
0.9868 1.0002 1.0301 1.0736 27.5 232.8 439 .8 649.3
0 2 0 -2 -2 1 -1 —2
2 2 4 4 5 3 4. 4
300 0.9856 0.9993 1.0290 1.0720 29,8 235 .0 441.7 650.7
0.9856 0.9992 1.0289 1.0721 30.0 235.0 441.8 650.9
0 1 1 -1 -2 0 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 5 3 4 4
350 0.9833 0.9973 1.0267 1.0690 34.6 239.3 445.5 653.9
0.9834 0.9972 1.0267 1.0692 34.9 239.2 445.6 654.1
-1 1 0 ~2 -3 1 -1 -2
2 2 4 4 6 3 4 4
400 0.9810 0.9953 1.0245 1.0662 39.4 243.5 449 .3 657.2
0.9811 0.9951 1.0244 1.0654 39./ 243.5 449.4 657.4
-1 2 1 -2 -3 0 “1 -2
2 2 4 4 7 3 4 4
450 0.9788 0.9933 1.0222 1.0634 44.2 247.8 453.1 660.5
0.9788 0.9932 1.0222 1.0536 44.6 247 .7 453.2 660.7
0 1 0 -2 -4 •1 ~1 -2
2 2 4 4 8 4 4 4
500 0.9766 0.9913 1.0201 1.0607 49.0 252.0 256.9 663,3
0.9766 0.9912 1.0200 1.0609 49.3 • 252.0 457.0 664.0
0 1 1 -2 -3 0 -1 -2
2 3 4 5 8 4 4 . 4
550 0,9745 0.9894 1.0179 1.0580 53.7 256.2 460.7 667.2
0.9745 0.9892 1.0178 1.0582 54,1 256.2 460.8 667,3
0 2 1 -2 -4 0 ~1 -1
3 3 4 5 8 4 4 4
600 0.9723 0.9875 1.0158 1.0554 58,4 260.4 464.5 670.5
0.9723 0.9873 1.0157 1.0556 58.8 260.4 464 .6 670.6
. 0 2 1 -2 -4 0 -^ 1 -1
3 3 4 5 9 4 4 4
650 0.9703 0.9856 1.0138 1.0528 63.1 264.6 468.3 673.9
0.9703 0.9854 1.0137 1.0530 63.5 264.6 468 .4 674.0
0 2 1 -2 -4 0 -1 -1
3 3 4 5 10 4 4 5
Table 45 continued..... 
Volume cm^/g EnthaJ.py J/g.
t°C
p bar
700
750
G 00
850
900
950
1000
0
0.9682
0.9682
0
0.9652
0.9662
0
3'
0.9642
0.9642
0
3
0.9622
0.9622
0
3
0.9603
0.9603
.0
3
0.9584
0.9584
0
3
0.9566
0.9566
0
3
50 100
0,9838
0.9836
2
0.9820
0.9818
2
3
0.9802
0,9800
2
3
0.9784
0.9782
2
3
0.9767
0.9765
2
3
0.9750
0.9748
2
3
0.9733
0,9731
2
3
1.0117 
1.0115 
1
1.0097
1.0095
i'
1 .0078 
1.0075 
2 
4
1.0058
1.0057
1
4
1.0039
1.0038
1
4
1.0021
1.0019
2
4
1.0002
1.0000
2
4
150
1.0503
1.0505
-2
1.0479
1.0430
-1
5
1.0455
1.0456 
-1
5
1.0432
0.0432
0
5
1.0409
1.0409 
0
5
1.0387
1.0386
1
5
1.0365
1.0363
2
5
ô 50 100 - 150*
67.7 268 .8 472.1 677.3
68 .1 268 .8 472.1 • 677.3
0 0 0 '
72.4 273.0 476.0 680.7
72.7 273.0 . 476.0 680.7
-3 0 0 0
11 6 ' 5 5
77.0 277.2 ■ 479.8 584.1
77.3 277.1 470.8 684.0
-3 1 0 1
12 7 7 7
81.5 281.4 483.6 687.5
81.9 281.3 483.6 687.4
-4 1 0 1
12 8 8 8
86.1 285 .5 487.4 690.9
86.5 285.4 487.3 690.8
-4 1 1 1
12 9 9 9
90.6 289 .7 491.2 694.4
91.1 289 .6 491.2 694.2
-5 1 0 2
12 10 10 10
95.1 293.9 495.1 697.8
95 .7 293.7 495 .0 697.6
-6 2 1 . 2
12 12 12 12
(a) equation(I55)value
(b) 1ST value
( g )  equation value - 1ST value 
(d) 1ST tolerance
Table 46
Comparlaon of saturated liquid values with 
1963 1ST values aud tolerances
t'^ c p bar 3/Vg cm /g
eqn(155)
3*Vg cm /g 
1ST
Av Toi. J/g
eqn(I55)
h,. J/g 
1ST __
Ah Toi
0 0,006108 1.00013 1,00021 ~8 5 -0.0415 -0,0416 1 4
401 0.006112 1.00013 1*00021 «g 5 0.000611 0,000611 0 1
lo 0,012271 1,00032 1*0004 -0,8 1 42.00 41.99 1 4
20 0*023368 1.0018 1.0018 0 1 83*91 83*86 5 3
30 0*042418 1*0044 1*0044 0 1 125.74 125*66 8 8
40 0*073750 1*0079 1*0079 0 1 167.52 167*47 5 8
50 0*12335 1,0121 1*0121 0 2 209*3 209.3 0 1
60 0,19919 1.0171 1,0171 0 2 251.1 251.1 0 1
70 0*31161 1*0227 1*0228 “I 2 293*0 293.0 0 1
80 0*47358 1*0290 1.0290 0 3 334*9 334.9 0 2
90 0*70109 1*0359 1*0359 0 3 377.0 376.9 1 2
100 1,01325 1*0434 1.0435 -1 3 419.1 419.1 0 2
110 1.4327 1,0515 1,0515 0 4 461*4 461.3 1 2
120 1*9854 1.0603 1*0603 0 4 503.8 503*7 1 2
130 2*7011 1,0697 1,0697 0 4 546,4 546.3 1 3
140 3*6136 1.0797 1.0798 “1 4 589*1 589,1 0 3
150 4*7597 1,0905 1*0906 -1 4 632,0 632,2 -2 3
Table 47
Comparison of saturated liquid values
"c p bar
3v_ cm /g  
App, IV
3Vjg 6m /g
eqn(155)
bg J/g  
App.IV
hg J/g .
equ(155)
J/g K 
App. XV
8  ^ J/g K 
eqn(155)
J/gK
aqxi(156)
V'
eqn(l
0 0.006107 1.00018 1*00013 "0,0416 -0.0415 -0.0002 -0*0001 4.218 4*214
01 0.006111 1*00018 1*00013 0,00631 0*000611 0.0000 0.0000 4,218 4.214
10 0.012277 1*00039 1*00032 42.00 42.00 0*1510 0.1511 4,193 4.197
20 0.023378 1*0018 1.0018 83.86 83,91 0.2963 0.2965 4.182 4.186
30 0,042433 1*0044 1.0044 125,66 125,74 0*4365 0,4368 4,179 4,180
40 0 . 0 7 3 7 7 4 1,0078 1*0078 167,45 167.52 0.5721 0,5724 4.179 4,177
SO 0.123383 1*0121 1 . 0 1 2 1 209.25 209*30 0.7O3S 0.7037 4,181 4.179
60 0*19924 1,0171 1*0171 251*08 251.11 0.8310 0,8311 4.184 4,183
70 0.31166 1*0227 1.0227 292.96 292.98 0.9548 0,9549 4.190 4.189
80 0*47364 1*0290 1,0290 334,90 334,92 1,0753 1,0753 4.196 4,197
90 0*70112 1*0360 1*0359 376,93 376,96 1*1925 1.1926 4.205 4,207
00 1*01325 1.0435 1,0434 419.05 419,11 1.3069 1,3070 4,216 4,218
10 1*4326 1,0516 1*0515 461,30 461.38 1.4185 1,4187 4.229 44231
[20 1,9853 1,0603 1.0603 503*7 503,8 1.328 1,328 4*245 4,244
,30 2,7011 1,0697 1*0697 546*3 546,4 1,634 1,635 4*263 4,259
4^0 3.6135 1.0796 1.0797 589.1 589,1 1,739 1,739 4.283 4.274
SO 4.7S97 1,0905 1,0905 632,1 632.0 1,842 1,841 4.310 4,289
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